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Abstract

Essays on the Digital Divide Explorations through global, national and individual lenses

Maria Skaletsky
Chair of the Supervisory Committee:
Dominique Haughton, Professor
Joint appointment in Mathematical Sciences and Global Studies

The Digital Divide has emerged as an important research and policy issue during the past thirty
years. The divide exists at different levels, such as global, regional and individual levels. While
extensive research already exists on this subject, the complexity of the issue presents
opportunities for further research. In particular, there is ample scope for significantly
contributing to the literature by leveraging recent analytics techniques, all the more since most
of the literature on the Digital Divide relies on descriptive methods or on simple or multiple
regression models. Therefore, the motivation for this study is two-fold. First, the Digital Divide
is an important problem and contributing to its knowledge base is important in order to provide
reliable information to policymakers. Second, the issue of the Digital Divide provides
interesting opportunities to apply and evaluate advanced analytic techniques that have not been
previously used in the Digital Divide literature.
I seek to make a contribution to existing literature by analyzing an evolution of the global
Digital Divide and by providing a clearer and more complete understanding of the relationship
between the Digital Divide and its predictors by using novel methodologies not previously used
in Digital Divide studies. The second part of my dissertation addresses the regional and
individual Digital Divide, particularly the Digital Divide in Russia, and methodological
challenges arising from its research. Russia is a very large and diverse country which presents
an interesting case of intra-country Digital Divide. While some research addressing the issue of
the Digital Divide in Russia exists, no past studies address the issue of the evolution of the
regional divide and no quantitative studies address the issue of the individual Digital Divide in
Russia. We make a contribution by addressing these two issues and by extending the
methodologies

employed

in

the

Digital

Divide

studies.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction
1.1 Background
The Digital Divide has emerged as an important research and policy issue during the
past thirty years. The Digital Divide can be defined as an inequality in access to
Information and Communication Technology (ICT), such as personal computers,
Internet and mobile phones (Norris, 2001). The Digital Divide exists on multiple
levels. Dewan and Riggins (2005) identify 3 levels of the divide: global, organizational
and individual. The global Digital Divide refers to inequality among countries, the
organizational divide refers to differences in ICT access and use among organizations
and the individual level refers to individual differences in the access and use of ICTs.
The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) defines the
Digital Divide as differences in access and usage of ICTs among individuals,
households, companies or regions (OECD, 2001). The issue of the Digital Divide is
important at all levels, but has different implications and challenges at different levels.
Norris (2001) identified the global divide among countries as the inequality in the
ownership of ICTs, the social divide as the inequality among the information rich and
the information poor within countries and the democratic divide as the gap among those
who use and do not use technologies to participate in political and economic activities.
At the global level, the problem of the Digital Divide is important since access to ICTs
is an important tool for social development and economic prosperity (Sciadas, 2005).
Technology is an important aspect of wealth creation, and wealth creation is itself
based on digital development and knowledge. The level of access to ICTs is one of the
pillars used to measure the competitiveness index of countries by The World Economic
1

Forum (2012). The use of ICTs in daily activities and in production processes is
important in order to increase productivity and in turn competitiveness. The use of ICTs
in production processes makes them more cost efficient, which leads to productivity
improvements (Sicadas, 2005), lowers the costs of transactions and boosts trade
between regions (Freund & Weinhold, 2004).
One of the limitations of the analysis at a country level is the fact that many countries,
especially large countries, are not homogeneous in their digital development (Deaton,
2003). For instance, the level of digital development within countries such as Russia,
India and China varies greatly between regional capitals and population centers in
remote areas (Beketov, 2009). Therefore, an analysis of the issue of the Digital Divide
within countries is important in cases when heterogeneity exists in order to gain
information that could be obtained when countries are used as units of analysis.
And finally, the Digital Divide exists among individuals. The individual Digital Divide
is the inequality among individuals in the level of access to ICTs, which in turn leads to
inequality in the ability to obtain education, employment, to receive important health
information and so on. Mossberger (2003) identifies several types of individual divide:
an information divide (the inability of certain groups of individuals to gain access to
online information), a skills divide, an economic opportunity divide (inability to receive
training, gain employment or education), and a democratic divide (inability to
participate in e-government). Dewan and Riggins (2005) added an e-commerce divide
dimension – the inability to obtain online services and functionalities. Common factors
affecting the individual Digital Divide are race, gender, socio-economic status,
education and social associations (Dewas and Riggins 2005). The importance of these
2

factors differs among countries; however, research shows that in general women, racial
minorities, older people and lower income groups have lower access to the ICTs.
Therefore, the Digital Divide is an important policy issue at the global, regional and
individual level. While extensive research already exists on this subject, the complexity
of the issue presents opportunities for further research. In particular, there is ample
scope for significantly contributing to the literature by leveraging recent analytics
techniques, all the more since most of the literature on the Digital Divide relies on
descriptive methods or on simple or multiple regression models. Vehovar et al (2006)
criticized the simplicity of methodologies employed in most Digital Divide research
which are mostly limited to univariate analysis and descriptive statistics. They called on
researchers to employ more sophisticated methodologies in order to improve the
accuracy and usefulness of the results. Therefore, the motivation for this study is twofold. First, the Digital Divide is an important problem, and contributing to its
knowledge base is important in order to provide reliable information to policymakers.
Second, the issue of the Digital Divide provides interesting opportunities to apply and
evaluate advanced analytic techniques that have not been previously used in the Digital
Divide literature.
Sciadas (2005) emphasized the importance of obtaining accurate and meaningful
information about the problem of the global Digital Divide for the creation of
successful policies. In particular, he emphasizes the importance of addressing several
questions regarding the magnitude of the global Digital Divide, its evolution, and its
predictors and causes. Understanding the evolution of the Digital Divide, its predictors
and relationships among them within countries is important in order to be able to
3

monitor changes occurring over time and evaluate the effects of implemented policies
as well as their strengths and weaknesses. I seek to make a contribution to existing
literature by analyzing the evolution of the global Digital Divide and by providing a
clearer and more complete understanding of the relationship between the Digital Divide
and its predictors by using novel methodologies not previously used in Digital Divide
studies.
The second part of my dissertation addresses the regional and individual Digital Divide,
particularly the Digital Divide in Russia, and methodological challenges arising from
its research. Russia is a very large and diverse country which presents an interesting
case of intra-country Digital Divide. While some research addressing the issue of the
Digital Divide in Russia exists, no past studies address the issue of the evolution of the
regional divide, and no quantitative studies address the issue of the individual Digital
Divide in Russia. We seek to make a contribution by addressing these two issues and
by extending the methodologies employed in the Digital Divide studies.

1.2 Research map
We have several objectives in this study. The first objective is to examine the evolution
of the global Digital Divide in order to identify countries that have made progress
during the past decade and those who have remained behind. The second objective is to
examine and evaluate the importance and complexity of relationships among predictors
of the global Digital Divide. A deep understanding of these relationships is important in
being able to design successful policies that might alleviate the Digital Divide. The
third objective is to examine the state and evolution of the individual and regional
Digital Divide in Russia. And last, the objective is to apply and evaluate several
4

advanced analytical tools, some of which have not been previously used in the Digital
Divide research.
We answer the following research questions:
1. At the country level, has the Digital Divide closed between 1999 and 2007?
2. At the country level, what are the leading determinants of the Digital Divide, and
what relationships can be observed among them?
3. Is there a Digital Divide among Russian regions? If yes, has it closed between 2005
and 2009?
4. What are the significant determinants of the Digital Divide among individuals in
Russia?

Study 1: The changing – and unchanging – face of the Digital Divide: An
application of Kohonen Self Organizing Maps
We employ the method of Kohonen Self Organizing Maps (SOM) to examine the
evolution of the Digital Divide on a panel of 179 countries for the period 1999-2007.
5

We examine various Digital Divide indicators including economic, infrastructural and
demographic variables to identify changes in clusters between countries over time. The
SOM analysis provides a visualization of the Digital Divide and any changes in country
groupings during the period considered in the study.
We build on the study by Deichmann et al (2007) in which the authors used time series
data to determine the changes in the relative position of countries on the map over a
three year period: 2001-2003. The short time period studied limits the detection of
relative changes in the positions of countries on the map. To counter this limitation, we
expand the data set to the years 1999-2007. This allows us to better trace the evolution
in digital development over a wider time period and to account for possible lagged
effects.
We extend the work of Deichmann et al (2007) by including a wider list of countries in
the study (179 relative to their 160 countries), and by also including an additional
digital development variable (the number of mobile subscriptions per 100 people) and a
more comprehensive risk variable.
We also expand on the work of Sciadas (2005) by including economic indicators in
addition to measures of education, infrastructure and ICT use. We use more recent data,
as compared to the period 1995-2003 that was used in that study. Importantly, by
employing the Kohonen map technique, we are able to provide a clear visualization of
the evolution of the divide for all countries at once, as compared to the grouped results
or individual and pairwise presentation in Sciadas (2005).

6

Study 2: Exploring the Predictors of the International Digital Divide
We examine the relative importance of the predictors of the global Digital Divide used
in the first study. We employ the TreeNet methodology (Salford Systems, 2013;
Friedman, 1999) to examine the relative importance of Digital Divide predictors for all
countries. We also evaluate the importance of predictors which propel countries to top
or bottom levels of digital development. In addition, we will identify interactions
among the predictors.
We contribute to the understanding of the importance and complexity of the predictors
of the global Digital Divide. We employ novel methodologies not previously used in
Digital Divide studies, such as the TreeNet. Doing so allows for providing a more
detailed and complete picture of the relationships among the predictors of the level of
Internet use and mobile phone subscriptions across counties, compared to past studies.
We build separate models for the level of Internet use and for the number of mobile
phones subscriptions at a country level and find these models to be different.
When considering groups of countries for separate analyses, we do not rely on
geographical data, as often done in the Digital Divide studies. This approach is flawed
since geographical regions are not homogeneous in their development. We also do not
rely on the World Bank classification which divides countries into “developed” and
“developing”. This classification is commonly used in Digital Divide studies; however,
the group of “developing” countries is not homogeneous. Instead, we will define groups
of countries according to the quintiles in which they fall based on the levels of their
digital development. In other words, we define groups of countries on the basis of the

7

actual levels of Internet use and mobile phone subscriptions and concentrate on the
analyses of countries with the highest and the lowest levels of development.
We discover different models of levels of Internet use and mobile phone subscriptions.
We identify institutional stability to be as important as national income in predicting the
level of Internet use overall in all the countries included in the sample, while national
income was found to be the most significant predictor in past studies. We identify
levels of infrastructure development to be the most important determinant of the
likelihood of a country being placed into the bottom Internet quintile. In addition, we
identify complex non-linear relationships between the predictors and digital
development and uncover interactions among the predictors.
We are able to identify critical levels of infrastructure necessary for an increase in
Internet use and in the number of mobile phone subscriptions. This is important in order
to be able to generate information necessary for policymakers in order to design
successful policies aimed at alleviating the global Digital Divide. We evaluate the
usefulness of the TreeNet methodology for Digital Divide research and compare this
methodology with that of quintile regression used by Dewan et al. (2005).
Study 3: The case of the Digital Divide in Russia
We provide a detailed analysis of the state and evolution of the individual and regional
Digital Divide in Russia. We use longitudinal data from the Household Living
Standards Survey conducted by the Federal Bureau of Statistics in Russia and from the
Russian Longitudinal Monitoring Survey (RLMS), a comprehensive living standards
survey covering every year from 1992 to 2010. We use data that include digital
development indicators for the years 2005-2010.
8

This is the first detailed quantitative study that addresses the problem of the individual
Digital Divide in Russia and the first study to address the evolution of the Digital
Divide in Russia. We employ and evaluate methodologies, such as Kohonen SOM and
multilevel models that have not been previously used in Digital Divide studies at the
regional and individual level.
We trace and visualize the evolution of the regional divide by employing the Kohonen
SOM methodology, previously employed in the global Digital Divide study (Chapter
2). It is the first use of this methodology at the intra-country regional level. We find it
to be as useful as it was in the global study. Together with the geographical maps
generated by the JMP 10 software package, Kohonen SOM allows for a clear
visualization of the evolution of the Digital Divide at a regional level. We discover
interesting and unexpected patterns in regional digital development, influenced by
spatial spill-over effects from outside of Russia, in particular from Asian countries,
such as Korea and Japan. We find that some Far-Eastern regions affected by these
effects surpass Moscow City in their levels of digital development. We also identify a
group of regions that have not made any significant progress during the years covered
in this study: 2005 and 2009.
We employ multilevel models to provide a comprehensive analysis of the Digital
Divide problem in Russia at the individual level. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first use of this methodology in Digital Divide studies. Employing multilevel
models allows us to build more accurate models and to account for the effect of
population centers and regions on the odds of the Internet use and the odds of owning a
mobile phone. Multilevel models allow us to capture geographical effects and account
9

for the hierarchical structure of the data, as well as find the effects of individual,
household and population center level predictors on the odds of Internet use and mobile
phone ownership. We build separate multilevel logistic models for the odds of Internet
use and for the odds of owning a mobile phone. We find some expected and some
unexpected results. Unexpectedly, we discover a gender difference in the odds of
Internet use in urban areas, which does not align with the results of the Digital Divide
in other countries. We also discover ethnical differences and find population center
effects on the odds of the Internet use. This is the first quantitative study of the Digital
Divide in Russia at the individual level.
The following chapters present each of the described studies. The next chapter presents
the study of the evolution of the global Digital Divide.

10

Chapter 2 - The changing – and unchanging – face of the Digital
Divide: An application of Kohonen Self Organizing Maps1
2.1 Introduction
The so-called Digital Divide has emerged as an important research and policy issue
during the past twenty years and can be defined as inequality in access to Information
and Communication Technology (ICT) (Norris, 2001). It is an important area of study
for the Information Systems (IS) field on a number of fronts. Increasingly, the IS
academy has recognized the need for research in contexts outside those traditional
areas, such as IS development within organizations and IS to support managerial
decision-making. Calls to expand our horizons have included, inter alia, such topics as
ethical considerations, civic engagement and social responsibility (Desouza, El-Sawy,
Galliers, Loebbecke, & Watson, 2006; Mingers & Walsham, 2010; Wastell & White,
2010); sustainability and “green IT” (Berthon, DesAutels, Donnellan, & Clark
Williams, 2011; Berthon & Donnellan, 2011), and IT in a global context, including
cross-cultural considerations (Walsham, 2002). In the latter context, particular note has
also been given to IT in developing countries (Avgerou, 2003; Krishna & Madon, 2004;
Walsham, 2005), and the Digital Divide between and within developed and developing
countries.
In a comprehensive review of the literature, Dewan and Riggins (2005) defined three
levels of the Digital Divide: individual, organizational and global. Respectively, the
Digital Divide concerns a variation in the degree of access and ability to use ICT

1
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among individuals, organizations and countries. In this paper, our focus is on the latter,
for understanding the determinants of the global Digital Divide is important in order to
create and implement policies that would help alleviate the problems faced by many
lesser developed countries as a result of lack of access and inability to use ICT. Global
inequality is one such problem as technology is an important aspect of wealth creation,
and wealth creation is itself based on digital development and knowledge. Access to
ICTs can also be considered to be a “fundamental human right” (Annan, October 9,
1999). A lack of access to ICTs limits a country’s chances of providing remedies to
other deprivations such as those of education, shelter and healthcare (Fuch & Horak,
2008).
The global Digital Divide is a policy issue, and policies can only be effective if there is
a deep understanding of the issue itself, its determinants and its evolution. Many studies
aim to establish the determinants of the divide (Chinn & Fairlie, 2007; Deichmann et
al., 2006; Hargittai, 1999; Kiiski & Pohjola, 2002; Pohjola, 2003). National income,
levels of infrastructure and human capital have been found to be the most significant
predictors of the divide in many studies (Chinn & Fairlie, 2007; Deichmann et al.,
2006; Hargittai, 1999), with income being identified as the most significant predictor.
Another area of the Digital Divide research is concerned with the divide’s evolution.
There is no agreement among researchers whether or not the divide is growing or
narrowing. For example, Nair et al. (2005) showed that the Digital Divide continues to
grow. Ho and Tseng (2006) came to the conclusion that the divide is narrowing

12

between certain countries, while widening between others. Sciadas (2005)2 reached a
similar conclusion: while, overall, the Digital Divide is closing, due to the high growth
of ICT development by countries with upper-middle levels of development, the gap
between the least developed countries and the rest of the world is widening.
This study is exploratory in nature and has the aim of tracing the evolution of the
Digital Divide, with a view to understanding whether and how the divide is widening or
closing. In achieving this, it allows us to identify implications and further research and
policy considerations moving forward. We are able to trace the evolution of the divide
by using longitudinal data over a period of nine years (1999-2007). This enables us to
see the changes that occurred in digital development over a longer time period than has
been attempted previously (Deichmann, Eshghi, Haughton, Sayek, & Woolford, 2007),
and to include more recent data than in the Sciadas (2005) study. The advantage of this
approach over the use of cross-sectional data is that the latter only provide snapshots in
time and do not account for possible lagged effects. For example, the effect of changes
in income may not be evident immediately but may take several years to make an
impact. Our study allows us to identify countries that have made significant progress in
bridging the Digital Divide and those that have not, or those that have regressed. This is
important for policy initiatives as further research can then consider these countries in
greater detail, with a view to identifying factors that contribute to their success (or lack
of it). Such lessons may then be considered and applied by other countries that find
themselves in similar circumstances. We are also able to identify factors that evolve in
tandem with digital development, such as national income, education and risk profiles
2

Sciadas (2005) is a summary of a major collaborative project “From the Digital Divide to Digital
Opportunities”, which included work by thirty-three contributors.
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of each of the countries studied. We employ the Kohonen Self-organizing maps (SOM)
approach – an exploratory methodology that projects a multi-dimensional data set into
the two-dimensional space. SOM allows for clear visualization and interpretations of
country positions on the map and illustrates any changes that may have occurred over a
given time period.
The paper is structured as follows. We first consider prior research into the Digital
Divide, providing a comprehensive outline of the scope and findings of each study
together with the key variables considered. We go on to provide a brief description of
the methodology used in the current study by introducing the key features of SOM
before identifying the data that were collected and analyzed to produce the SOM.
Results from our analysis are then considered, with five clusters of countries being
identified. The paper is brought to a conclusion with a discussion of the results in terms
of policy considerations and potential future research directions.

2.2 Overview of the Digital Divide literature
2.2.1 Prior research
Dewan and Riggins (2005), in their comprehensive review of Digital Divide research,
considered prior such studies in three categories: ICT penetration, Internet penetration
and digital wireless penetration. The authors noted that the Digital Divide is a rich
research area and that the different ways in which it is defined, measured and studied,
using different research methodologies, are important to the conclusions drawn. We use
this study as a base because it is the most comprehensive review of Digital Divide
studies and identifies both the different aspects of Digital Divide research and the
methodologies that have been employed in this field. We expand on the Dewan and
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Riggins study by incorporating the results of more recent studies, as outlined in Table
2.1. As can be seen, much of the research on aspects of the global Digital Divide
concentrates on identifying the determinants of the divide. Indicators commonly found
to be significant predictors of the Digital Divide can be grouped into several categories:
economic, socio-cultural, infrastructural indicators and measures of institutional
stability (Bagchi, 2005; Barzilai-Nahon, 2006; Deichmann et al., 2006; Pick & Azari,
2008).
Table 2.1: An overview of research on the global Digital Divide
Article Title

Authors

Scope
Year

Countries

Independent
Variables

Dependent
Variables

Key Findings

ICT Penetration
Across the
Digital Divide:
A CrossCountry MultiTechnology
Analysis of the
Determinants
of IT
Penetration

Dewan et
al (2005)

19852001

40
countries
(excluded
African
countries)

Income per capita,
Cost of
technology,
educational level,
proportion of
urban population,
telephone lines
per capita and
trade in goods

Mainframes,
PC and
Internet
penetration,
both per
capita and
per income.

IT penetration
levels are
increasing at a
higher rate in poor
countries, so the
Digital Divide/gap
is shrinking when
considered in
terms of average
penetration.

Infostates
Across
Countries and
Over Time:
Conceptualizati
on, Modeling,
and
Measurements
of the Digital
Divide

Sciadas
(2005)

19952003

192
countries

21 indicators
measuring ICT
infrastructure,
level of education
and the use of ICT

Infostate
index –
combination
of
infodensity
and infouse
(indexes
built based
on 21
indicators)

An analysis of
the
determinants
and effects of
ICT diffusion

Baliamou
ne-Lutz
(2003)

19982000

47
developin
g
countries

Index of
economic
freedom, index of
civil liberties,
Index of political

Cell phone
subscribers
per 100
persons, PC
per 100

The magnitude of
the Digital Divide
remained high.
The overall
Digital Divide is
closing, but this
relative closing is
largely due to the
high growth in the
levels of ICT
development by
countries with
upper-middle
level of
development.
Income,
government trade
policies, political
and civil rights are
important
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in developing
countries

rights, Financial
Liberalization
indicator, FDI,
Openness to
international
trade, GNI per
capita, Adult
literacy, Index of
education
n/a

persons,
Internet host
per 10,000
persons,
Intrnet users
per 10,000
persons

determinants of
the ICT diffusion.
ICT diffusion
positively affects
the economic
development and
civil and political
rights.

PC per 100
persons;
Internet users
per 100
persons;
Mobile
phones per
100 persons;
telephone
lines per 100
persons
ICT
infrastructure
growth

Results of cluster
analysis on the
overall level - 2
clusters of
countries – leaders
and followers in
ICT diffusion.

Heterogeneity in
economic
convergence could
be explained by
dependence
predominantly on
GDP and per
capita income
over time.
ICT diffusion rate
is higher in
developed
countries than
developing
countries because
of available
infrastructure and
intellectual
capital.
Contributing
factors for ICT
proliferation can
be different for
different
countries, so the

The Digital
Divide: global
and regional
ICT leaders and
followers

Ayanso et
al (2010)

2008

192
countries

Factors
Contributing to
the Global
Digital Divide:
Some
Empirical
Results

Bagchi
(2005)

19982001

GDP per capita,
education level

Understanding
Eurasian
Convergence
1992-2000:
Application of
Kohonen Selforganizing
Maps

Deichma
nn et al.
(2006)

20022004

30 OECD
nations,
33
ECLAC
nations
and a
combined
set from
OECD
and
ECLAC
Eurasian
countries

28 Socioeconomic
measures

Economic
and social
convergence

A Longitudinal
Study on the
Global Digital
Divide
Problem:
Strategies to
Close CrossCountry Digital
Gap

Nair et al.
(2005)

19952003

25
underdeve
loped,
developin
g and
developed
countries

Communication
infrastructure,
income, education
level

Rate of
diffusion and
utilization of
ICT

Conceptualizin
g a Contextual
Measurement
for Digital
Divide/s: Using
an Integrated

BarzilaiNahon et
al. (2009)

20062008

25
countries

Accessibility,
affordability,
social
environment,
income level,
human capacity,

ICT
proliferation
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GDP per capita
and education
level is positively
correlated to ICT
infrastructure
growth and thus
contributes to the
lessening of the
Digital Divide

Narrative

political support

basis of
measurements for
Digital Divide will
vary for different
countries.

Africa and the
Digital Divide

Fuchs and
Horak
(2008)

20052006

51
African
countries

Telecommunicati
ons, skills, usage,
family status,
gender, income,
politics,
geography

ICT
penetration

Global Digital
Divide:
Influence of
socioeconomic,
governmental,
and
accessibility
factors on
information
technology

Pick and
Azari
(2008)

19992001

71
developin
g and
developed
countries

Socioeconomic,
governmental, and
accessibility
factors

Digital
inequality: A
five country
comparison
using microdata

Ono and
Zavodny
(2007)

19972001

U.S.,
Sweden,
Japan,
South
Korea and
Singapore

sex, age,
education and
income groups

Personal
computers
per 1,000
persons;
Internet hosts
per 1,000
persons;
Mobile
phones per
1,000
persons; ICT
expenditure
per capita;
Index of
overall ICT
infrastructure
quality
IT usage

Measuring the
global Digital
Divide at the
level of
individuals

James
(2009)

19982004

125
developed
and
developin
g
countries

absolute number
of internet users
and mobile phone
subscribers
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IT usage

Higher rates of
literacy, health
and income of a
developing
country have
positive effects on
internet
penetration.
R&D is a
significant
contributor to
higher levels of
technology
utilization and
infrastructure.
Other important
factors are foreign
direct investment,
government
prioritization of
ICT, quality of
math and science
education and
access to primary
education.
Greater inequality
in income,
education and
gender at the
societal level are
closely associated
with greater gaps
in IT usage along
these dimensions.
The conventional
gap in information
technology (IT)
use between
developed and
developing
countries either
shrinks
dramatically or is
actually reversed.
The role of China
(the world's
largest country) is
shown to be
central to these
results.

Bridging
Digital Divide:
Efforts in India

Subba
Rao
(2005a)

Analyzing
Digital Divide
within and
between
member and
candidate
countries of
European
Union

Çilan et
al (2009)

The Digital
Divide: global
and regional
ICT leaders and
followers

Ayanso et
al.
(2010)

20002004

2004

20092010

India

per capita
electricity
consumption, IT
penetration,
teledensity and
Internet industry

ICT
penetration

EU15,
new
members
and
candidates

10 selected
Information
Society Indicators

information
society level

192
member
countries
of United
Nations

Internet, PC, Cell
phone, Main
telephone and
Broadband

N/A

ICTs are one of
the enabling tools
to bridge Digital
Divide. Creation
of ICT
infrastructure and
content are core
methodologies. A
thrust of
technology growth
in a planned
manner will
certainly lessen
the gap.
There has been a
Digital Divide
between the EU15
countries and the
countries, which
are candidates of
EU in 2004
(Romania,
Bulgaria, and
Turkey).
However, there is
no Digital Divide
between the
countries which
became member
countries in 2004
and the countries
which were
candidates in
2004.
Identified ICT
infrastructure gap
among nations
bother at the
global and
regional levels.
Identifies ICT
infrastructure
leaders and
followers

Internet Penetration
The
Determinants
of the Global
Digital Divide:
A CrossCountry
Analysis of
Computer and
Internet
Penetration

Chinn and
Fairlie
(2004)

19992001

161
OECD
and
developin
g
countries

Income per capita,
illiteracy,
urbanization,
telephone density

18

Computer
and Internet
users per
1000
inhabitants

There exists
strong positive
correlation
between
technology use
and income. A
negative impact of
urbanization on
Internet use.

Exploring
Break-points
and Interaction
Effects Among
Predictors of
the
International
Digital Divide:
An Analytical
Approach

Deichman
n et al.
(2006)

20012003

160
countries

Economic, Social
and Political
Variables, ICT
pricing related
variables, ICT
Policy and
Infrastructure
related variables

Internet users
per 10000
individuals

From Digital
Divide to
digital
inequality: the
global
perspective

Ho and
Tseng
(2006)

19992000

US, Latin
America,
West
Europe,
Europe,
Middle
East,
Asian
Pacific,
South
Africa

Development
level, social
inequality and
economy

Internet
penetration

Social
Institutional
Explanations of
Global Internet
Diffusion: A
Cross-country
Analysis

Zhao et
al. (2007)

19952003

39
countries

Law, educational
system, and
industrialization

Internet
growth on
the basis of
internet users
per 1000

Trust, the
Internet, and
the Digital
Divide

Huang et
al. (2003)

19951999

28
countries

Economic,
infrastructure and
demographic
factors and trust

Internet
subscribers
per 100
inhabitants
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Economic wealth
and
Telecommunicatio
ns infrastructure
influence the
number of internet
users within a
country.
Education and
trade openness are
also factors that
influence internet
use. The effects
are not linear, and
independent
variables have
significant
interactions.
Developed and
rapidly developing
countries with
better social and
economic level
have shown a
narrowing gap of
internet
penetration as
compared to under
developed and
developing
countries with
lower social and
economic status.
Countries with
strong rule of law,
accessible
education and a
high level of
industrialization
experience rapid
Internet diffusion.
The economic
system and two
cultural variables
(individualism and
power distance)
turned out to be
insignificant.
Trust has been
found to have a
direct influence on
economic growth
across countries
through its impact
on the cost of
transactions

Explaining the
global Digital
Divide:
Economic,
political and
sociological
drivers of
cross-national
Internet use
Policy reform,
economic
growth and the
Digital Divide

Guillen
and
Suarez
(2005)

19972001

118
developin
g and
developed
countries

GDP per capita,
privatization,
competition,
democracy

Rate of
increase in
internet use

Dasgupta
et al.
(2001)

20022005

55
developin
g and
developed
countries

Economic growth,
private sector
competition,
urbanization,
education

Internet
subscriptions
per capita

The Digital
Divide: The
role of political
institutions in
Technology
Diffusion

Milner
(2006)

19912001

190
countries

Legal, political,
society and
economic factors

Methodological
challenges of
Digital Divide
measurements

Vehovar
et al.
(2006)

19952004

Slovenia
and
Estonia
and EU15

age, gender,
education,
religious belief,
social status,
monthly income
of the household,
and level of
urbanization

Internet
Users per
capita;
Internet
Hosts per
capita;
Internet
Users Per
10K. Pop;
Internet
Hosts Per
10K. Pop
Percentage
of Internet
users; Digital
Divide
Index; Time
lag behind
the average
Internet
usage
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thereby
influencing
internet adoption.
Competition
significantly
impacts internet
usage as compared
to privatization,
democracy and
GDP per capita.
It was found that
the Digital Divide
exists for mainline
telephones but not
for internet
intensity (internet
subscriptions per
mainline
telephone).
Political
institutions play a
large role in
determining the
spread of the
internet.
Democracies
adopt the internet
at a much faster
pace than do
autocracies.
New emerging
ICTs (e.g.,
broadband,
videophone) are
becoming
increasingly
important
determinants of
Digital Divide
measures.
Indicators relying
only on static
comparisons of
absolute or
relative
achievements may
not exhaustively
explain all Digital
Divide
phenomena.

Understanding
the Internet
Digital Divide:
An Exploratory
Multi-Nation
IndividualLevel Analysis

Abdelfatt
ah et al.
(2010)

2006

Norway,
Ireland,
Poland,
Slovakia

Socio-economic
factors, Media
Channels,
Religion

No Internet
Access
(NA);
Frequent Use
of Internet
(FU)

The role of gender
is significant for
frequent use in
Norway and
Ireland. Improved
knowledge and
skills through
courses, lectures
or conference
were significant in
both NA and FU
groups. Religion
is not significant
except in Ireland.
The higher the
GDP per capita
and level of
urbanization, the
higher the
penetration level.
Wealth is an
important
determinant of
mobilepenetration rates.
The level of
education at the
country level did
not affect the
adoption levels of
mobile phones
significantly. A
population’s
median age had a
significant but
positive main
effect on mobilephone adoption
levels.
What we know
about mobile
phones in Africa
falls far short of
what we need to
know and this
difference
presents a large
research gap that
needs to be filled.

Digital Wireless
Digital divide
in a developing
country

Mariscal
(2005)

19902001

selected
Latin
American
countries

per capita GDP,
urban population
as a % of total
population

Teledensity

Exploring the
Digital Divide
in Mobilephone
Adoption
Levels across
Countries

Stump et
al. (2008)

19602004

170
nations

socioeconomic
factors, age,
education, and
income

Mobilephone
penetration

Mobile phones
in Africa: how
much do we
really know?

James &
Versteeg
(2007)

SubSaharan
Africa

Mobile phone
subscribers;
Mobile phone
owners; Access to
mobile phones;

the number
of users of
mobile
phones

2005
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Hargittai (1999), in an early study, found GDP per capita and the presence of
telecommunication policies to be the most important predictors of internet penetration
(Internet hosts per capita). Dasgupta et al. (2001), in a study of 44 countries, found that
policies related to competition and population (measured as a percentage of urban
population), determine Internet intensity. Counter-intuitively, they found that there is
no difference in Internet intensity among developed and developing countries. Caselli
and Coleman (2001), in their study of 89 OECD countries, found that the
manufacturing proportion of the economy, property rights and human capital are
significant determinants of the adoption of personal computers. Zhao et al (2007), in
their study of 39 countries (19 less developed countries and 20 developed countries),
found that educational systems, the rule of law and the level of industrialization predict
global Internet diffusion. They were the first to use uncertainty avoidance (Hofstede,
2001) as a predictor of Internet diffusion and found that it has a negative effect,
especially in less developed countries. Baliamoune-Lutz (2003) examined, for a set of
47 developing countries, the relationship between several ICT indicators, together with
national income, economic and political freedom indices, FDI, openness to
international trade, and literacy and education variables. While income, government
trade policies and political and civil rights were found to be important determinants of
ICT diffusion, education was not. In turn, ICT diffusion was found to positively affect
economic development and civil and political rights. Ayanso et al (2010) profiled 192
countries based on the levels of four ICT indicators: use of the Internet, PC, telephone
(landline and cell) and broadband. Data were collected from an annual survey
distributed to telecommunication authorities and operating companies. They employed
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cluster analysis to classify countries as leaders or followers in ICT use. The analysis
was performed overall as well as at a regional level: Africa, the Americas, Asia and
Europe. When clustering was performed on all 192 countries, 32 countries were
classified as leaders while 146 were classified as followers. Regional profiling found
Mauritius and the Seychelles to be leaders among the African countries. Canada and the
USA were identified as the only leaders in the Americas. Asian leaders were Cyprus,
Israel, Japan, Korea, and Singapore while Australia and New Zealand were the two
leading countries in Oceania.
We now summarize important findings from prior research to emphasize what we know
about the global Digital Divide. First of all, while the divide is closing overall, the gap
between the countries with the highest levels of digital development and those with the
lowest levels continues to widen (Sciadas, 2005). National income, levels of
infrastructure and governmental policies are found to be significant predictors of the PC
and Internet penetration in many studies (Hargittai, 1999; Dasgupta et al., 2001; Caselli
& Coleman, 2001; Chinn & Fairlie, 2007). Other predictors often found to be
significant are levels of education, FDI and measures of political and human rights
(Caselli & Coleman, 2001; Baliamonte-Lutz, 2003). Despite all that is known about the
global Digital Divide, we argue that there is a need for further research, such as a more
detailed analysis of the predictors of the divide and the cause-effect links among them,
tracing the evolution of the divide in order to identify countries that have made progress
over time in closing the gap and those that have not.
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2.2.2 Prior research on the Evolution of the Digital Divide
Sciadas (2005), in a comprehensive study that was conducted by 33 authors,
determined that, while the Digital Divide is closing in overall terms, this relative
closing is largely due to high growth in the levels of ICT development by countries
with an upper-middle level of development. Worryingly, this is not sufficient to close
the divide, especially since the gap was found to be widening between the countries
with the lowest levels of development and those on top and in the middle. The study
included data for a set of 192 countries for the period 1995-2003 and analyzed the
Digital Divide, its magnitude, evolution and determinants based on 21 indicators. The
indicators included measures of ICT infrastructure, education and measures of ICT use.
The study used the notion of the dual nature of ICTs – “infodensity” and “info-use”,
where infodensity refers to the sum of all ICT stocks (capital and labor) and info-use
refers to ICT consumption. Both indicators were combined into an “infostate” index
that was used to determine the level of the digital development. The results show that a
number of countries made significant progress in terms of their digital development,
specifically: Malta; Latvia; the Slovak Republic; Poland; Bulgaria; Croatia and
Lithuania in Europe; Chile, Uruguay and Argentina in South America; Qatar and the
UAE in the Middle East, and Barbados and Malaysia elsewhere.
Deichmann et al (2007) took a novel approach to Digital Divide research by using a
Kohonen self-organizing algorithm (Kohonen, 1982, 1995; Kohonen, Hynninen,
Kangas, & Laaksonen, 1996) to produce and visualize countries’ classifications based
on several variables, which can be organized into groupings, as noted in the section that
follows. A Kohonen algorithm positions all the countries studied on a map based not on
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their geographic location but on the estimated values of variables. Based on the results
displayed on the Kohonen map, the authors defined several groups and subgroups of
countries. They determined that the Digital Divide across countries reflects the
economic and infrastructural divide.
Deichmann et al. (2007) used time dependent data in their study to determine the
changes in the relative position on the map over a relatively short time period of just
three years: 2001-2003. The study found that some countries (e.g., Australia, Poland,
Ghana) moved up on the map, indicating improvements in several indicators used in the
study, while other countries moved down (e.g., Madagascar). However, the short time
period studied limits the possibility to detect relative changes in countries’ positions on
the map in the evolutionary sense we consider here.
To counter this limitation, we build on the Deichmann et al. (2007) analysis and expand
the data set to the years 1999-2007: a period of nine years. This allows us to better trace
the evolution in digital development over a wider time period and to account for
possible lagged effects. Lagged effects might occur with some of the variables as an
improvement in technology might result in an increase in income, but this effect might
not be seen immediately. This is a limitation noted by Deichmann et al (2007), and is a
potentially important consideration since lagged effects have been shown to be key
when considering the impact of IT on, for example, organizational performance over
many years (Brynjolfsson & Hitt, 1996), including in international contexts (e.g.,
Dewan & Kraemer (1998); Mahmood and Mann (2000)). We extend the work of
Deichmann et al. (2007) further by including a wider list of countries in the study (179
relative to their 160 countries) and by also including an additional digital development
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variable (the number of mobile subscriptions per 100 people) and a more
comprehensive risk variable (IHS country risk rating3). Mobile telephone adoption and
use has increased exponentially in recent years, particularly in developing countries,
which have otherwise lagged behind in ICT growth. The IHS country risk rating
incorporates economic, political, legal, tax, operational and security risk ratings, unlike
the composite risk rating used by Deichmann and colleagues. Their study’s risk rating
only measures economic and political risk. We also expand on the work of Sciadas
(2005) by including economic indicators in addition to measures of education,
infrastructure and ICT use. We use more recent data, as compared to the period 19952003 used in that study. Importantly, by employing the Kohonen map technique, we are
able to provide for a clear visualization of the evolution of the divide for all countries at
once, as compared to the grouped results or individual and pairwise presentation in
Sciadas (2005).

2.3

Methodology

As noted, we employ Kohonen Self-Organizing Maps (SOM) (Kohonen 1982; 1995;
Kohonen et al. 1996) in order to investigate how the Digital Divide may have changed
over a given period of time and to discover other factors that evolve in tandem with
digital development. The period under study is 1999- 2007. We do this in order to
identify cluster groupings of countries based on similarities in Digital Divide indicators.
SOM is an exploratory data analysis technique where multi-dimensional data are
projected onto a two-dimensional space to allow for clear visualization of the data and
easy identification of groups with similar characteristics (see Appendix 2.1 for an
3

IHS – Information Handling Services www.ihsglobalinsight.com
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overview of the SOM algorithm). Deichmann et al (2007) and Hua et al (2009) both
make the point that Kohonen maps can be compared to factor - cluster analyses in that
they are effective tools for clustering data but unlike the SOM, they do not allow for
clear visualization of results. First, the variables are grouped based on the basis of
factor analysis, and then these factors are used for clustering the countries into similar
groups. There are two main outputs generated by the algorithm. The first output is the
U-matrix (Figure 2.1). This shows the relative positions of countries on the map based
on the similarities in the indicator values for each country. The second output gives the
individual component maps (Figure 2.2). The component maps show the estimated
values of each variable at each position on the map. For example, the component map
for the ‘concentration of personal computers per 100 people’ variable shows that the
countries with the highest concentration are located at the top of the map (shown in the
deep red colors), and the concentration decreases when moving towards the bottom.
High concentration is reflected by the red colors while the blue colors indicate low
concentrations.
A variety of packages are available to construct Kohonen maps, but, for the purpose of
our analysis, we use the MATLAB and the SOM Matlab toolkit, which can be
downloaded at no cost from the website http://www.cis.hut.fi/projects/somtoolbox/.
Following Deichmann et al (2007) and Hua et al (2009), Matlab was chosen because it
is one of the more powerful SOM packages and also because it produces clear and
easily understood graphs.
A major advantage of Kohonen maps is the self-organizing property of the map, which
makes estimated components vary in a monotonic way across the map (Deichmann et al
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2007). This allows us to easily identify the characteristics of each cluster on the map;
for example, moving from the bottom to the top of the map implies an improvement in
digital development. Thorough introductions and discussions of this methodology and
case studies can be found in a variety of papers (e.g., Kaski and Kohonen 1995,
Kohonen 2001, Deichmann et al 2007, Hua et al 2009).

2.5 Data
As noted, we expand on previous work by Sciadas (2005), Chinn and Fairlie (2007) and
Deichmann et al (2007). These studies were chosen as the basis for the current study
because their focus of analysis was a high number of countries based on multiple
indicators. The Deichmann et al study was also the first study to employ Kohonen Self
Organizing maps in studying the evolution of the Digital Divide. We use similar
indicators employed by these studies (see Table 2.2), but, as noted, we expand the list
of indicators to 15 variables by including a third indicator for digital development
(number of mobile subscribers per 100 people) and utilizing a much more
comprehensive risk variable (IHS Country risk rating). We include the indicator of
mobile phone adoption in the analysis in light of its exponential increase in recent
years, particularly in emerging economies. We also include a higher number of
countries (179 countries) compared to the 160 countries considered in the earlier study.
In addition to the countries in the earlier study, our sample also includes several
countries that used to be part of the Soviet Union (e.g., Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan,
Belarus, Tajikistan, Azerbaijan and Turkmenistan) and also a number of other African
countries (e.g., Sierra Leone, Guinea-Bissau and Liberia). We use data for a wider time
period (1999 – 2007), allowing us better to trace the evolution in digital development.
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These years are the most recent for which comprehensive data are available. A full list
of countries and the corresponding three digit international codes is included in
Appendix 2.2. The variables in the dataset are arranged into the following five groups:


Digital development



Economic



Infrastructure



Demographic



Risk.

These groupings are commonly agreed factors for explaining the differences across
regions in digital growth (Deichmann et al 2007). The digital development group
includes three indicators used to measure the global Digital Divide. These are the
number of internet users per 100 people, the number of computers per 100 inhabitants,
and the number of mobile subscribers per 100 people. We expand the work of
Deichmann et al (2007) by including the third variable - mobile subscribers, as this is
one of the three indicator variables adopted by the United Nations for measuring the
Millennium Development Goals4, specifically goal 8, which is related to ICT diffusion
(United Nations, 2011).
The economic group includes three prominent economic variables. The Gross National
Income (GNI) per capita in international purchasing power parity (ppp) dollars
measures the income level of a country. The second variable in this group is the GINI
index, which measures the inequality in income distribution. It takes on values between
0 and 1, where 0 represents a situation where everyone has the same income and 1
4

www.un.org/milleniumgoals/
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represents a situation of high inequality. The last variable measures the importance of
exports and imports of goods relative to the size of the economy. International trade
enables technology diffusion, and it is expected that high levels of imports would
enable ICT diffusion (Connolly, 2003; Deichmann et al., 2007; Saggi, 2002).
The third group, infrastructure, also consists of three variables, reflecting the level of
infrastructure development within a country. The variables in this group include the
number of main telephone lines per 100 people in a population, the cost of a three
minute phone call and the level of electricity consumption per capita. The last variable
is particularly important, for low levels of electricity consumption would most likely
impede ICT diffusion and thus widen the digital gap.
The demographic group includes variables pertaining to age, education, etc. These
variables are relevant to our study since age, gender, education and other cultural traits
have been found to be important to the digital discussion (Deichmann et al., 2007;
Kubicek, 2004; Mendoza & Toledo, 1997). Specific variables in this group include the
percentage of people between the ages of 15 and 64, the percentage of people aged 65
and older, primary and secondary school enrollments and the percentage of population
that lives in urban areas.
For the risk group, we expand the work of Deichmann et al (2007) by using the country
risk rating from IHS global insights5 rather than the Composite Risk Rating Index. This
is because the IHS country risk rating incorporates economic, political, legal, tax,
operational and security risk ratings, while the composite risk rating only measures the
economic and political risk. By using the IHS global insights measure, we are able to
5

www.ihsglobalinsight.com
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present a more comprehensive picture of the quality of conditions and level of stability
in each country.
Table 2.2: Indicators used in the study (years 1999 and 2007)
Indicator
Computers
Internet
Mobile
Income
Gini
Trade

Description
Number of computers per 100 people
Number of internet users per 100
people
Number of mobile subscribers per
100 people
GNI per capita in international ppp
dollars
Average Gini index for reported years

Costcall
Electric

Trade in goods as a percentage of
GDP
Number of main telephone lines per
100
Cost of three-minute local call ($PPP)
Electricity consumption kwh/capita

P1564
P65plus
PSchool
SSchool
Urban
Risk

Percentage of population age 15-64
Percentage of population 65 and older
Primary school enrollment
Secondary school enrollment
Urban population as a percent of total
Country risk rating

Maintel

Source
World Bank (2009)
World Bank
World Bank
World Bank, The World
Factbook
World Bank, The World
Factbook
World Bank

Group
Digital
Development

Economic

World Bank
ITU (2009)
World Bank, The World
Factbook
World Bank
World Bank
World Bank
World Bank
World Bank
IHS Global Insight (2009)

Infrastructure

Demographic

Risk

*ITU – International Telecommunication Union
Several indicators included in the digital development, infrastructure and demographic
categories correspond to indicators used in the ICT Development Index (IDI), which
was developed by the ITU in 2008. The IDI index combines 11 indicators that include
measures of ICT access, ICT use and ICT skills. Combining different measures into an
index allows for an easy comparison among countries and easy assessment of progress
in their digital development. ICT access includes measures of levels of access to
telephones and mobile phones, the number of households with computers and access to
the Internet, and international Internet bandwidth. The ICT use sub-index includes the
number of Internet users, fixed broadband and mobile broadband. The ICT skills sub31

index consists of measures of adult literacy, and gross secondary and tertiary
enrollment. These measures were chosen as important in order to assess countries’
digital development levels. Our data include indicators similar to the ones used for
building the IDI index. We include several measures of ICT access, use and skills in
our data as well as measures of economic development and country risk.
In order to ensure the readability of the graphs and to adequately capture the change
that has taken place in digital development, we chose to consider two time periods
within the nine-year period for which we have data. We look at the beginning of the
time period (1999) and the end of the time period (2007) for each country. Summary
statistics for each variable are listed in Table 2.3. Each country is labeled on the graph
(Figure 2.1) according to its three-digit international code and time period, i.e., 1 (1999)
and 2(2007). In cases when values for periods of interest were missing, we used the
average values for the surrounding years, if both surrounding periods were available, or
a prior period or a later period when only one was available. Remaining missing values
in the dataset were handled through imputation by regressing predictors on other
predictors. Variables were imputed using the software package PASW Statistics 18 in
the order of the number of missing values, beginning with the variable with the lowest
number of missing values. The Fully Conditional Specification multiple imputation
method was used, where each predictor is regressed on all other predictors. This is an
iterative process which uses mean substitution for the initial imputation. Each
subsequent step uses previously imputed values for estimation. Before any further
analysis, we standardized all variables in order to ensure that all variables enter the
SOM algorithm with the same weight.
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Table 2.3 Summary statistics of the indicators
Indicator

1999
Mean
STD

2007
Mean
STD

Computers
Internet
Mobile
Income
Gini
Trade
Maintel
Costcall
Electric
P1564
P65plus
PSchool
SSchool
Urban
Risk

Standardized*
Range
Min
Max

8.70
12.98
21.22
23.62
4.50
-.75
6.61
11.03
23.36
23.67
4.09
-.74
13.13
19.30
59.83
41.74
3.84
-.91
8630
10006
12239
13578
5.25
-.85
41.31
8.87
41.85
9.08
5.31
-2.05
66.48
39.21
76.16
43.96
8.03
-1.33
19.07
20.72
19.37
18.65
4.54
-.98
.44
.31
.52
.43
7.60
-1.28
2854
4209
3121
4434
6.75
-.69
60.72
6.41
62.97
6.61
5.19
-2.13
6.77
4.59
7.31
5.00
4.09
-1.25
83.55
17.64
85.97
14.50
5.37
-3.55
58.32
27.97
63.58
26.27
4.02
-2.13
52.94
23.88
55.11
23.51
3.88
-1.94
2.77
.81
2.86
.80
4.34
-2.08
*All variables are standardized: (original value – mean)/standard deviation

3.75
3.35
2.93
4.40
3.25
6.70
3.57
6.32
6.06
3.06
2.84
1.82
1.89
1.94
2.26

2.6 Results
Figure 2.1 displays the Kohonen SOM showing the position for each country for both
years: 1999 and 2007. The list of all countries in the study and the position for each
country for both the years (1999 and 2007) are presented in Appendix 2.2. Clusters are
determined by walls of red and yellow intermediate hexagons on the U-Matrix (see
Appendix 2.1 for more detail). As with other clustering techniques, the number of
clusters is arbitrary. It is important to note that, based on the component map (Figure
2.2), countries located towards the top of the U-Matrix have the highest levels of
digital, economic, educational and infrastructural development as well as the lowest
risk. Countries located towards the bottom of the U-Matrix represent countries with the
lowest levels of development and the highest risk. The change in a country’s position
that indicates the most progress occurs when a country reaches the top of the U-Matrix.
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Figure 2.1: Kohonen SOM
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The top of the map represents developed countries with high levels of ICT use, high
levels of infrastructure, high levels of economic indicators and low risk. We identified
two clusters that describe these countries. These clusters are important because a
country’s movement into one of these clusters indicates improvement in digital
development. While both of these clusters are characterized by high levels of digital
development, the second cluster has the highest proportion of younger urban population
and also the highest levels of mobile phone subscriptions.
Figure 2.2: Component Maps of the global Digital Divide
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Component maps (Figure 2.2) show that countries located in the top left corner of the
U-matrix (Cluster 1) are those with the highest levels of:


digital development (except the use of cell phones)



infrastructural development



education



economic development (high GNI, lowest GINI index, low trade in goods as a
percentage of GDP)



proportion of population older than 65 years, and a high:
o proportion of urban population
o proportion of population between the ages of 15 and 64
o number of mobile phones subscriptions, together with



the lowest risk index.

Cluster 1 includes countries such as Australia, Denmark and Japan.
Cluster 2 is located in the top right corner of the map and includes countries such as
Bahrain, Kuwait and the UAE. Countries located in this cluster are characterized by:


a high level of digital development (the highest number of mobile phone
subscriptions, a high proportion of personal computers per 100 people and
a high number of internet users per 100 people)



a high level of education



a high level of infrastructure (high number of main telephone lines, a
relatively high electricity consumption - lower than in cluster 1, but higher
than the rest of the countries)



a high proportion of older population
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a high level of economic development (the highest GNI per capita, highest
trade in goods as a percentage of GDP and low GINI index)



highest proportion of urban population and younger population



low risk index.

Cluster 5 is located at the bottom of the map and represents countries with the lowest
usage levels of ICT, lowest levels of infrastructure, lowest levels of economic
indicators and high risk. This cluster includes mostly African countries and represents
countries that have made little or no progress in terms of digital development.
Countries located in cluster 5 are characterized by:


the lowest levels of digital development (proportion of personal computers per
100 people and number of internet users per 100 people, a low number of
mobile phone subscriptions)



low levels of infrastructure (the lowest electricity consumption, a low number of
main telephone lines)



low education levels



a low level of economic development (a low GNI per capita and the highest
GINI index, a relatively high trade in goods as a percentage of GDP)



a low proportion of population older than 65 years old, a low percentage of
population aged between 15 and 64 and a low proportion of an urban population
as well as



the highest risk index.

Clusters 3 and 4 are located in the middle of the U-matrix. These clusters are relatively
homogenous, with median levels of digital development, economic, demographic,
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infrastructure and risk indicators. The countries in these clusters have higher levels of
development than the countries in cluster 5, but lower than the countries in clusters 1
and 2. The border between these clusters is not as clearly defined as the border between
the top clusters and cluster 3. The component map strongly identifies countries located
at the very top of the map as being the most developed in terms of their digital
development. Shades of red color on the component map are very clearly concentrated
in the few top hexagons, which are represented by clusters 1 and 2 on the U-matrix. In
other words, countries show the most progress by crossing the border and moving into
cluster 1 or cluster2.
Tracing the re-positioning of countries on the Kohonen map between two time points
enables us to analyze the evolution of digital development on a country and regional
level over the nine-year period. A significant observation is that, even though the
Kohonen map algorithm does not take into consideration geographic location, countries
in the same geographic location tend to cluster together (Figure 2.3).
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Figure 2.3– Kohonen Cluster Membership on the World Map*

*Clusters on the map correspond to cluster membership
on the Kohonen U-matrix (Figure 2.1)

Many African countries are located at the bottom of the Kohonen map (cluster 5) and
have not made progress between the years 1999 and 2007, remaining in the same
position on the U-matrix. Cluster 5 is characterized by countries with the lowest levels
of economic, digital, educational, and infrastructural development while having a
measure of high risk. The countries concerned include: Cameroon, Burkina Faso,
Central African Republic, Chad, Nigeria, Eritrea, Sudan, Lesotho, and Angola. These
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countries are circled on Figure 2.1. Only two African countries - Zambia and Morocco made any major improvement, moving from cluster 5 to cluster 4. This is highlighted in
Figure 2.3.
A number of countries did make considerable progress over the nine year period,
however. These countries moved from lower clusters at the bottom of the map into
higher clusters located at the top of the map. While many countries remained in the
same cluster over the nine year period, two countries made the most progress from
1999 to 2007, Slovakia and Lithuania (Figures 2.1 and 2.4). These countries moved
from cluster 4 to cluster 1. Many countries, most of them Eastern European, moved
from cluster 3 and joined the countries with high levels of digital development in
cluster 1. These countries include: the Czech Republic, Estonia, Slovenia and Hungary.
As previously mentioned, the border between clusters 3 and 4 is not very clear, and the
most progress is identified by joining clusters 1 and 2. Therefore, all the countries
mentioned above made significant progress, whether they started on the bottom of
cluster 3 or on the top of cluster 4. Most of the countries that were part of the former
Soviet Union and Eastern Bloc countries started in cluster 4 in 1999, with a few
exceptions: Hungary, Estonia and the Czech Republic in cluster 3 as well as
Turkmenistan and Tajikistan in cluster 5. These two countries, Turkmenistan and
Tajikistan, made some improvement as they moved from cluster 5 in 1999 to cluster 4
in 2007 (Figures 2.1 and 2.4). However, even though both countries moved from cluster
6 to cluster 4, Tajikistan moved only slightly, whereas Turkmenistan moved
significantly across the map.
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Figure 2.4 – Kohonen Cluster Membership - Central Europe*

*Clusters on the map correspond to cluster membership
on the Kohonen U-matrix (Figure 2.1)

All countries that belonged to cluster 3 in the year 1999, except for Greece, moved up
to cluster 1 by the year 2007. No country moved down on the map. All countries in
Latin America with one, perhaps two, exceptions remained in cluster 4 (Figure 2.3).
Nicaragua, which started out in cluster 5 in 1999, made some improvement and joined
the other countries in cluster 4 in 2007. Additionally, Uruguay made a minor
improvement, moving from the top of cluster 4 in 1999 to the bottom of cluster 3 in
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2007. Thus, we can conclude that Latin America countries were stable over the nine
year period, making little or no improvement individually or collectively as a region,
notwithstanding the economic emergence and growing influence of the so-called Bric
countries that include Brazil (along with Russia, India and China) (BBC, 2010).
Figure 2.5 shows countries in Eastern and South Eastern Asia, together with India. The
country that made the most improvement in Asia is Malaysia as it moved from cluster 4
to cluster 2. India moved from cluster 5 to cluster 4, but the move does not show a
significant improvement, as it barely moved over the border. Korea, on the other hand,
moved from cluster 3 to cluster 1. Other Asian countries remained in cluster 4 over the
nine-year period.
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Figure 2.5 – Asia*

*Clusters on the map correspond to cluster membership
on the Kohonen U-matrix (Figure 2.1)

While our results are reasonably consistent with those from previous research in that we
find that digital development occurs in tandem with economic and educational growth,
we have also been able to answer the main research questions about the evolution of the
global Digital Divide. We find that certain countries, mostly Eastern European, are
making strides towards closing the gap, while others, such as most African and Latin
American countries, have made little or no progress. The questions remain, however,
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what do these data tell us about how the Digital Divide has been reduced in certain
countries, and what further research might be undertaken to improve our understanding
further? It is to these questions we now turn.

2.7 Discussion
2.7.1 Summary and limitations
We have employed Kohonen Self-Organizing Maps to trace the evolution of the Digital
Divide over a nine-year period: 1999-2007. We also compared the results for additional
intermediate periods, 1999-2003 and 1999-2005, and found them to be consistent with
the results described in the previous section. We again found that Eastern European
countries have made consistent progress in economic, infrastructural and digital
development over the years. Each additional Kohonen map confirmed the continuous
growth that we saw in the earlier Kohonen maps for each time period. The trend in
results is also true for African countries (i.e., similar to the 1999-2007 Kohonen map),
in that they appear to be stagnant, having made little or no progress in closing the
Digital Divide in both the 1999-2003 and 1999-2005 time periods.
SOM allows for the visualization and easy interpretation of groups of countries with
similar digital, economic, demographic, risk, and infrastructural profiles. We identified
five clusters of countries based on their digital development, economic, demographic,
and risk indicators. The use of data covering a nine-year period has enabled us to map
the progress, or lack thereof, in closing the global Digital Divide. Another advantage
from using time series data is that the analysis has enabled us to take into consideration
possible lagged effects. So, while the Deichmann et al. study (2007) identified several
countries that moved downward over a three-year period, with the advantage of a
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longer time period of nine years, our research indicates that these countries are actually
relatively stable, with little or no movement, remaining as they do at the bottom of the
map. We did, however, discover that a number of Eastern European countries, such as
Slovakia and Lithuania, identified by Sciadas (2005) as making significant progress in
the period 1995-2003, continued their rapid development and have made dramatic
movement to the top of the map, joining the most digitally developed countries in the
first two clusters. Qatar and UAE have also continued their high rate of digital
development since 2003, joining countries in cluster 2. The case of Malaysia is of
interest, too, as it has also moved upward to the top of the map. In contrast, we find that
most African countries have made little or no improvement during this period, an issue
requiring urgent attention. Several countries identified by Sciadas (2005) as making
progress by the year 2003, such as Bulgaria and Argentina, have not made significant
improvement since that time. Some countries, such as Uruguay, have made some
progress but at a slower rate.
Sciadas (2005) determined that, while the Digital Divide is closing in overall terms, this
relative closing is largely due to high growth in the levels of ICT development by
countries with an upper-middle level of development. We confirm this finding, as we
found that countries that made the most progress had a relatively high starting position
on the map. Countries with the lowest levels of digital and economic development
made the least progress. We summarize the comparison of our results with the results of
previous studies in Table 2.4.
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Table 2.4 Differences and similarities with the results of previous studies

Deichman et al
(2007)

Confirm
Consistent with the findings of
Deichmann et al. (2007), we find that
digital development occurs in tandem
with economic and educational growth.
We find that some of the countries
identified by Deichmann et al (2007) as
moving up on the Kohonen map between
the years 2001-2003 have continued to
make progress. Cyprus moved from
cluster 3 into cluster 1, Poland from
cluster 4 to 3, and Australia moved up
within cluster 1.

Sciadas (2005)

A number of Eastern European countries,
such as Slovakia and Lithuania,
identified by Sciadas (2005) as making
significant progress in the period 19952003, continued their rapid development
and have made dramatic movement to
the top of the map in their development,
joining the more digitally developed
countries in the first two clusters. Qatar
and UAE also continued their high rate
of digital development since 2003,
joining countries in cluster 2. Malaysia
has also moved upward to the top of the
map.

Differ
While the Deichmann et al. study (2007)
identified several countries, e.g.
Madagascar, which moved downward
over the three-year period 2001-2003,
our research indicates that these
countries are actually relatively stable,
with little or no movement at the bottom
of the map. Some of the countries
identified by Deichmann et al. as
making progress in the years 2001-2003,
e.g. Nigeria and Ghana, have not made
any significant progress since then and
have remained in cluster 6 at the bottom
of the map.
Several countries identified by Sciadas
(2005) as making progress by the year
2003, such as Bulgaria and Argentina,
have not made significant improvement
since then. Some countries, such as
Uruguay, have made some progress but
at a slower rate.

We confirm the finding by Sciadas
(2005) that while the Digital Divide is
closing in overall terms, this relative
closing is due to high growth in the
levels of ICT development by countries
with an upper-middle level of
development.

This study has a number of limitations. The analysis of growth or improvement in
digital development has been limited to quantitative measures such as number of
Internet users per 100 people but not the quality of the Internet connection/access or the
ways in which it is used. Another limitation is the use of national level data. Deaton
(2003) cautions that considering large countries as relatively homogeneous statistical
entities could hide the complexities and diversities in these countries, thus leading to
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inaccurate and even misleading conclusions. This is, of course, of particular concern
when considering countries such as Brazil, Russia, India and China, the so-called Bric
countries. Further research could take into account sub-national variation in the study of
the global Digital Divide as we note below.
2.7.2 Future Research and unanswered questions
Notwithstanding, the study does set the scene for future research in this important area.
There have been calls for the field of Information Systems to contribute much more to
wider societal issues and debates over many years.6 Exploratory research, such as that
undertaken here, may provide a useful base for further investigation and action. The
countries that we have identified as potential success stories, or otherwise, could make
for interesting case studies in future research with the aim of discovering factors that
have enabled or hindered their growth, and that may be applied elsewhere. What, for
example, has occurred in Malaysia that has fostered a closing of the Digital Divide?
Might it relate to the government’s policy with respect to the introduction of ICT into
the public school curriculum? Computers were not introduced into Malaysia until 1966,
but clearly, much progress has occurred since (Chan, 2002). Here, the Global
Innovation Index7 might provide some additional insight. For example, Malaysia ranks

6

In addition to those such as Desouza, et al. (2006), there are many more examples: IFIP WG 9.4, the
Working Group on the Social Implications of Computers in Developing Countries, was established in
1988 and is “dedicated to research and action in the social issues of informatics in the Third World”
http://www.ifipwg94.org/. The Global Text Project, established in January 2006, is designed to make
available open content electronic textbooks that are freely available from the website
http://globaltext.terry.uga.edu. Bernard Tan, in his first AIS President’s Message, talked of expanding IS
education to developing countries
http://home.aisnet.org/displaycommon.cfm?an=1&subarticlenbr=780, an idea that finds form in the
development and implementation of the Information Systems PhD program in Ethiopia and the region a collaborative effort of thirteen universities around the globe Negash et al (2008)
7
The Global Innovation Index 2011 is published in collaboration with Alcatel-Lucent, Booz and
Company, the Confederation of Indian Industry and the World Intellectual Property Organization (a
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very highly – 31st overall and the first within its income category (the upper-middleincome group). The Global Innovation Index is a combined measure of the innovation
input sub-index and the innovation output sub-index. The input sub-index measures
how well the economy enables innovative activities. It is computed by assessing five
pillars: institutions, human capital and research, infrastructure (including measurements
of ICT access and use), market sophistication and business sophistication. The output
sub-index measures the actual evidence of innovation and takes into consideration
creative and scientific outputs. Malaysia ranked 27th worldwide on the input-sub-index
(1st within its income group). It ranked highly on the market and business sophistication
indicators (ranked 1st on R&D performed and financed by business and ranked highly
on legal rights for credit for private sector). Malaysia also ranked 10th worldwide on the
level of investor protection, and imports and exports of goods and services. It also
ranked highly on the number of graduates in science and engineering. On the outputs
side, it ranked 2nd on high-tech exports and ranked highly on FDI inflows and royalty
and license fees receipts. Such factors as these might usefully be incorporated into
future research studies.
And what of the likes of Slovakia and Lithuania? What might their experiences hold for
other former Soviet bloc countries? Undoubtedly, high levels of education have been
experienced in former Soviet countries for decades and are likely, therefore, to
contribute to a narrowing of the Digital Divide as argued by Zhao and colleagues
(2007), for example. Developments in Slovakia, too, appear in part at least to have been

specialized agency of the United Nations), this research presents an assessment of innovation that covers
125 economies accounting for 93.2% of the world’s population and 98.0% of the world’s Gross
Domestic Product (in current US dollars). More details about the report can be found at:
http://www.globalinnovationindex.org.
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fueled by growing exports in relation to ICT products and services, with ICT exports
growing by 14.9% between 1998 and 2002 and greater participation in the global
economy being a factor highlighted by Dewan and colleagues (2005). Additionally,
employment in ICT has been growing at a rate of 6.4% a year during this period, with
small and medium enterprises being a major driving force8. Further and more specific
research into these countries might provide further insight for policy makers in similar
contexts. Another possibility for future research is to examine digital development in
specific geographic regions within countries, such as in Hsieh et al. (2008). We explore
this further in Chapter 4.
The results of our study with respect to the Africa story are compelling and represent a
major future research and policy concern. Many of the countries in this part of the
world have remained stagnant in many of the aspects we have incorporated into our
study, particularly in the areas of economic, infrastructural and digital development.
Why have these countries remained in these dire straits and have been unable to
surmount these challenges and catch up with the rest of the world? The 2000 United
Nations Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) declaration can be seen as a possible
response to the underdevelopment in Africa and other developing regions. The MDGs
were proposed as a way to promote sustainable development for the world’s poor
(Manning, 2009). Goal 8 in particular calls for cooperation with the private sector to
make available the benefits of new technologies, particularly ICTs, in developing
regions.

Given that our research extends up to 2007, the question then applies as to

why there has been little or no progress relative to the rest of the world despite these

8

See, for example: http://www.ict-vn.eu/.
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declarations some seven years earlier. Future research might therefore usefully examine
the impact, or lack thereof, in this region of such declarations as the MDGs.
The use of the Kohonen map methodology can also be extended to other areas of
research in Information Systems where visualization and clustering techniques are
appropriate. Examples of such studies include Wallace et al. (2004) and Wood & Li
(2008), where cluster analysis was used to understand software project risk and the
status of portal implementation in the academic world.
Overall, then, this exploratory study provides a clear visualization of the progression of
digital development indicators alongside economic, demographic, infrastructural and
risk factors in 179 countries over a nine-year time frame. These results are relevant for
policy discussions as they highlight the success stories of some countries relative to
others. Future research could usefully explore in detail the success stories of countries
such as Malaysia, Slovenia, the Slovak Republic and Lithuania, while considering
further what might lead to improvements, particularly in other former Soviet bloc
countries, and in Latin American and certain North African countries on one hand
(cluster 4), and sub-Saharan countries on the other (cluster 5), where progress has been
much more limited.
While tracing the evolution of the global Digital Divide is important to deepen our
understanding of the problem, we also need to advance the understanding of the factors
affecting the Digital Divide. In the next chapter we explore the relationships among the
predictors of the global Digital Divide. We employ novel methodologies never
previously used in the Digital Divide studies and provide insights into the complexity
of the relationships between the level of digital development and its predictors.
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Chapter 3 - Exploring the Predictors of the International Digital
Divide9
3.1 Introduction
The invention of the World Wide Web in 1989 (Norris, 2001) had an immense effect
on the way information is transferred, business is conducted, and the way individuals
communicate with each other and the world. The emergence of the Internet enhanced
the lives and economies of many but widened the divide among countries (Dewan et al,
2005). Understanding the issue of the Digital Divide is important in order to be able to
identify the policies that would help to lessen it. The importance of bridging the divide
is magnified by arguments stating that an increase in the use of ICTs may help
developing countries to ‘leapfrog’ some developmental stages and to significantly
increase productivity while bypassing the traditional steps of the accumulation of
investments and human capital (Steinmueller, 2001). The Digital Divide is a policy
issue, and policies cannot be effective without an extensive understanding of the issue.
In order to build effective policies, policymakers need to know which predictors of the
global Digital Divide are responsible for differentiating between countries with high
levels of economic and digital development and those with low levels of development.
Ideally, understanding the causality among the predictors could greatly contribute to
policymaking. While numerous studies address the issue of the global Digital Divide,
there is still no clear understanding of which predictors are more important than others.
Many studies of the global Digital Divide concentrate on identifying determinants of

9

The authors: M. Skaletsky, D. Haughton and O. Soremekun
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the divide; however, they provide only general information about the significance level
of these predictors and do not account for the relative importance of these determinants
and the complexity of relationships between them and digital development. Most
studies assume linearity in relationships among the predictors and do not account for
possible interactions among them. While identifying significant predictors of the
Digital Divide is important, more information is needed to understand which factors are
more important than others and the way predictors interact. Identifying the relative
importance of the predictors of the Digital Divide, the complexity of their relationships
with digital development might help policy makers to better address the problem of the
global Digital Divide.
In this study we build on previous literature (Chinn and Fairlie, 2007; Deichman et al,
2006) and provide a detailed analysis of commonly used predictors of the global Digital
Divide. We employ TreeNet (Salford Systems) to determine the relative importance of
predictors of the global Digital Divide. We explore these relationships first for all of the
countries. We also evaluate the importance of predictors that propel countries to top or
bottom levels of digital development.

3.2 Prior research
Several past studies addressed the relationships among the predictors of the global
Digital Divide and digital development. Dewan et al (2005) used quintile regression to
assess the difference in the effect of the predictors of the Digital Divide at different
levels of PC and Internet use. Quintile regression is an extension of traditional ordinary
least square (OLS) regression. While OLS estimates conditional mean functions,
quintile regression estimates conditional quintile functions and therefore allows for
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examining the impact of the predictors at different levels of the dependent variable. The
sample included 40 countries for the years 1985-2001. The important contribution of
this study is that the authors were able to identify factors that are widening the divide
and factors that contribute to closing the divide. They determine that the “feedback
effect” between levels of income per capita and IT penetration is the primary driver of
the Digital Divide: the higher the level of IT penetration, the higher the positive
association between income per capita and IT penetration. Another important
conclusion is that developing countries benefit more than developed countries from
improvement in education, lowering costs of infrastructure and increasing participation
in the global economy. One important limitation of this study is that African countries
were excluded from the sample due to the lack of data. Therefore, the analysis excluded
many countries with the lowest levels of IT penetration. Another limitation is the
omission of a measure of institutional quality which was found to be important in
Chinn and Fairlie (2007) and other studies.
Deichmann et al (2006) employ Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines (MARS) to
advance the understanding of the relationships among the variables that are commonly
used as predictors of the divide and digital development. This methodology allows for
determining the interactions and non-linearities among the variables used in a multiple
regression, which in turn provides more detailed and precise information about these
relationships (Friedman, 1991). The authors used three categories of variables in their
study: socio-economic, ICT price-related and ICT policy and infrastructure-related
variables for 160 countries for the year 2003. The study confirmed that most
relationships are not linear and that the interactions among variables have an effect on
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the level of digital development. For example, the level of infrastructure development
must be relatively high before an additional improvement in it has a positive effect on
the proportion of Internet users. Similarly, an increase in the number of years of
education is associated with a higher proportion of Internet use in the population, but
only after reaching a ten year point. This study revealed more complicated relationships
among variables than had been previously shown in other studies. We advance this
study by using more recent data and by including separate analyses for groups of
countries with different levels of digital development, which provides an additional
level of details in information about these relationships.
Chinn and Fairlie (2007) used a wide range of variables, both socio-economic and
demographic, in their study of the factors determining Internet penetration in both
advanced and emerging countries. They examined the relative importance of factors,
such as income, human capital, infrastructure, cost of use and regulatory quality. The
study confirmed the importance of income per capita as the main determinant of
Internet penetration and computer use as well as the importance of the level of
infrastructure. They also determined that the price of use of the ICTs, as measured by
the cost of monthly subscription and the cost of telephone calls, is not a significant
predictor and that regulatory quality is an important determinant of computer and
Internet use. The level of education was found to be a significant but surprisingly
unimportant predictor of the computer and Internet use. Age was found to be negatively
correlated with computer penetration. To determine the relative importance of the
factors that account for differences between groups of countries, the authors use the
Blinder-Oaxaca technique to decompose a gap between groups of countries. This
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technique allows for analyzing two groups of countries at a time. Chinn and Fairlie
calculate the decomposition for computer and Internet penetration rate gaps between
the United States and different regions of the world one at a time. They find income to
be the most important determinant of the difference in PC and Internet penetration
between the US and all other regions. The number of telephone lines per capita and
electricity consumption are also found to be important determinants. The limitation of
this approach is the fact that countries in the same geographical region are not
necessarily homogeneous in their development. Therefore, analyzing differences
among geographical regions may provide skewed results. Another limitation is the
potential issue of multi-collinearity, common to linear regressions.
Pick and Azari (2011) design and test an exploratory model that evaluates the effects of
government support and openness (measured by the government prioritization of ICT,
freedom of press and property rights), business and technology investment (measured
by technological readiness, university-industry research collaboration, venture capital
availability, financial market sophistication and foreign direct investments per capita),
socioeconomic factors (measured by a ratio of population 65 years old and older to
population 18-64, gross national income per capita, the quality of the educational
system and the quality of math and science education) on technology use (measured by
the number of internet user per 100 people, secure Internet servers per million
population, mobile phone subscribers per 1,000 population and personal computers per
100 population) for a set of 110 counties, both developed and developing. They employ
a structural equation model to test a conceptual model separately for a set of developed
and developing countries. The study identifies a significant indirect path from the
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construct of government support and openness to the technology utilization construct
through the socio-economic level construct for the set of developed countries; and the
significant link from the socio-economic construct and from the business and
technology investment construct to the technology utilization construct for developing
countries. One of the limitations of this study is that countries are split into developed
and developing categories based on the World Bank classification. This group of
countries is very diverse in their technological development. For instance, Saudi Arabia
is included into the developing countries category, but has one of the highest rates of
mobile phone use. Also, the inclusion of different technologies into a combined
technology utilization factor may reduce the ability to understand how different
technologies are adopted. We expect to find different results for the Internet adoption
model and for the mobile phone adoption model. In this study, we build separate
models for countries in the top and bottom quintiles based on their Internet and mobile
phone use separately. We are also able to account for non-linearities among the
predictors of technology adoption.

3.3 Contribution
We build on these studies and contribute to the understanding of the importance and
complexity of the predictors of the global Digital Divide. We evaluate the importance
of predictors of digital development first for all of the countries. We also evaluate the
importance of predictors which propel countries to top or bottom levels of digital
development. In addition, we identify interactions between the predictors and digital
development.
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When considering groups of countries for separate analyses, we do not rely on
geographical data as often done in Digital Divide studies. A limitation of this approach
is that geographical regions are not necessarily homogeneous in their development. We
also do not rely on the World Bank classification which divides countries into
“developed” and “developing”. This classification is commonly used in Digital Divide
studies; however, the group of “developing” countries is not homogeneous. Instead, we
separate groups of countries according to the quintiles in which they fall based on the
levels of their digital development.

3.4 Variable selection
3.4.1 Dependent variable – measure of “digitalness”
In order to build a model to evaluate the importance of the predictors of the Digital
Divide, we need to decide on a way to operationalize the measure of “digitalness” that
will be used as a dependent variable in our models. We identified several different
approaches in the existing literature. Some studies use a single measure of digital
development, such as the number of Internet users per 1,000 people (Hargittai, 1999;
Dasgupta, et. al, 2001; Kiiski and Pojola, 2001).
Some studies use several dependent variables and construct separate models for each
measure. For instance, Chinn and Fairlie (2004) use two dependent variables, the
number of PCs per 100 people and the number of Internet users per 100 people. They
find that income, electricity consumption, regulatory quality and proportion of urban
population are significant predictors of both Internet and PC penetration. Dewan et al
(2005) use three separate measures of digital development: the number of mainframe
computers, the number of PCs and the number of Internet users in both per capita and
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per unit of GDP. They find that for all technologies, IT penetration is positively
associated with national income, level of education and the size of trade and negatively
associated with the proportion of urban population and telecommunication costs. They
also find some indicators that are significant in predicting one of the three measures of
the digital development but not the others. For instance, the proportion of urban
population has almost no effect on Internet diffusion but impacts the PC and mainframe
computer penetration.
Another option for measuring “digitalness” is to construct an index that would include
several measures at the same time. At the global level, Sciadas (2005) uses an Infostate
index, which combines measures of Infodensity, which in turn includes eight measures
of levels of infrastructure and five measures of educational levels, and Info-use, which
includes four measures of digital development, measured by PC, TV and phone
ownership and three measures of intensity of use, measured by the number of outgoing
and incoming international phone calls and number of Internet users. First, a reference
index is calculated for a reference year 2001 for a reference country, which has average
values over all countries. Indicators are calculated using different formulas, depending
on the nature of the variables involved. For example, for the Internet, the index is
calculated as follows:
(

)

Once all indicators are calculated, they are adjusted by the value of the indicator or a
reference country for a reference year. Then, for each sub-index a product of involved
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indicators is calculated and sub-indexes in turn are combined into one index, Infostate.
The index is then used to compare the levels of development among countries.
Another example of an index used to evaluate the Digital Divide is the Technology
Achievement Index

(2001). The index includes measures of technology creation

(patents per capita and license fees from abroad per capita), measures of diffusion of
recent innovations (Internet and export of high technology products), diffusion of old
innovations (number of telephone lines and electricity consumption) and measures of
human skills (average number of years of education and the rate of enrollment into
science, mathematics and engineering programs). Each indicator included in the index
is weighted equally. While allowing for an easy comparison among countries, the use
of such extensive indexes does not allow for discovering the importance of the
measures included into their calculation.
Husing, et al (2004) create The Digital Divide Index (DIDIX) to measure the digital
gap among “risk groups”, including women, people over the age of 50, low educated
and low income groups of people, within countries. The authors use four indicators of
Internet use to include in the index: percentage of computer users, percentage of
computer users at home, percentage of Internet users and percentage of Internet users at
home. Each of the measures is assigned an arbitrary selected weight. The authors
acknowledge the limitations that arise from the subjectivity of weight selection, from
the fact that the same people may belong to different risk groups and that the analysis
does not account for the effects of different risks at the same time and is univariate.
Our dataset includes three measures of digital development. We include two measures
consistent with past literature, the number of personal computers per 100 people and
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the number of Internet users per 100 people, and add a variable measuring the number
of mobile phone subscriptions per 100 people. We include the measure of cell phone
adoption in the analyses because of its exponential increase in recent years, particularly
in emerging economies. This measure was not part of the analysis in any of the studies
reviewed in the Prior Research section (section 3.2). In order to decide on the
dependent variable, we explored correlations among these variables (see Table 3.1).
Table 3.1 Correlation between the three measures of digital development
the Number of PC per Number of Internet Number of mobile
100 people
users per 100 subscriptions
per
people
100 people
Percent of households
1
.936**
.652**
with PC
Number of Internet
.936**
1
.664**
users per 100 people
Number of mobile
subscriptions per 100
.652**
.664**
1
people
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
Name
of
Indicator

Based on the high level of correlation between measures of the Internet and PC
penetration (.94), we chose to select one of these variables - Number of Internet users
per 100 people – as a target variable. Correlations among mobile phone use and Internet
(66%) and among mobile phone use and PC ownership (65%) are approximately the
same. While these correlations are relatively high, we think that the best approach is to
construct separate models for Internet/PC penetration and for mobile phone penetration.
Some of the information specific to mobile phone use might be lost in a combined
index. Given the increased importance of mobile phone use in emerging economies in
recent years, we chose to build separate models for Internet/PC use and for mobile
phone use.
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3.4.1 Independent variables
The choice of independent variables is guided by existing literature, reviewed in
sections 2.2 and 2.3. In particular, we rely on the studies by Chinn and Fairlie (2007)
and Dewan, et al (2005). Figure 3.1 demonstrates the framework for selecting the
predictors of the global Digital Divide, similar to that of Dewan, et al (2005) and Chinn
and Fairlie (2007). We build on their efforts while expanding them to provide new
insights.
Figure 3.1 Framework for selecting the predictors of the global Digital Divide
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We include several indicators representing economic measures. GDP per capita is a
national income measure, which has been found to be an important predictor of the
Digital Divide in many past studies (Chinn and Fairlie, 2007; Deichmann , et al, 2006;
Dewan, et al, 2005). Consistent with past literature, we expect to find income to be an
important predictor of the global Digital Divide. We also include a measure of intracountry inequality, the Gini index, and trade in goods as a percentage of GDP, which
were also found to be significant in past studies.
We also include several demographic indicators, percent of urban population, percent
of younger population and two measures of education, which were found to be
positively associated with the PC and Internet penetration in the past. Another
demographic indicator, percent of older population, was found to be negatively
correlated with PC and Internet use. We include several measures of infrastructure, and
we expect to find these measures to be important predictors of digital development.
The last indicator included in the model is the Information Handling Services (HIS)
country risk rating, which incorporates economic, political, legal, tax, operational, and
security risk ratings. This variable is a more comprehensive risk index than was used
previously in the Deichmann et al (2007) study and is a measure of the overall
institutional stability in a country. Institutional development has long been considered
to be an important factor in national and regional economic development. Institutional
quality is found to be a prerequisite for trade openness (Chinn & Ito, 2006), found to be
an important antecedent of FDI inflow in transition economies (Bevan, Estrin, &
Meyer, 2004) and found to be an important predictor of regional economic
development in China (Hasan, Wachtel, & Zhou, 2009). A measure of institutional
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quality was found to be important in differentiating between US and Middle Eastern
countries in the level of Internet penetration (Chinn and Fairlie, 2007). A measure of
institutional quality was used in the study by Martinez and Williams (2010) in
evaluating competing theories explaining the development of E-commerce, which was
operationalized as the ICT adoption. Economic institutional theory predicts that
effective and strong national institutions foster trust and an increase in the level of Ecommerce and ICT adoption. The authors find the risk measure to be a significant
predictor of ICT adoption. We expect to find this measure to be an important predictor
of the global Digital Divide. A detailed description of the data and the data sources is
presented in section 2.5.
Missing data were imputed using the multiple imputation function in IBM SPSS 19. All
variables with missing values were regressed on all other predictors except for the
measures of digitalness (number of Internet users and mobile phone subscribers). A
detailed description of the imputation method is provided in Section 2.5.

3.5 Methodology – TreeNet algorithm
We employ TreeNet, a software package by Salford Systems, to analyze the data.
TreeNet is a relatively new tool; it was created in 1999 by Stanford University
professor Jerome Friedman and is built on the methodology known as “stochastic
gradient boosting” (Friedman, 1999). TreeNet gradually builds a high number,
potentially thousands, of small decision trees, which converge to the resulting model
through an error-correction strategy. Each small tree typically has approximately six
terminal nodes. Each added tree acts as a “boost” to the performance of the previous
tree. To avoid over-fitting, the number of trees is controlled by an evaluation of
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performance on the test sample. A decision tree can be viewed as a function of the
predictors (referred to as a step-function) that is constant on each terminal node.
The following example explains the way TreeNet works. In this example, the
dependent variable Y is continuous. A simple decision tree built with two predictors X1
and X2 (Figure 3.2) generates the following step-function:
(

)

̅

(

)

̅

(

)

̅

where ̅ , ̅ ̅ represent the means of the target variable on the terminal nodes 1, 2
and 3 respectively. The TreeNet procedure uses a sum of step-functions to link the
target variable Y to a set of predictors X, where each step function corresponds to a tree
with a small number of nodes.
The model is similar to a long series expansion, where a sum of factors becomes
progressively more accurate with each step. It can be written as following:
( )
where each

( )

( )

( )

is a small tree (Salford Systems, TreeNet manuals). Each additional

tree provides a “boost” to the previous model. In this formula, the

and the splits of

the small trees are determined by a gradient descent algorithm (Friedman, 1999). The
goal of this algorithm is to minimize the mean square error of the approximation with
each additional tree. When the target variable is categorical, a different error function is
used instead of the mean square error (Friedman, 1999).
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Figure 3.2 TreeNet example

The objective of the TreeNet analysis is to detect non-linear relationships that exist
between the target variable and predictors in order to detect interactions among
predictors and to determine the relative importance of the predictors. TreeNet generates
a number of reports that allow for an easy interpretation of very complex models. One
of the reports includes the ranking of the variables in order of importance in predicting
the target variable (in this case – cluster membership), which is one of the objectives of
this study. The software also generates graphs that display the relationships between
dependent and independent variables separately for each variable and for selected pairs
of variables, displaying interactions among these pairs of variables. A more detailed
description of the TreeNet methodology can be found in Salford Systems (2009) and
Friedman (1999). TreeNet has been used in past literature. One example of TreeNet use
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is the study by Eshghi et al (2011b), where the software was used to determine the most
important factors affecting graduate students’ attrition rate.

3.6 Results
3.6.1 Predictors of Internet penetration
The first model explores the importance of predictors of the Internet use for all
countries included in the dataset. The three most important predictors with an
importance level over 50% are presented in Table 3.2. The importance score is a sum of
improvements for all splits of all trees associated with a variable. The importance
scores are then rescaled so that the most important variable gets a score of 100 and the
importance of all other variables is calculated relative to the most important variable.
Table 3.2 Variable Importance for Internet penetration
Variables

Relative importance

GNI per capita
Risk
Population ages 65 and over

100%
99.49%
54.98%

The income per capita and risk variables (IHS country risk rating, which incorporates
economic, political, legal, tax, operational and security risk ratings) are determined to
be the most important predictors of the Internet penetration rate, with almost the same
level of importance. The only other variable with an importance level higher than 50%
is the proportion of population with ages 65 and older. Figure 3.3 shows partial effects
of the predictors with the highest level of importance on the Internet use rate, after
taking into consideration the effects of all other variables. The most important predictor
of Internet use is GNI per capita. Figure 3.3 shows that the level of Internet use
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increases sharply when GNI per capita reaches $14,000 and levels off when GNI
reaches approximately $20,000. After that point, GNI per capita does not have an effect
on the Internet use rate.
The risk level does not have an effect on the level of Internet use until the value of risk
reaches approximately 2, at which point the level of Internet use drops sharply and then
stabilizes again at a lower level when the risk value reaches 3.
Figure 3.3 Partial effects of predictors on the Internet use rate

3.6.2 Predictors of Internet quintile membership
In the second model, we create a variable indicating to which quintile a country belongs
based on the rate of Internet use. Quintile #5 includes countries with the highest level of
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Internet use, and quintile #1 includes countries with the lowest level of Internet use.
We use quintile membership as a dependent variable in this model. We are mostly
interested in the top and the bottom quintile and only present results for these two
quintiles. Descriptive statistics of the rate of Internet use for different quintiles are
shown in Table 3.3. The list of countries in the top and the bottom quintiles is provided
in Appendix 3.1. Internet quintile membership coincides with cluster membership
described in Section 2.6.
Table 3.3 Descriptive statistics of the Internet use rate for quintiles
Quintile
Bottom 20%
2
3
4
Top 20%

Mean

N

Std. Deviation

3.55
11.99
30.57
51.56
79.76

34
33
34
33
33

2.21
2.74
6.15
8.98
7.46

TreeNet allows us to obtain the list and the rank of importance of predictors separately
for the 2 quintiles of interest. Importance ranking indicates which predictors are
important in forecasting a country being in a top or in a bottom quintile. The variable
importance for all of the quintiles is presented in Appendix 3.2. Only 2 variables have
an importance level over 50% for the top quintile: risk and electricity consumption
(Table 3.4). Interestingly, the results for the bottom quintile are different. Only one
variable has a level of importance over 50%: the number of telephone lines per 100
people. The next most important variable is GNI per capita with an importance level of
45.17%
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Table 3.4 Variable importance in predicting Quintile membership of Internet
penetration
Variables/Quintile
Relative importance
Top quintile
100%
Risk
59.38%
Electricity consumption per capita
Bottom quintile
Number of telephone lines per 100 people
GNI per capita

100%
45.17%

The partial effect of each of the variables with a level of importance higher than 50%
on the rate of Internet use for countries in the top quintile, holding all other variables
constant, is shown in Figure 3.4.
Figure 3.4 Partial effect of each of the variables with level of importance higher
than 50% on membership in the top quintile
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Figure 3.4 shows that the likelihood for a country to be placed in the top quintile
increases sharply after electricity consumption reaches approximately 5,000 Kwh per
person. Top quintile membership drops when the risk value reaches approximately 2.
The partial effect of the number of telephone lines per 100 people on the likelihood of
being in the bottom quintile is presented on Figure 3.5.
Figure 3.5 Partial effect of each of the variables with the level of importance
higher than 50% on membership in the bottom quintile

The likelihood of being in the bottom quintile decreases sharply when the number of
telephone lines per 100 people reaches approximately 4 and when income per capita
reaches approximately 3,000. Once the number of telephone lines per 100 people
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reaches approximately 10, it does not affect the likelihood of being in the bottom
quintile.
We found several interactions among predictors of the bottom Internet quintile
membership (Appendix 3.3). When electricity consumption levels in a country are low,
risk has a sharper effect on the likelihood of being in a bottom quintile. As the level of
electricity consumption increases, the effect of risk decreases.
The effect of primary school enrollment also depends on risk. When risk levels are over
approximately 2.5, primary school enrollment has no effect on the likelihood of being
in the bottom quintile until it reaches approximately 85%. For countries with risk value
over 3, the level of education does not have an effect until it reaches approximately
90%. Therefore, the education effect on the likelihood of being in the bottom quintile
increases when the level of infrastructure increases and the level of risk decreases,
which means that, to some extent high, risk effects can be alleviated by better education
and infrastructure.
3.6.3 Predictors of mobile phone penetration
Our next model explores the importance of the predictors of mobile phone use for all
countries included in the dataset. The three most important predictors are presented in
Table 3.5.
Table 3.5 Variable Importance for mobile phone penetration
Variables

Relative importance

GNI per capita
Number of telephone lines per 100 people
Electricity consumption per capita

100%
82.06%
65.51%
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The most important predictors of mobile phone use are GNI per capita, the number of
telephone lines per 100 people and electricity consumption. Figure 3.6 shows the partial
effect of each of the predictors with the highest level of importance on the mobile
phone use, after taking into consideration effects of all other variables.
Figure 3.6 Partial effect of each of the variables with level of importance higher
than 50% on the number of mobile phone subscriptions per 100 people.
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Income affects the level of mobile phone use until it reaches approximately $20,000, at
which point the effect levels off. The number of telephone lines per 100 people affects
the rate of mobile phones until it reaches approximately 10 per 100 people. The level of
mobile phone use increases sharply with very minimal levels of electricity. After this
sharp increase, electricity does not affect the level of mobile phone use. These results
indicate that even minimal levels of infrastructure result in sharp increases in the level
of mobile phone use.
3.6.4 Predictors of mobile quintile membership
In the next model, we create a variable indicating to which quintile a country belongs
based on the number of mobile phone users per 100 people. Quintile #5 includes
countries with the highest number of mobile phone users, and quintile #1 includes
countries with the lowest rate of mobile phone users. Similarly to the Internet quintile
model, we use the quintile membership as a dependent variable in this model.
Descriptive statistics of the number of mobile phone users per 100 people for different
quintiles is shown in Table 3.6. The list of countries included in the top and the bottom
quintiles is provided in Appendix 3.4. Interestingly, some countries such as Libya,
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Argentina and Kuwait, which have relatively low levels of Internet use, are included in
the top quintile based on the number of mobile phone subscriptions per 100 people.
This can be attributed to a substitution effect, where countries lacking the infrastructure
necessary for the use of Internet and landline telephones, substitute those technologies
with mobile phones. Some countries, such as Canada, France, Japan, the United States
and some others, which have a relatively high level of Internet use, are not included in
the top quintile based on the number of mobile phone subscriptions per 100 people.
Table 3.6 Descriptive statistics of the number of mobile phone subscriptions per
100 people for quintiles
Quintile
Mean
N
Std. Deviation
31.43
34
14.34
Bottom 20%
70.31
33
9.68
2
97.70
34
6.22
3
118.19
33
5.8
4
154.63
33
20.75
Top 20%

Variable importance for all of the quintiles is presented in Appendix 3.5. Interestingly,
income per capita is the most important predictor of membership in both top and
bottom quintiles, as well as that of the overall mobile phone use, described in the
previous section (Table 3.7). Also interestingly, the three most important predictors of
the number of mobile phone subscriptions are the same as the most important predictors
of membership in the bottom Internet quintile. The number of telephone lines per 100
people, determined to be one of the most important predictors of bottom quintile
membership, is also one of the most important predictors of the number of mobile
phone subscriptions per 100 people overall. Besides income per capita, overall risk is
found to be an important predictor of top quintile membership and is also found to be
the most important predictor of membership in the top Internet quintile.
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Table 3.7 Variable importance in predicting Quintile membership of number of
mobile phone subscriptions per 100 people
Variables/Quintile
Relative importance
Top quintile (quintile 5)
100%
GNI per capita
69.22%
Electricity consumption per capita
Number of telephone lines per 100 people 65.74%
61.89%
Risk
61.11%
Secondary school enrollment
Bottom quintile (quintile 1)
Electricity consumption per capita
GNI per capita
Number of telephone lines per 100 people
Secondary school enrollment

100%
99.69%
70.88%
59.61%

The partial effect of each of the variables with level of importance higher than 60% on
membership in the top quintile of the number of mobile subscriptions per 100 people,
holding all other variables constant, is shown in Figure 3.7.
Figure 3.7 Partial effect of each of the variables with level of importance higher
than 60% on membership in the top quintile of number of mobile phone
subscriptions
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Figure 3.7 shows that the likelihood for a country to be placed in the top quintile begins
to increases sharply as GNI increases until it reaches about $20,000 per capita. It levels
off after that. The likelihood of belonging to the top quintile increases sharply when the
risk level reaches approximately 2 and drops when the risk value reaches approximately
2.5. This indicates that countries with the lowest levels of risk are not necessarily those
with the highest number of mobile phone subscriptions. Interestingly, the likelihood of
being in the top quintile based on mobile phone use drops sharply when secondary
school enrollment reaches approximately 80% and the number of telephone lines per
100 people reaches about 45. Therefore, countries with the highest rates of mobile
phone use are not the countries with highest levels of infrastructure and education. This
result can be explained by the fact that this technology is appealing for many countries
with relatively low levels of institutional development, such as Saudi Arabia, Russia
and Kuwait.
Partial effects of each of the variables with level of importance higher than 50% for
bottom quintile membership are presented on Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8 Partial effect of each of the variables with level of importance higher
than 60% on membership in the bottom quintile of the number of mobile phone
subscriptions

Figure 3.8 shows that the likelihood for a country to be in the bottom quintile decreases
when income per capita reaches approximately $2,000 and levels off at approximately
$2,600, indicating that countries with higher income per capita mostly belong to
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quintiles with higher level of mobile phone use. A country’s likelihood of being in the
bottom quintile decreases sharply once the number of telephone lines per 100 people
reaches approximately 2 and electricity consumption reaches approximately 1,000Kwt
per person. Therefore, countries with the lowest levels of mobile phone use are those
with the lowest level of income per capita and infrastructure.
We were unable to identify interactions among the predictors of likelihood of being in
the bottom or top quintile based on the level of mobile phone use, as in the overall
mobile phone use model.

3.7 Discussion
3.7.1 Internet
We employ TreeNet to explore relationships among predictors of Internet penetration
for all of the countries. We also evaluate the importance of predictors which propel
countries to top or bottom levels of digital development. We find some differences and
similarities with previous studies, summarized in Table 3.8.
Interestingly, our results indicate that the most important predictors of Internet
penetration are a country risk indicator and national income per capita. While national
income was found to be significant in many previous studies (Deichmann et al, 2006;
Dewan et al, 2005; Chinn and Fairlie, 2006), risk, which is a comprehensive measure of
a country’s institutional development and stability, was given much less attention in
previous Digital Divide studies. While institutional quality was long considered an
important factor in national and regional economic development (Hasan et al, 2009;
Chinn and Ito, 2006; Bevan et al, 2004), its importance is discussed less in Digital
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Divide studies. Deichmann et al (2006) include a risk variable in the regression model.
However, it was not found to be important. Chinn and Fairlie (2006) found a similar
measure of regulatory quality to be important in differentiating between US and Middle
Eastern countries in the level of Internet penetration, but not important overall.
Recently, institutional quality has received more attention in the context of ECommerce. Martinez et al (2010) argue that national institutional quality is a more
important antecedent of E-commerce development, which depends on the level of
Internet penetration, than the level of entrepreneurial activity. Our finding that
institutional quality is as important as the level of national income in predicting the
level of Internet use supports emphasizing the importance of institutional development
for Internet penetration and for E-Commerce.
However, we also find that while institutional development is one of the most important
predictors of the level of the Internet use overall for all of the countries and the most
important predictor of a country being placed in the top quintile based on the level of
Internet use, it is not an important predictor of a country being placed in the bottom
quintile. In fact, it is less important than all of the measures of infrastructure,
demographic characteristics, education and income. While a country’s placement into
the top quintile based on Internet use is determined mostly by the level of a country’s
risk, placement into the bottom quintile based on the level of Internet use is determined
mostly by the level of infrastructural development. Therefore, infrastructure is
important for initial digital development. However, a country cannot move into a higher
quintile unless it develops the quality of its institutions.
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While the importance of infrastructure development was discussed in past literature, we
are able to clearly demonstrate the differences in the importance of infrastructure,
country risk and other measures for a country’s placement into a top or a bottom
quintile of Internet use. We are also able to identify critical levels of infrastructure,
education and other predictors at which level of Internet use seems to drastically
increase. Our results demonstrate that even basic levels of infrastructure development,
such as four landline telephones per 100 people, decreases the likelihood of a country to
be placed in the bottom quintile. While this does not establish a cause and effect
relationship, it can still be informative for policymakers when making decisions
regarding investment into infrastructure development in countries with the lowest levels
of Internet use. We find that the effect of some of the predictors on membership in the
bottom Internet use quintile, such as education, depends on levels of infrastructure and
level of country risk. The education effect on the likelihood of being in the bottom
quintile increases when the level of infrastructure increases and the level of risk
decreases, which means that high risk effects can be alleviated by better education and
infrastructure.
Table 3.8 Similarities and differences with prior research
Deichmann et al
(2006)

Confirm
Consistent with the findings of
Deichmann et al. (2006), we find
income, education and infrastructure to
be important predictors of Internet use.

Differ
While the Deichmann et al. study (2006)
finds risk not to be an important
predictor of Internet use, we find it to be
almost as important as the national
income.
While Deichmann et al. find openness
to trade to be an important predictor of
Internet use, we find it to be
unimportant.
Deichmann et al. find that the level of
infrastructure development has to be
relatively high to lead to increase in
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Chinn and Fairlie
(2006)

Dewan et al
(2005)

Find measure of regulatory quality to be
an important differential between levels
of Internet penetration in the US and in
the Middle Eastern region. We find this
measure to be the most important
predictor of the level of Internet use
overall and in predicting a country’s
placement into the top quintile based on
the level of Internet use.
Find infrastructure to be an important
differentiator between the level of
Internet use in the US and Sub-Saharan
Africa. While we do not differentiate
countries based on geographical regions,
many African countries are included in
the bottom quintile in our study. We
confirm the infrastructure to be an
important predictor of a country being
placed in the bottom quintile based on
the level of Internet use.
Find the number of telephone lines to be
a significant predictor of the Internet use
for countries in the bottom quintile.

Internet use, while we find that these
levels can be relatively low to
drastically decrease the odds for a
country to be in the bottom Internet
quintile.
Find negative effect of urbanization on
the level of Internet penetration. We find
this effect to be positive but not
important.
Find education not having a significant
effect of differentiator between US and
other regions. We find it to be third
important factor for countries with the
lowest levels of Internet use.

Find negative relationship between
telephone lines and Internet use for the
top quintile. We find that for countries
in the top, as well as in the bottom
quintile, the more telephone lines, the
higher the likelihood for a country to be
in the top quintile or to move to a higher
quintile.

3.7.2 Mobile phone
We build separate models predicting the level of countries’ mobile phone use and
likelihood of being in the top and bottom quintiles based on mobile phone use. This
technology was not included in studies by Deichmann et al (2006) and Dewan et al
(2005). We find that mobile phone penetration is predicted by very different factors
from those predicting Internet penetration. In contrast to the Internet penetration model,
the most important overall predictors of the level of mobile phone use and predictors of
a country’s placement into the top and the bottom quintile based on the number of
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mobile phone subscriptions per 100 people are the same. The three most important
predictors are income per capita, number of telephone lines per 100 people and level of
electricity consumption.
We find that most of the countries placed in the bottom quintile by the level of Internet
use are also in the bottom quintile based on the number of mobile phone subscriptions.
Countries in the top quintile, however, are very different; only 8 countries are common
to both top quintiles. The profile of these countries is also very different. Countries with
the highest number of mobile phone users have lower levels of infrastructure and
income than countries with the highest levels of Internet use, but they have relatively
high levels of education and proportion of urban population. These countries also have
a relatively high level of risk, indicating a lack of institutional development. Average
values of all of the predictors for counties in the top and bottom quintiles based on the
number of mobile phone subscriptions and based on the number of Internet users per
100 people are shown in Appendix 3.6.
These findings confirm that, overall, mobile phone penetration is relatively independent
of other technologies, in particular Internet penetration. Lower cost and less expensive
infrastructure needed for mobile phones make this technology appealing and affordable
for many countries that do not have widespread Internet use and high levels of income
per capita. Mobile phone use increased drastically in less economically developed
countries, particularly in Africa, in recent years (Hosman & Fife, 2012; Soremekun &
Malgwi, 2012). However, as summary statistics in Table 3.5 show, many countries are
still significantly behind in the level of mobile phone use. We find that minimal levels
of infrastructure are sufficient for a sharp increase in mobile phone use, after which
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infrastructure does not have an effect on the rate of mobile phone subscriptions. We
were not able to identify interactions among the predictors, confirming that mobile
technology is less dependent on factors that we find important for Internet penetration.
While the use of a mobile phone itself does not substitute a need for the Internet, as
smart phones become more common and less expensive, the use of Internet in countries
with high levels of mobile phone use will increase. Therefore, mobile phones provide
an important platform for increasing the levels of Internet use and closing the Digital
Divide for countries with medium levels of economic development.
However, we find that countries with the lowest levels of Internet use also have the
lowest levels of mobile phone use. These countries lack the basic infrastructure
necessary to support the use of ICTs. These are the countries that require the attention
of policy makers. We find that critical levels of infrastructure, after which the level of
mobile phone use drastically increases and after which the likelihood of being on the
bottom quintile sharply decreases, are very low. Therefore, policies should aim at
building basic infrastructure, which would jumpstart the use of ICTs. We find that
critical levels of infrastructure that lead to sharp increases in the use of mobile phones
are lower than critical levels at which Internet use sharply increases. Therefore, policies
aimed at the promotion of ICTs in the least developed countries should concentrate on
building basic infrastructure needed to support the use of mobile phones, which in turn
would lead to an increase of Internet use via smart phone technologies.
3.7.3 Methodological comparison
We are able to evaluate and compare the usefulness of several methodologies to
analyze the global Digital Divide. In this study, we used TreeNet to identify complex
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relationships among the predictors of the global Digital Divide. The use of this
methodology allows us to determine the importance of each of the predictors and to
find interactions among the predictors and non-linear relationships between the
predictors and digital development. The advantage of TreeNet, as opposed to both
regular and quintile regressions, is that TreeNet is based on decision trees, which are
not concerned with multi-collinearity, data normality and any other data assumptions,
as these assumptions are not important when using a decision tree methodology.
Several Digital Divide studies found controversial relationships between Internet use
and some of the predictors. For instance, Dewan et al (2006) and Chinn and Fairlie
(2007) identify a significant negative relationship between the proportion of urban
population in a country and the level of Internet use. Using TreeNet allows us to avoid
these complications and evaluate relationships among predictors without the exclusion
of any of them based on high correlations.
Using TreeNet allows us to examine the predictors of membership into top or bottom
quintiles of digital development. While quintile regression also allows doing so, it does
not provide nearly as much information about these relationships. We are able to
identify critical levels of predictors at which the dependent variable drastically changes,
which could be important in policymaking decisions. We are also able to identify
interactions among the predictors, which show how one predictor affects the dependent
variable differently depending on levels of other predictors. We find the use of TreeNet
beneficial for a study of the global Digital Divide and find the information it provides
more informative for policymaking decisions, as compared to the results obtained from
a regular or a quintile regression.
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3.8 Limitations
This study is subject to the same data limitations described in Section 2.7.1. We are
limited by data availability in both the number of countries and in types of measures
available. Our analysis is limited to quantitative measures such as the number of
internet users per 100 people but not the quality of the Internet connection or the ways
in which it is used. Similarly to the study described in Chapter 2, we use a national
level data with a country as a unit of analysis. By doing so, we are unable to discover
complexities and diversities within countries. We address this limitation in the next
chapter.
In our next two studies described in Chapter 4, we explore a Digital Divide problem in
one country, Russia, first using Russian regions and then individuals as units of analysis
to provide a detailed picture of the Digital Divide in Russia.
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Chapter 4 - Digital Divide in Russia
4.1 Introduction
Global Digital Divide studies provide important information for policymakers;
however, they have some limitations. One of the limitations is the fact that many
countries are not homogeneous in their digital development, and therefore, using
countries as a unit of analysis does not allow for discovering the differences within
countries (Deaton, 2003). Understanding such differences is important in order to be
able to address the problems within countries which lead to a regional divide and an
individual divide. Regional Digital Divide refers to inequality in access to the ICTs
among different regions within countries. This problem is especially important in large
countries, such as Russia, India and China. These countries are very diverse in their
regional development and also have very high ethnic diversity. Understanding these
differences is important in order to be able to reduce the inequality.
The Digital Divide on the individual level is defined as inequality in access to and
ability to use Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) among individuals
(Dewan and Riggins, 2005). The consequences of the divide are inequality in the ability
to obtain important information, which in turn leads to inequality in the ability to gain
employment, participate in online communities and e-government, receive important
health information and so on. The Digital Divide is present in both advanced and
emerging economies and in general is characterized by the disadvantage in the use of
and access to ICTs by racial minorities, women, individuals in older age groups and
people with low income and low levels of education. The individual Digital Divide, as
the global Digital Divide, is a policy issue, and understanding its evolution, state and
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predictors within each country is important in order for society to be able to evaluate
the progress made in alleviating the divide and to identify targets and adjust policies
(Sciadas, 2005).
While extensive research already exists on this subject, most existing quantitative
Digital Divide studies are limited to descriptive statistics or simple linear models.
Vehovar et al (2006) discuss the lack of sophisticated statistical analysis in Digital
Divide research. Most Digital Divide studies simply compare the use of ICTs across
different demographic groups and are very descriptive in nature. Vehovar et al (2006)
argue that the use of multivariate models, compound measurements, such as the Digital
Divide Index (DIDIX) introduced by Husing and Selfhofer (2002) and more advanced
techniques would provide a better understanding of the Digital Divide phenomenon.
The objective of the study is two-fold. First, we provide a detailed analysis of the state
and evolution of the individual and regional Digital Divide in Russia. It is the first
comprehensive study that addresses the problem of the Digital Divide in Russia.
Secondly, we employ and evaluate methodologies such as Kohonen SOM and
multilevel models that have not been previously used in Digital Divide studies at the
regional and individual level. We use longitudinal data from the Russian Longitudinal
Monitoring Survey (RLMS), a comprehensive living standards survey covering every
year from 1992 to 2010. We use data that include digital development indicators for the
years 2004-2010.
We trace and visualize the evolution of the regional divide by employing the Kohonen
SOM methodology, previously employed in global Digital Divide studies. It is the first
use of this methodology for Digital Divide studies at the intra-country regional level.
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We discuss the advantages and limitations of its use in analyzing regional data. We
employ multilevel models to analyze the Digital Divide problem in Russia at the
individual level. Multilevel models allow us to capture geographical effects and
account for the hierarchical structure of the data.
The chapter is structured as follows. We first examine prior research about the Digital
Divide at the individual and regional level. We begin by presenting studies that address
the Digital Divide in the USA and several other countries. We go on to provide a
summary of the existing literature addressing the regional and individual Digital Divide
in Russia. In the following sections, we describe the data used in this study, the
research questions we are trying to address and methodologies we propose to use.

4.2 Prior research – Individual Digital Divide
Studies of the individual Digital Divide can be classified into several categories. The
majority of studies examine the difference in the access to ICTs by different
demographic groups. Such studies of the Digital Divide in the USA demonstrate the
existence of income, geographical and racial divides, and some studies find a gender
divide (Brodie et al., 2000; Chakraborty & Bosman, 2005; Fairlie, 2004; Martin, 2003;
Mills & Whitacre, 2003; Robinson, DiMaggio, & Hargittai, 2003). Demunter (2005), in
his study of the Digital Divide across countries included in the European Union,
concludes that age and education level predict the level of use of ICTs , where
individuals with higher income and higher levels of education have better access to
ICTs. Gender is not a significant factor overall in the divide, and when a gender gap
exists, it is widest in rural areas. Sciadas (2002), in a study of the Digital Divide in
Canada, also finds that income is a significant predictor of the access to ICTs. The
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growth rate of Internet use is higher at lower income levels than at higher income
levels. Willis and Tranter (2006) find income, age and the level of education to be
predictors of the individual Digital Divide in Australia, whereas gender is found not to
be a significant predictor. Van Dijk and Hacker (2006) also find an income, ethnic, age
and education gap in the Netherlands. As in studies conducted in other countries, the
gender gap in the Netherlands is believed to be closing. A summary of the individual
Digital Divide studies is presented in Table 4.1.
Another group of studies concentrates on analyzing the differences in the way
individuals use the Internet and other ICTs (Ferro, Helbig, & Gil-Garcia, 2011;
Goldfarb & Prince, 2008; Jackson et al., 2008; Lenhart & Horrigan, 2003; Walejko &
Hargittai, 2008). Ferro et al (2011) identify user ‘typologies’ with different needs for
learning to use the Internet. They find that informal training and self-learning are at
least as important as formal face-to-face training courses in basic IT skills. Goldfarb
and Prince (2008) find that high-income educated adults are more likely to adopt the
Internet. Among all Internet users, low-income, less educated adults tend to spend more
time online, which is likely due to the lower opportunity cost of leisure time for this
demographic group. Lenhart and Horrigan (2003) create a spectrum of Internet access
by further breaking down categories of users and non-users. They identify the
subcategories of truly unconnected, net evaders, and net dropouts in the non-users
category. The category of users is broken into intermittent users and home broadband
users. They find that a portion of non-users does not want to have5 Internet access and
that policy measures may not be able to reach this population. Jackson et al (2008) find
that African-American males are the least intense users of computers and the Internet
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and African-American females are the most intense users. The authors also find that
males, regardless of race, are the most intense videogame users and females, regardless
of race, are the most intense cell phone users. Interestingly, the length of time using
computers and the Internet is a positive predictor of academic performance. However,
this is found while not controlling for other predictors.
Table 4.1: An overview of the research on the individual Digital Divide
Topics/Papers

Years/
countries
1999/
USA

Subjects/
Methodology
Survey of
Nationally
representative
random sample of
1,506 adults.

Independent
Variables
Income
Education
Race
Gender
Age

Key Findings

Mills &
Whitacre (2003)
Non Metropolitan
Vs.
Metropolitan

2001/
USA

Survey of
Nationally
representative
sample of metro
vs. non-metro
households

Education
Income
Urban

Ferro, Helbig,
Gil-Garcia
(2010)
Role of IT
literacy in
defining Digital

2001/
Italy

2000 individuals
with a fixed
phone line, people
less than 16 years
old were excluded
from sample.

Education (IT
skills)

Differences in household
attributes, particularly education
and income, account for 63% of
the Non-Metro Vs. Metro divide.
This casts doubt over current
policies focused on infrastructure
& access. Less information for
“undeserved” population on
internet (entry level jobs/low rent
housing). In both metro/non
metro households that use internet
at home are more likely to have a
member who uses internet at
work. 9.9% of non-metro
household users had high-speed
connection compared to 20.9% of
metro users.
Basic IT skills play an important
role on both internet access and
use. There are different user
‘typologies’ with different
learning needs. Informal and selflearning are at least as important

Brodie et al
(2000)
Health
Information, the
Internet, and
The Digital
Divide
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Americans with income less than
$30K are less likely to have
Internet access. The same is true
for people with a low level of
education. Race is not a
significant predictor of Internet
use, when account for income.
Women are slightly less likely
than men to use the Internet at
home. There was no divide in
access to health information once
people have access to the Internet.
Poor children are less likely to
have access to Internet both at
home and in school.

Divide policy
needs

Lenhart,
Horrigan (2003)
Re-Visualizing
the Digital
Divide as a
Digital
Spectrum

2002/
USA

Fairlie (2001)
Race and the
Digital Divide

2000/
USA

Regression,
cluster analysis
based on a
longitudinal data
set from ICT
Observatory of
the Piedmont
Region in Italy
People 18 and
older.

as formal face-to-face training
courses in basic IT skills. The use
of technology should be
advocated as an important
enabling tool that can support
individuals in their everyday
activities.
Internet access

National random
digit dial survey
(PEW)

People 18 and
older

Race
Income
Language

Computer and
Internet Use
Supplement to the
Current
Population
Survey, linear
random utility
model

Jackson (2008)

2005-

Sample of 515

Race
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Gave a spectrum view of Internet
access broken into 2 general
categories (Not Online 42% and
Online 58%). Not Online was
broken into sub-categories of
truly unconnected, net evaders,
and net dropouts. Online was
broken into intermittent users and
home broadband users. Viewing
Internet access as a continuum
rather than a dichotomous
division may help policy makers
sharpen their programs designed
to promote access. There is a
portion of the not-online
population that appears to not
want the Internet. This suggests
that policy measures, no matter
how well designed or intentioned,
may not be able to reach this
population.
Mexican-Americans are roughly
one-half as likely to own a
computer and one-fourth as likely
to use the Internet at home as are
whites. The black home computer
rate is 58% of the white rate and
the black home Internet use rate is
46% of the white rate. Racial
differences in income are an
especially important factor,
explaining 25.1 to 31% of the
black/white gap in home
computer rates and roughly a
quarter of the MexicanAmerican/white gap. Racial
differences in income explain
roughly one tenth of the gaps in
Internet use conditional on having
a home computer. No evidence
found that price or school
differences are responsible for
remaining gaps. Some evidence
exists that language barriers may
be important in explaining low
rates of computer/internet use by
Mexican-Americans
African-American males were the

Race, Gender,
and IT use

2006/
USA

children (172
African-American
and 343
Caucasian
Americans),
Average age was
12 years old.
Location Michigan

Gender

Survey of children
& their parents
Huser, Selhofer
(2002)

1997,
2000/
European
Union

16,000 individuals
representative of
the European
population aged
15 and over

Race
Age
Gender
Income

Digital Divide
Index (DDIX)
which applies
diffusion theory to
the current Digital
Divide research
paradigm.

Robinson,
DiMaggio,
Hargittai (2003)
New Social
Survey
Perspectives on
the Digital
Divide

2000/
2002/
USA

National
probability
samples of 2363
and 2784
respondents aged
18 and older.

Education
Income
Age
Marital status

General Social
Survey (GSS),
Interviews.
Descriptive
methods.
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least intense users of computers
and the Internet, and AfricanAmerican females were the most
intense users. Males, regardless of
race, were the most intense
videogame users. Females,
regardless of race, were the most
intense cell phone users. Length
of time using computers and the
Internet was a positive predictor
of academic performance,
whereas amount spent playing
videogames was associated with
negative academic performance.
The DDIX focuses on the
presumably disadvantaged groups
of society. A comparison of the
indices for the years 1997 and
2000 shows that the Digital
Divide within Europe has not yet
decreased and that particularly the
elderly and the low education
segment of the population have
failed to catch up with the
average. Results suggest that
education is the independent
variable which has the highest
impact on usage. Warns that
simple access is not necessarily
effective in producing change in
low-income communities.
Those who “make it” online are
unequal with respect to the ways
they use the medium, especially
the content they access on the
internet. College-educated
respondents possess clear
advantages over high-school
educated respondents in using the
internet to derive occupational,
educational and other
informational benefits.
Multivariate evidence shows that
education, and occasionally
income, age and marital status, is
associated with consistently more
uses related to work, education,
and political and social
engagement as well as with fewer
entertainment uses. Users with
more education are more likely to
report starting up romantic
relations online. Weekly hours of
use of email is highly correlated
with years of education, with
those with a graduate education

Goldfarb, A.
and Prince, J.
(2007) Internet
Adoption and
Usage Patterns
are Different:
Implications for
the Digital
Divide
Hargittai,
Walejko (2008)
Content creation
and sharing in
the digital age

2001/
USA

Americans/
Survey

Income
Education

2007/
USA

1,060 first-year
students at
University of
Illinois-Chicago

Gender
Skills

Looked at the
content creation
and sharing
practices of
subjects

Vehovar et al
(2006)
Methodological
Challenges of
Digital Divide
Measurements

n/a

Examines use of
several
methodologies

Review of
methodologies

Chakraburty, J.
and Bosman, M.
(2005)
Measuring the
Digital Divide
in the United
States: race,
Income,a nd
Personal

Sept.
2001 /
USA

US households

GINI index
Income
Race

US Census
Bureau’s Current
Population Survey
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using email more than twice as
much (5.6 hours) as those with
only a high school education (2.6
hours).
High-income educated more
likely to adopt internet. Among
those w/connections, low-income,
less educated spend more time
online. Speculates that the lower
opportunity cost of leisure time
for this group is the reason.
Findings suggest that despite new
opportunities to engage in
distribution of content, relatively
few people are taking advantage
of these recent developments.
Neither creation nor sharing is
randomly distributed among a
diverse group of young adults.
Creative activity is related to
socio-economic status as
measured by parental schooling.
Sharing online, however, is
considerably different by gender,
with men much more likely to
engage in it. However, once user
skill is considered, men and
women are equally likely to post
material online.
The traditional approach to
studying the Digital Divide is
simply looking at whether or not
the subject has internet access.
This is unrealistic.
Multivariate/loglinear modeling
allows the study of a complex set
of variables simultaneously.
Compound measures are
composite scores allowing for
meaningful comparison among
groups.
Time-distance, simply looking at
relative (as opposed to absolute)
change over time, may be overly
simplistic.
Uses Lorenz curve to measure
effect of income on PC
ownership.
Using Gini coefficient, finds that
effect of income on PC ownership
is declining, but at different rates
for different racial groups
(income has less effect for whites
than African-Americans) and

Computer
Ownership
Martin, S.
(2003) Is the
Digital Divide
Really Closing?
A critique of
Inequality
Measurement in
A Nation
Online
Demunter
(2005)
The Digital
Divide in
Europe

19842001/
USA

US residents
Census data
(CPS)/A National
Online (report,
US Dept.
Commerce),
Odds ratio

2004/
EU

Income

Age
Education
Gender
Presence of
Children

Sciadas (2002)
The Digital
Divide in
Canada

19962000/
Canada

Descriptive
statistics

Willis and
Tranter (2006)
Beyond the
“Digital
Divide”:
Internet
diffusion and
inequality in
Australia
Van Dijk and
Hacker (2001)
The Digital
Divide as a
Complex and
Dynamic
Phenomenon

2001,
2003/Au
stralia

Australian Adults
(18+)

Korupp and
Szydlik (2005)
Causes and
Trends of the
Digital Divide

19972003/
Germany

Income

Australian
Election Study,
Australian Survey
of Social
Attitudes
19802000/
US,
Netherla
nds

Representative
sample
US Census
Bureau data,
NTIA data,
Eurobarometer
data, Dutch
official statistics
Representative
sample

geographically (less effect in
Pacific NW than in south)
Poorer households less likely to
have PCs than richer households,
which make unadjusted growth
rates artificially high.
Finds that internet use is
increasing in general, but more
slowly for poor than rich.
Digital divide is age and
education-related; gender gap is
small. Gap is greatest in rural
areas. Presence of children is a
major factor – more likely to have
PCs, internet connections, and
broadband than those without.
Usage increases throughout
society, but “divide is not being
bridged”. Small business are
catching up with large businesses
in regards to internet access.
Income is still a significant factor.
Rate of growth of Internet use is
higher at lower income levels
than at higher income levels.
However, affordability is not the
sole criterion. A significant
number of high-income
individuals do not use the
Internet.
Barriers to Internet use: income,
age, education. Did not find
gender inequality or geographical
differences.

Income
Education
Age
Ethnicity
Gender

Gaps in possession based on
income, education, age, and
ethnicity have grown, as have
gaps in digital skill/usage. Gender
gap is closing but still remains.
More significant for adults than
younger people.

Age
Gender
Ethnicity

Strong correlation between
internet use at work and internet
use at home. Those living with
teenagers/young adults are more
likely to use the internet for their
own purposes. There are still age,

Logistic
regression(Germa
n Socio-Economic
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Panel)

Husing and
Selfhofer (2004)
Didix: A Digital
Divide index for
measuring
inequality in IT
diffusion

EU

Age
Gender
Income

gender, ethnic (Turkish are less
likely to use computers/Internet
than Germans) differences.
Computer use gap between
East/West is narrowing and
insignificant.
Proposes an index called DIDIX
that would be used to compare
diffusion of technology in at-risk
groups with population average in
Europe.

As summarized in Table 4.1, individual Digital Divide studies commonly explore
differences in ownership and use of ICTs based on income, gender, level of education,
race and ethnicity. Some studies also include marital status and knowledge of the
English language as predictors of ICT use.

4.3 Prior research – Regional Digital Divide
We have reviewed the regional Digital Divide literature with a focus on large and
diverse countries, such as China and India. Studies of the regional Digital Divide in
India concentrate on the rural/urban division. Rao (2005b) and Singh (2010) identify
low rates of electricity use, low literacy and especially low female literacy as reasons
for the low levels of the use of digital technologies. Levels of teledensity (number of
landline telephones per 100 people) are low for the country as a whole and especially
low in rural areas, which in part explains the difference in levels of the use of ICTs
between rural and urban regions. Bera, et al (2005) use principal components
methodology to create a measure of digitalness that combines several measures of
digital development in order to compare the level of development among Indian states.
They find that southern states have outperformed the rest of the country. However, the
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rest of the states are not identical in their development. The authors call on
policymakers to adjust policies to reflect the specific development of each state.
Similarly to the research on the Digital Divide in India, studies on China show the
differences between rural and urban states. Fong (2009) finds that the divide between
urban and rural areas continues to widen. The author finds a strong correlation between
the income gap between the rural and urban residents and the gap in ICT levels. He also
identifies the literacy gap as one of the important predictors of the rate of ICT use. Lei
et al (2008) analyze differences in Internet use among rural migrants in Beijing, which
is considered to be a group of people with low access to technologies. The authors find
that this group of people is not homogeneous in their use of ICTs. The migrants are
found to be acquiring the skills informally from each other and not from a formal
education. A summary of findings from regional digital studies is presented in table 4.2.
Table 4.2: An overview of the research on the regional Digital Divide
Author
Rao

Year
2005

Title
Bridging
Digital
Divide:
Efforts in
India

Country
India

Variables
Infrastructure
Internet use

Methodology
Literature
review/broad
overview

Lei,
Gibbs,
Chang,
Lee

2008

Rethinking
the Digital
Divide

Beijing
(population
of rural to
urban
migrants)

Education

Questionnaire
survey (inperson
interview)

Fong

2009

Digital

China (urban

Rural/Urban

National
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Results
Discusses basic
Digital Divide
concepts, India’s
infrastructure,
technological
solutions for
enabling
connectivity, and
looks at several
specific IT projects.
Tech
usage/ownership
varies considerably
among people with
poor access to
ICTs. Most likely
to acquire skills
informally from
community
members (as
opposed to formal
education).
Widening income

Author

Year

Title
Divide
Between
Urban and
Rural
Regions in
China

Country
vs. rural
regions)

Variables
Income
Education
Cost of ICTs

Methodology
Bureau of
Statistics of
China data,
Correlations
between
independent
variables and
the income gap
between rural
and urban
regions

Results
gap between
urban/rural. Strong
correlation between
income gap and
adoption of ICTs
between 1985 and
2006. No
significant
relationship
between adoption
of pagers and
income gap from
1985-2005. Major
issues are
affordability and
literacy, which are
also related to
income.

Singh

2010

Digital divide
in India

India (states
in India)

Rural/Urban
Education
Income
Electricity
availability
Cost of ICTs
Gender

Literature
review.
Descriptive
statistics

Bera,
Ray

2005

Digital
Divide
among
Selected
Industrialized

India (states
of Andhra
Pradesh,
Karnataka,
Kerala,

Infrastructure
Hardware
Software
availability

Data from
multiple
sources:
government
reports,

Wide range in
telecomm
penetration.
Predictably low in
less-developed
states; high in
developed states.
1.2% have internet
access in rural
areas; 12% in urban
areas. Urban users
make up 40.34
million of 49.4
million total users.
Mobile phone
penetration is
4.92% in rural
areas; 43.88% in
urban areas.
Educational and
income factors are
present and have
the expected
effects. Cost and
availability of
electricity is a
problem in rural
areas. Gender gap
exists even when
availability is the
same.
Many facets to
Digital Divide. No
one state is ever
superior to all
others in all
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Author

Year

Title
States in
India: Myth
or Reality?

Country
Maharashtra,
Tamil Nadu,
Delhi, West
Bengal,
Hariyana)

Variables

Methodology
official
documents of
various
ministries and
organizations.
Used the
principal
component
method to
aggregate all
of the
measures.

Results
respects. Paper
examines various
characteristics for
which different
states lead
(infrastructure vs.
hardware vs.
software, for
example); without
paying enough
attention to each
characteristic, a
state can be held
back in ICT
adoption.

Most studies summarized in Table 4.1 are either qualitative in nature or include basic
descriptive statistics. Regional Digital Divide studies commonly concentrate on
differences in ICT diffusion between rural and urban areas and include measures of
income, education and infrastructure.

4.4 Prior research – Individual and regional Digital Divide in Russia
A search for relevant literature on the Digital Divide in Russia was conducted in both
Russian and English. A summary of the most relevant research is presented in Table
4.3. Research on the Digital Divide in Russia, similarly to the overall individual divide
research, is mostly qualitative in nature or includes basic descriptive statistics only. The
same predictors that were found significant in studies of the Digital Divide in the USA,
such as gender, age, and income, are identified as predictors of the Digital Divide in
Russia (Acilar, Markin, & Nazarbaeva; Beketov, 2009; Delitsin, 2006; Lihobabin,
2006). Individuals with lower income, older people and women have lower access to
ICTs. In addition to these common problems, a language barrier affects the ability to
use Internet content for most Russians, for most Internet content exists in English and is
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inaccessible to most Russians (Beketov, 2009).

Another finding specific to the

situation in Russia is that there is a very significant regional divide (Beketov, 2009;
Delitsin, 2006). The difference in the rate of use of ICTs is between regional capitals
and the areas outside the capitals, with the highest rates of ICT use concentrated in
Moscow and Saint-Petersburg. The lack of competition in the telecommunication
market and low purchasing power of the population are found to be reasons of the
regional divide.
While studies listed in Table 4.3 shed some light on the problem of the individual
Digital Divide in Russia, they are mostly qualitative and descriptive in nature. To the
best of our knowledge, no detailed quantitative study addressing the problem of the
individual Digital Divide in Russia exists. In this study, we employ multilevel models
to provide a comprehensive analysis of the state of the individual Digital Divide in
Russia.
Table 4.3: An overview of the research on the Digital Divide in Russia
Topics/Papers

Year

Variables

Key findings

Максимова О.А.,
Взаимоотношения
поколений в условиях
информационного
общества / Maximova O.
A., Relations between
generations in the
Information Society

2

Age

Younger generation has much greater knowledge in
computer (digital) than older generations. The
participant methodology observation proved that
Russian society's "children" are not only more
knowledgeable in the dynamic evolving
technological environment, but also more adapted to
the new socio-economic conditions, compared with a
cohort of the "fathers”.

GDP per
capita,
number of
Internet hosts

Emphasized importance of the national income on
the rates of the adoption of the ICTs. Digital divide
among Russian regions will not disappear until
economic inequality is reduced

Л.Л. Делицын ,
2006
Проблема цифрового
неравенства и потенциал
развития Интернета в
России / Delitsin, L.L.,
The problem of Digital
Divide and development
potential of the Internet in
Russia
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Лихобабин М.Ю.,
2006
Гендерные детерминанты
Информационного
Общества / Lihobabin, M.
Y., Gender Determinants
of Information

Gender

The level of gender Digital Divide in Russia is
higher than that in the developed Western countries.
However, due to the recent improvement in
economic situation in Russia, gender divide is
believed to be closing.

Бекетов Н. Б.,
2009
Информационное
Разнообразие и
Цифровое Неравенство в
Развитии России / The
role of the digital diversity
and the Digital Divide in
Russian development

Physical
access,
language, gap
in the living
standards and
purchasing
power.

Хохлов & Шапошник
Индекс Готовности
Регионов России к
Информационному
Обществу/ Index of
regional readiness in
Russia to information
society 2008-2009

Composite
Index based
on 77
indicators

Regional divide is the most significant divide in
Russia. One of the main causes of the lower rates of
access to ICTs in the areas other than regional
capitals is the lack of competition in the
telecommunications market and the low purchasing
power of the population.
There is also a language divide among those who
have access to Internet: many Russian internet users
have never gone beyond the Russian-language sites
and are limited in the information they are able to
obtain.
The author recommends education as a tool to
increase awareness and the demand for ICTs.
Ranked Russian regions on the basis of levels of
infrastructure, human capital, economic
development and the use of ICTs in business,
culture, medicine, education, regional government
and by individuals.
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Similarly to studies of the individual Digital Divide in other countries, summarized in
Table 4.1, studies of the individual Digital Divide in Russia concentrate on differences
in the use of ICTs based on differences in gender, income, age and knowledge of a
second language.
The only comprehensive quantitative assessment of the regional Digital Divide in
Russia is the rating of 82 Russian regions based on the composite Index of readiness to
the information society for the years 2008-2009 (Hohlov & Shaposhnik, 2010). The
index is based on 77 measures of infrastructure, human capital, economics and use of
ICTs in business, government, culture, education and by individuals. The data used in
calculations are combined from multiple government statistical sources. In this study,
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Russian regions are ranked on the basis of levels of infrastructure, human capital,
economic development and the use of ICTs in business, culture, medicine, education,
regional government and by individuals. The advantage of this study is that the ranking
provides a clear snapshot of the divide among regions. However, it does not address the
evolution of the divide. Also, the use of a composite index masks the contribution of
individual components to regional development. In our study, we employ Kohonen
SOM to analyze the evolution of the regional Digital Divide in Russia and to find
clusters of regions based on their economic, infrastructural, educational and digital
development. The use of the Kohonen SOM allows for a clear visualization of the
evolution of the Digital Divide and the relative changes in development of the regions.

4.5 Application of the Kohonen Self-Organizing Map to study the regional
Digital Divide in Russia

In this study, we employ Kohonen SOM to analyze the state and evolution of the
Digital Divide among Russian regions. A detailed description of this methodology can
be found in Appendix 2.1. This methodology allows for a clear visualization of the
changes that occurred over time and the clusters of regions based on the indicators used
in the analysis.
This study is an expansion of the study of the evolution of the global Digital Divide
presented in Chapter 2. We used countries as units of analysis in the study of the global
Digital Divide described in Chapter 2. While the analysis allowed us to identify
clusters of countries similar in their digital, economic, infrastructural development and
demographic characteristics, we were not able to see changes occurring within
countries that are not homogeneous in their development. In the case of Russia, we
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discovered that the country moved from cluster 4 into cluster 3 (Figure 4.1) between the
years 1999 and 2007, which indicates an improvement in economic development and
an increase in the level of digital development. However, this information is limited to
the country as a whole and does not provide any information about development within
the country. In order to determine the relative changes in regional development in
Russia, we employ Kohonen SOM at the regional level. The goal of this study is twofold. By employing the Kohonen SOM methodology, we provide a detailed picture of
the evolution of the Digital Divide in Russia at the regional level. Also, we evaluate the
use of this methodology for the analysis of the regional Digital Divide, based on the
living standards survey data.
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Figure 4.1: Evolution of the Digital Divide in Russia on the global map
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4.5.1 Data source
In this study, we use the data from the living standards survey of Russian households
collected by the Russian Federal Agency of National Statistics (ROSSTAT)10.
Collection of the data on a yearly basis started relatively recently and the first data
available are for 2005. The latest data available are for the year 2009. As any national
data, the ROSSTAT data have several advantages and disadvantages. The main
advantage of the dataset and the reason it was selected for this study is the number of
regions covered; the data include information about 79 geographical regions. The
alternative data source, the RLMS data used in the study described in section 4.6,
includes data for only 38 regions. The ROSSTAT dataset is a stratified sample that
includes almost 49 thousand households. The dataset includes information at household
and individual levels and limited information about population centers to which
households belong. A map of Russian regions is shown in Figure 4.2.

10

http://www.micro-data.ru/obdh/obdhm08/main.htm
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Figure 4.2: Map of Russian Regions

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Russian_Regions-EN.svg
4.5.1. Data used in the Kohonen SOM
We selected the years 2005 and 2009, which provide the widest possible span given by
the available data. We selected variables that are consistent across both years. The data
are multi-level and had to be aggregated; some relevant variables in the ROSSTAT
dataset are at the individual level and some are at the household level. The data include
information about 79 Russian regions. We dropped 4 regions from the dataset due to
their large number of missing data values.
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One of the advantages of the Kohonen SOM methodology is the fact that it is a
clustering technique which does not require the use of a dependent variable. This
allows us to include several indicators of digital development, along with economic,
demographic and infrastructural indicators, all at once into the analysis. This approach,
to some extent, simplifies the process of variable selection. Variables were chosen with
the goal to replicate, as closely as possible, indicators used in the global Digital Divide
study described in Chapter 2. The list of variables used in the Kohonen SOM is
presented in Table 4.4. The explanation of the choice of variables is presented in
Section 3.4.1.
We include variables commonly used in regional Digital Divide studies (Table 4.2),
such as measures of education, infrastructure, proportion of urban population and
income per capita. In addition to those, we also include several demographic measures
commonly used in global Digital Divide studies, such as the proportion of population
between ages 14 and 54 and proportion of the population older than 65 years old. We
select the same set of variables used in the global study for consistency and
comparability of the results. Variables are organized into the same groups as were used
in the global Digital Divide study (Chapter 2). Regional digital development is
measured by three variables: proportion of households owning a computer, proportion
of households with Internet access and the number of mobile phones per capita. All
three variables were calculated using household level ROSSTAT data. Regional
infrastructure is measured by only one variable, the proportion of households with
access to a main telephone line. This variable is calculated using household level data.
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We include several demographic measures, similar to those we used in the global study
described in Chapter 2. These variables are commonly used in studies of the global
Digital Divide. We include the proportion of urban population, the proportion of
population between the ages of 14 and 65, the proportion of population older than 65.
All variables are calculated based on ages of household members. These data are
collected at the individual level. We also include two measures of education. The first
educational variable is the proportion of population with at least a high school diploma,
and the second variable is the proportion of population with at least a college degree.
We chose these measures instead of enrolment into primary and secondary school
variables commonly used in global studies because primary education in Russia is
mandatory and a majority of the population finish high school, which is considered a
secondary education. Therefore, we increased the levels of educational measures to
reflect the overall high level of education in Russia.
The only measure of economic development we include is the average regional income
per capita. This is the only economic measure available in the ROSSTAT database.
This variable was calculated using the household level variable which measures a total
household income. We adjusted the income for inflation, so the variable used in the
study measures real average income per capita. Summary statistics for each variable for
both periods, 2005 and 2009, are listed in Table 4.5.
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Table 4.4: Indicators used in the study of the Digital Divide among Russian
regions
Variables
used in the
global
Kohonen
map
Number of
computers
per 100
people

ROSSTAT
survey
question

ROSSTAT
variable
name

Proportion of NALPC
households
owning
a
personal
computer
Number of Proportion of DOSINT
internet
households with
users
per Internet access
100 people
Number of
Proportion of TELEF
main
households with
telephone
a telephone
lines per 100
Number of
Number
of NALMTEL
mobile
mobile phones
subscriptions in
the
per 100
household?
people
Secondary
Do you have a R1AV10
School
high
school
Enrollment
diploma?
Secondary
Do you have a R1AV10
School
bachelor degree
Enrollment
or higher?
Year of birth
Percentage
R1AV2
of
population
age 14-65
Year of birth
Percentage
R1AV2
of
population
age over 65
Income
Total
doxodsn
Household Real
Income (rubles)
Proportion of 1=Urban,0=Rural mest
urban
population

Region

Region ID

Kohonen
map
variable
name

Level

Comp

Household Digital
development

Internet

Household Digital
development

Tele

Household Infrastructure

Mobile

Household Digital
development

HSD

Individual

Demographic

Instit

Individual

Demographic

Bw14_65 Individual

Demographic

Older_65

Individual

Demographic

Income

Household Economic

Urban

Household Demographic
Regional
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Group

Table 4.5: Summary statistics of Indicators used in the study of the Digital Divide
among Russian regions
2005
2009
Variable name
Min Max Mean
St.
Min Max Mean St.
Dev.
Dev.
.03
.4
.15
.08
.1
.66
.36
.11
Comp
.004 .24
.06
.04
.09
.57
.23
.09
Internet
.22
.98
.61
.13
.1
.98
.67
.13
Tele
.72
.95
.82
.04
.74
.95
.87
.04
HSD
.11
.40
.19
.05
.13
.45
.24
.06
High_ed
.69
.85
.78
.04
.68
.83
.75
.04
Bw14_65
.03
.23
.12
.05
.02
.23
.11
.04
Older_65
3207
16249
7338
2556
2987
25229
11706
3285
Income
per
cap
(rubles)
.24
1
.65
.13
.13
1
.72
.17
Urban
.1
.63
.25
.09
.51
1.14
.84
.12
Mob_per_cap

4.5.2. Anticipated results
Based on reviewed literature, we anticipate finding significant regional effects in the
Digital Divide in Russia. Beketov (2009) stated that regional differences exist between
regional capitals and peripheral areas. We explore this further and identify regions that
are leaders and followers in their digital development and the magnitude of the
difference among them. We identify clusters of regions based on their digital, economic
and educational development.
The study described in Chapter 2 demonstrates that digital development happens in
tandem with economic, infrastructural and educational development. We expect the
same results at a regional level and expect that factors affecting regional or national
economic development will explain regional economical, infrastructural, educational
and digital development within Russia. While there is a variety of factors affecting
regional development and we cannot account for and explain all of them, we can use
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existing economic theories to explain results of regional development in Russia and to
anticipate certain results.
Spillover, or externality theory, suggests that economic activities of a country (region)
may indirectly affect the economic development of adjacent countries (regions). The
positive economic effect of more developed regions on neighboring less developed
regions may happen due to a variety of factors, e.g. common labor-market, which
stimulates economic development of an adjacent region, building of infrastructure
easing the travel from a less developed region to the more developed region, creation of
a higher demand on education and digital skills of the population, etc. Spill-over effects
are found to be an important factor in coastal regional development in China (Brun,
Combes, & Renard, 2002); location of countries of Sub-Saharan Africa relative to other
countries is found to be important due to market spill-over effects (Bosker & Garretsen,
2012).
Traditionally, Moscow city and St. Petersburg city were the most economically
developed regions in the country. During the Soviet era, resources from other regions
were brought to Moscow and St. Petersburg to enhance their economies. Since these
cities were the most open to foreigners, the whole country was working on making
these impressive to foreign visitors. As the Soviet Union fell apart, these 2 cities
remained more developed than the rest of the country as they attracted foreign
investments. We expect that regions close in proximity to Moscow and St. Petersburg
will show high levels of educational, infrastructural, economic and digital development
due to spatial spillover effects from those cities.
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4.5.3 Results
Figure 4.3 displays the Kohonen SOM and displays the position for each region for
both periods, 2005 and 2009. The list of all regions in the study and the position for
each region for the year 2005 and 2009 are presented in Appendix 4.1. We look at the
beginning of the time period (2005) and the end of the time period (2009) for each of
the 75 regions. Each region is labeled on the graph according to its abbreviated name,
listed in Appendix 4.1, and time period, i.e., 1 (2005) and 2(2009). The component map
(Figure 4.4) indicates that in general regions located on the bottom of the U-Matrix are
characterized by the highest levels of digital, economic, infrastructural and educational
development. The higher a region is located on the U-matrix, the lower the levels of its
digital, economic, infrastructural and educational development are. Therefore, changing
a location from a higher to a lower position on the map from period 1 (2005) to period
2 (2009) indicates an increase in the level of development. Summary statistics of
indicators for each cluster are presented in Appendix 4.2. We identify several clusters
of Russian regions on the U-matrix (Figure 4.3). The cluster identification method is
described in Appendix 2.1.
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Figure 4.3: Evolution of the regional Digital Divide in Russia

IrO – Irkutskaya Oblast
RTi – Respublica Tiva
VO – Vladimirskaya Oblast
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Figure 4.4: Component map of the regional Digital Divide in Russia

We also include Figure 4.5, which shows average values of each variable included in
this study for each of the clusters for an easier cluster interpretation.
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Figure 4.5 Average values of variables for each of the clusters
1.00
0.90
0.80
Ages 14-65
0.70

Households with PC
Pop with Higher Ed

0.60

Pop with High School
0.50

Households with Internet
Households with Phones

0.40

Urban Pop
0.30

Mobile phones per cap
Pop older than 65

0.20
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0.00
Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 Cluster 5 Cluster 6

Income per capita
18,000.00
16,000.00
14,000.00
12,000.00
10,000.00
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8,000.00
6,000.00
4,000.00
2,000.00
0.00
Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 Cluster 5 Cluster 6
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Cluster 1 is located in the left corner on bottom of the U-matrix. Regions located in this
cluster are characterized by the highest levels of all digital indicators included in the
model, the highest levels of both measures of education, the highest proportion of urban
population and the highest income per capita. Regions in this cluster have the second
highest average proportion of households with landline telephones. These regions have
relatively low proportion of population older than 65 (second lowest) and relatively
high proportion of population between 14 and 65 (third highest). Not surprisingly,
Moscow City, Moscow Oblast’ and St. Petersburg are some of the regions located in
cluster 1. Only the end of the time period (year 2009) is represented in this cluster,
which indicates that these regions made significant progress between the years 2005
and 2009.
Cluster 2 is located above cluster 1 on the U-Matrix and is characterized by similar
population characteristics to those in cluster 1 in terms of age, proportion of urban
population and education. Regions in this cluster have a slightly higher average rate of
households with landline phones compared to those in cluster 1, but a significantly
lower proportion of households with PC, mobile phones per capita and households with
Internet access. These regions also have lower income per capita than those in cluster 1.
Several regions positioned in cluster 1 in 2009 were positioned in this cluster in 2005.
Cluster 3 is located to the right of clusters 1 and 2 on the U-Matrix. Regions located in
this cluster have the second highest average proportion of older population and the
lowest average proportion of population aged between 14 and 65. Regions in this
cluster are mixed in terms of the proportion of urban population, including regions with
relatively high proportions of urban population and regions with some of the lowest
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proportions of urban population. Regions in this cluster have levels of all digital
indicators lower than that in clusters 1 and 2 but higher than that in clusters 4, 5 and 6.
All regions in this cluster belong to the second period, 2009, which means that as of the
year 2009, these regions were behind the leading regions located in clusters 1 and 2.
Cluster 4 is located above cluster 2 and includes regions for the year 2005 that moved
into cluster 1 in 2009. These regions are characterized by the highest proportion of
younger population, the lowest proportion of older population and a relatively high
proportion of urban population and income per capita (lower than that in clusters 1 and
2 but higher than in any other cluster). All indicators of digital development in this
cluster are lower than those in clusters 1-3 but higher than those in clusters 5 and 6,
which means that regions placed in cluster 1 in 2009 already had higher levels of digital
development in 2005 than many other regions had in 2009. This also indicates that
regions located in cluster 1 in 2009 were already ahead of other regions in 2005.
Cluster 5 is located at the top of the map and includes regions for both periods 2005 and
2009. Regions located in this cluster are characterized by the lowest levels of digital,
economic, educational and infrastructural development. They are mixed in terms of
their population age and have medium levels of urban population. Most regions located
in this cluster made progress by the year 2009 and “moved” into cluster 3. However,
some regions such as Ivanovskaya Oblast and Penzenskaya Oblast remained in cluster
5 in 2009, which indicates a lack of progress made during the period 2005-2009.
Several regions, such as Irkutskaya Oblast, Krasnoyarskii Krai and several other
regions located in cluster 5 in 2003 made significant progress over the period 20032009 and joined leading regions in cluster 2.
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Cluster 6 is located in the top left corner of the Kohonen U-Matrix. Similarly to cluster
5, this cluster includes regions with the lowest levels of digital, economic, educational
and infrastructural development. This cluster includes mostly rural regions with the
lowest levels of urban population (average proportion is .35 compare to .86 in regions
in cluster 1), the lowest number of households with telephones (average of .31
compared to .77 in cluster 1) and the highest proportion of older population. There is a
large difference between levels of digital indicators in these regions compared to those
in leading regions, e.g. the average proportion of households with Internet access is
only 0.02 compared to 0.36 in cluster 1. Two of the regions positioned in this cluster in
2005 remained there in 2009, indicating lack of progress made during those years.
The geographical location of each of the regions and their cluster membership for both
periods is presented in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6 Kohonen cluster membership of Russian regions for periods 2005 and
2009*

Highest

Lowest

* White color represents the 5 regions with missing data
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4.5.4 Discussion
4.5.4.1 Summary and Comparison with Previous Research
We have employed Kohonen Self-Organizing Maps to trace the evolution of the Digital
Divide among Russian regions over a five-year period, 2005-2009. SOM allows for the
clear visualization and interpretation of clusters of regions with similar levels of digital,
economic, demographic and infrastructural development. We have identified six
clusters of regions based on their digital development, economical and demographic
indicators. The use of data over five years has enabled us to map the progress or lack of
progress in bridging the global Digital Divide by Russian regions. Using time
dependent data over a wide period of time ensured that we took into consideration
delayed effects of some indicators (e.g. increase in income levels affects increase in
infrastructural development but this effect may not be obvious right away). The use of
regional level data allows us to expand the results of the global study and to look into
the details of the regional development in Russia. The Kohonen cluster membership of
Russian regions and their geographic location are presented in Figure 4.6.
While, overall, some measures of infrastructure and technological readiness in Russia
scored relatively high in the Global Competitiveness report of global competitiveness
index (mobile phone subscriptions ranked 8th in the list of 139 countries, number of
broadband internet subscriptions ranked 50 out 139 and number of fixed telephone lines
ranked 39 out of 139 countries), there is a significant regional divide (The World
Economic Forum, 2012). As expected, we find that Russian regions are not
homogeneous in their digital, economic, educational and infrastructural development.
The magnitude of the difference in technology use between the leading regions and
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those with the lowest levels of development is substantial, e.g. the proportion of
households with Internet access in 2009 in Tambovskaya Oblast is only about 9%,
while the same in Moscow is about 37%. Even more significant is the difference in
landline telephone ownership: 42% in Republic of Tuva vs. 98% in Moscow.
As expected, we find that similarly to the global developmental patterns, these different
types of development occur in tandem; regions with the lowest levels of income are
also characterized by the lowest levels of education, number of households with
telephones and computers and access to the Internet. Similarly to findings in regional
Digital Divide studies in China and India (Lei et al, 2008; Fong, 2009), we find that
areas with a lower proportion of urban population have lower levels of digital
development, along with lower levels of income, infrastructure and education.
We find some similarities and differences with the results of Hohlov and Shaposhnik
(2010), who compared Russian regions based on a composite index or readiness to
information society. Several regions, such as Moscow, Moscow Oblast, St. Petersburg
and several others, which scored highly on the index, are located in cluster 1 and 2,
which combines regions with the highest levels of development. However, several
regions, such as Tambovskaya Oblast, which scored highly on the index, are located in
cluster 3, which is characterized by medium levels of development. Also, several
regions, such as Ivanovskaya Oblast and Penzenskaya Oblast, located in cluster 5,
which is characterized by the lowest levels of development, have medium score values.
While the use of a composite index allows for an easy comparison among regions, the
use of a Kohonen map allows for a visualization of the relative position of regions, and
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component maps allow for evaluation of the values of individual variables included in
the analysis.
Interestingly, we discover a large difference in development within geographic regions.
While both Moscow city and Moscow Oblast positioned in cluster 1 in 2009, we find a
significant difference in levels of development between St. Petersburg City and
Leningradskaya Oblast (which is another name for St. Petersburg Oblast’). While St.
Petersburg City is located in cluster 1 in 2009, Leningradskaya Oblast is located in
cluster 3 in 2009. While approximately 40% of St. Petersburg households reported
having a PC in 2009 and 98% reported having a telephone in the household, only 28%
and 72% of households in Leningradskaya Oblast respectively reported the same. We
explore this finding further in section 4.6.
4.5.4.2 Discussion of the Results and Policy Implications
We identify a group of ‘leaders’, regions with the highest levels of digital, economic,
educational and infrastructural development. Consistent with previous research, we find
that Moscow and St. Petersburg belong to this category. We find that Moscow Oblast
joined Moscow City in the top cluster in 2009, possibly due to the spatial spill-over
effect from Moscow City, such as a common job market and higher demand for digital
skills (Figure 4.6). We do not see this effect spread beyond Moscow Oblast, as some
regions geographically closest to Moscow belong to cluster 3 and some regions, such as
Ryazanskaya Oblast, belong to cluster 5, which is characterized by the lowest levels of
digital, economic, educational and infrastructural development. St. Petersburg City has
a lower effect on Leningradskaya (before St. Petersburg) Oblast, which remained in
cluster 3 in 2009.
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Interestingly, we find possible spatial spill-over effects from outside Russia. We find
that Sakhalinskaya Oblast, Primorskii Krai and several other remote regions located in
the far east of Russia joined Moscow and St. Petersburg in leading cluster 1.
Habarovskii Krai and Kamchatskaya Oblast, also located on the Eastern Russian
border, moved to cluster 1 from cluster 4. A possible explanation of the fast rate of
development by these regions is the effect of spatial spill-over, not from Moscow and
St. Petersburg, but from surrounding Asian countries. Eastern Russian regions are close
in proximity to China, Japan and Korea, and this proximity is more important to the
development of these regions than proximity to the Russian capital. These regions have
a history of trade with Asian countries and, in the case of Primorskii Krai, have large
ports and a well-established infrastructure for marine trade. While the real income per
capita and proportion of households with landline phones were considerably lower in
Primorskii Krai than in Moscow in 2009, all digital development indicators were at
higher levels than those in Moscow. This finding is different from that of Delitsin
(2006), who stated that Moscow and St. Petersburg had the highest rates of digital
development. While this was true in 2005, the first period included in our study, this
situation changed by the year 2009. While we do not have access to the amounts of
foreign investments into these regions, we can assume that these regions have benefited
from the inflow of capital from the more developed surrounding Asian countries, in
particular from Japan and Korea, which have some of the highest levels of digital
development.
This finding suggests that foreign capital plays an important role in digital development
in some Russian regions. Policies aimed at easing the rules for foreign investments
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could benefit other regions that are currently not as attractive to foreign investors as
Primorskii Krai and other Far Eastern coastal regions. Foreign corporations have been
allowed to invest into the Russian telecommunication industry since 1991 with some
official and unofficial restrictions. They are not allowed to own more than 25% of
strategic companies, and they need a special permission from the Russian president.
There are also some unofficial restrictions related to corruption at the local level of
regional governments.
While we do not have access to amounts of FDI inflows into the Russian
telecommunication industry, Figure 4.7 below shows the amounts of FDI inflows into
the Russian economy in general. The chart indicates that the inflow is unstable; after a
gradual increase from 2005 until 2008, there was a sharp drop in 2009, after which it
began to increase again. Therefore, policies aimed at stabilizing and attracting the FDI
into Russian economy, in particular into the telecommunication industry, could increase
levels of digital development in some Russian regions and lessen the degree of
inequality among them.
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Figure 4.7 Foreign Direct Investment inflow into the Russian economy for periods
2005 – 2011
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Spatial spill-over effects can also explain low levels of development in regions such as
Respublika Ingushetiya and Respublika Dagestan, located in the Southwest of Russia,
which remained in cluster 5 in 2009. These regions border two former Soviet republics,
Georgia and Kazakhstan, which themselves have low levels of economic development.
These two regions are also close in proximity to the Republic of Chechnya, which has
been a site of a prolonged military conflict. These regions are also very different
culturally from most other Russian regions with a majority of the population practicing
different forms of Islam and considerably more conservative than the average Russian
population. The use of ICTs in these regions is possibly more affected by social ties
than that in other Russian regions. These regions lack the infrastructure necessary for
the use of the Internet. A remote location and possibly a lack of demand discourage
Internet providers from developing infrastructure in those regions. While development
of the infrastructure seems unlikely, increasing the level of use of mobile phones could
benefit these regions. Building the infrastructure necessary for the use of mobile phones
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is less costly, and the strong network ties of the population would be likely to promote
the use of mobile phones in these regions.
Despite the progress made by the Eastern regions and some others, most regions
remained in the same relative position in 2009 as they were in 2005. Regions that had
the highest levels of digital, economic, educational and infrastructural development in
2009 had also had the highest levels in 2005. Similarly, regions with the lowest levels
of digital, economic, educational and infrastructural development in 2009 had also had
the lowest levels in 2005. Therefore, while most regions showed at least some progress,
their relative position remained almost unchanged. Regions that were in a leading
position in terms of their digital, economic, educational and infrastructural development
in 2005 remained in a leading position in 2009. Likewise, regions with the lowest levels
of development had not changed their position relative to the leading regions.
One of the major obstacles faced by digital development in Russia is the lack of
competition among Internet providers, resulting in significant differences in the cost of
Internet access. While we do not have data for most of the regions, until recently, the
price of Internet access in Amurskaya Oblast was 22 times higher than the price for
similar services in Altaiskii Krai. According to a study by the Center of Public
Opinion11, one of the oldest and most respected centers for sociological research, the
cost of Internet access remains very different among Russian regions and was named as
one of the reasons of high disparity in Internet use. Many Russian regions, such as
Altaiskii Krai and Stavropolskii Krai, have high cost of Internet access, approximately
4% of household income, compared to 2% in Moscow. Lowering the cost of Internet

11

www.fom.ru
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access would increase demand and the number of Internet users. One of the reasons for
a high cost in many regions is the lack of competition. While recently competition
among providers increased, one Russian company, Rosstelekom, owns more than 50%
of Russia’s Telecom infrastructure. Therefore, policies aimed at alleviating the
differences among regions need to concentrate on increasing competition among
providers within Russia and lessening restrictions for the inflow of foreign capital into
telecommunication services.
4.5.5 Limitations and Future Research
4.5.5.1 Limitations
This study has a number of limitations. The most significant limitation is data
availability. While the ROSSTAT data include information about the technology owned
by households, we do not have information about the actual use of technology, which is
not necessarily correlated to ownership. Also, the analysis of growth or improvement in
digital development has been limited to quantitative measures but not the quality of
Internet connection or the ways in which it is used. The usage data are available for the
year 2009 but not prior years.
Another limitation is that ROSSTAT data and data descriptions are available only in
Russian, and data descriptions, as well as labels and all other information, had to be
translated into English. More recent years include more relevant information, such as
the use of Internet at home or use of a smart phone. However, this variable is not
available for previous years. Questions related to the ownership and use of ICTs also
change from year to year. This presents a challenge in variable selection for
longitudinal analysis. In order to be able to trace the evolution of the Digital Divide
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among Russian regions, we need to choose indicators that are available for the most
recent period and for the period several years prior, similarly to the study of the
evolution of the global Digital Divide (see Chapter 2). Also, some relevant information,
such as education, is available at the individual level, whereas other information, such
as the availability of Internet access at home, is at the household level and vice versa.
Therefore, a careful selection of relevant variables from different sources is needed
before any type of analysis can be conducted, and a careful merge of data from
different levels is required. In order to be able to employ Kohonen SOM for the
analysis of the evolution of the Digital Divide among the regions, we need to aggregate
all data to the regional level.
These data are also subjected to various limitations that arise from conducting national
surveys. In addition to the regular challenges that arise when drawing a nationally
representative sample and collecting reliable measures (such as a reliance on
interviewers to do their job accurately and responsibly, errors resulting from inaccurate
data entry, lack of trained interviewers and so on), Russia presents a series of additional
challenges. First, the territory of Russia is very large. It covers more than 1/10 of the
world territory and spreads over 11 time zones. Moreover, a large proportion of the
Russian population still lives in communal apartments (where several families share an
apartment) and dormitories. Such living arrangements are almost non-existent in
Western societies and accounting for these living conditions is difficult. The Russian
population is also multiethnic, which presents additional sampling challenges.
In addition, survey research is suspicious to many Russians, since there was no tradition
of taking surveys or participating in any social research during the Soviet years and
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many years after the Soviet Union fell apart. Powerful government officials have
tended to discourage the population from responding to surveys and from participating
in research, fearing negative publicity or the fact that some negative aspects of the life
of their citizens would become public.
4.5.5.2 Future Research
Despite its limitations, the study does set the stage for future research in this important
area. The regions that we have identified as successful in their digital, economic,
educational and infrastructural development could be investigated further as case
studies with the goal of discovering factors that have enabled their progress. Identifying
the reasons for their success could lead to important policy insights that would allow
other regions to replicate their success.
The SOM methodology could also be employed to explore other interesting research
questions, such as the difference in the development of former Soviet republics after the
collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991. As in the case of this study, identifying success
stories is likely to lead to important policy contributions.
Another interesting area for future research is to explore development of ICT use in
Russia in recent years as more data become available. In particular, it is interesting to
analyze changes that occur as competition among Internet providers increases. Another
interesting area is the effects of the increase of smart phone use on the level of Internet
use and also on the ways in which it is used. As social networks become increasingly
popular in Russia, it will be interesting to see if the use of social networks will lead to
an increase in Internet use for other purposes.
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4.6 Application of multilevel models to the study of the individual Digital
Divide in Russia12
The analysis presented in section 4.5 identifies clusters of Russian regions based on
their digital, economic and demographic indicators. However, by aggregating the data
to the regional level, we lose some information that can be extracted from the
individual data. For example, we cannot determine whether or not gender is an
important predictor of the Digital Divide in Russia. Also, Kohonen SOM allows for
building clusters but does not allow for determining the effects of each indicator
included in the study. To address these limitations, we build an explanatory multilevel
model of digital development at the individual level. A detailed description of this
methodology is provided in section 4.6.2. This model provides detailed information
about the effects of each of the indicators included in the study, accounts for the
hierarchical nature of the data and includes regional effects. Together with the results of
the Kohonen SOM, the results of the multilevel model provide a detailed analysis of the
evolution and the state of the Digital Divide in Russia at both the regional and
individual levels. We are also able to compare results of clustering with regional effects
obtained by the multilevel model.
4.6.1 Data source
In this study, we use the data from the Russian Longitudinal Monitoring Survey
(RLMS)13, a comprehensive living standards survey covering every year from 1992 to
2010. The RLMS is the first nationally representative living standards survey

12
13

The authors: M. Skaletsky, D. Haughton
http://www.cpc.unc.edu/projects/rlms-hse
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conducted in Russia. These data are subjected to the same limitations as the ROSSTAT
data used in the study described in section 4.5.
Data collection is conducted at the individual, household and communal level; the data
contain a variety of information about household and individual income, expenditures,
education, possessions, job history and so on. The advantage of using this data source is
the fact that it is nationally representative and the fact that the data provide a variety of
information.
The RLMS dataset represents a multistage probability sample. First, all 2,029 regions
were allocated into 38 strata based on several factors: geographic location, level of
urbanization and ethnicity. Some remote areas were eliminated as too costly since all
interviews are conducted in person. Also, Chechnya was eliminated due to an ongoing
armed conflict. The remaining 1,850 regions represent about 95.6% of the whole
Russian population. Three large population centers were selected as self-representing
(SR) strata: Moscow city, Moscow Oblast and St. Petersburg. The remaining non-selfrepresenting (NSR) regions were split into 35 strata of equal size, and one region was
selected from each of these strata using the probability proportional to size (PPS)
method. This means that each region had a probability of being selected proportional to
the population size. Each of the selected regions was in turn stratified into sub-strata
based on the proportion of rural/urban population and ethnicity. In rural areas, all
villages were compiled into a list and sorted according to their size and ethnic
composition. Ten households were selected from each of the selected villages. In the
case of villages with very small populations, several villages were combined, and ten
households were drawn from the combined list of households. Approximately 108
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households were drawn from each region using the PPS method, and some rural areas
were over-sampled due to the fact that the response rate from those areas was expected
to be lower. In the end, the sample consisted of 4,718 households. The household
response rate was over 80%.
The advantage of using the RLMS data as compared to the ROSSTAT data is that in
addition to the regional data, the RLMS data include information about population
centers. Therefore, we are able to examine these effects in our model. Based on the
results of the study described in section 4.5, we anticipate finding significant
differences in the use of technologies within regions.
As mentioned above, the data are hierarchical, and, when building an explanatory
model, we need to account for its hierarchical structure, e.g. households belong to
different sites, in turn sites belong to different regions. Households within the same
region tend to be more similar than households from different regions; therefore, we
need to account for this effect. Similarly, households within a site are more similar than
those from other sites. We propose the use of multilevel models in order to account for
these effects. The explanation of this methodology is provided in section 4.6.2.
4.6.2 Methodology – Multilevel models
Multilevel models (a form of random effects model) are an extension of regression
models, which allow for taking into account the complex structure of the data. For
example, in education, when analyzing the difference in students’ tests scores, one
needs to account for the fact that the data are hierarchical – students belong to schools,
schools belong to districts etc. Students in the same school tend to have some
similarities due to the effect of the school, and, when building a model, one needs to
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account for this effect. Similarly, households in the same area tend to be more similar
than households in different areas. In these cases, the assumption of independence of
observations is violated, and results obtained by conventional regression might be
misleading. In particular, it may result in overstated statistical significance, incorrect
estimates of regression coefficients and standard errors (Goldstein, 2002; Nguyen,
2013). In cases when the assumption of independence is violated, multilevel models are
an appropriate methodology. Multilevel models take into consideration the hierarchical
structure of the data, simultaneously analyzing variables from different levels and
correcting the estimates of statistical significance overstated by conventional regression
models.
Multilevel models are used in many disciplines, such as education, psychology, medical
research, economics etc. They have been developed for many types of data, such as
time series data, incomplete data, hierarchical data and others (Goldstein, 2007).
Multilevel models can be used for different types of dependent variables, such as
continuous, binary and ordinal. In education, multilevel models are commonly used to
account for the hierarchical structure of the data, for instance, to account for effects of a
school, town and district on test scores (Fielding et al., 2006). In healthcare, multilevel
models are used to account for the effects of geographical areas and hospitals on a
patient’s length of stay (University of Bristol, Centre for Multilevel Modeling 2008).
The simplest hierarchical regression model includes a random effect for the intercept.
In the example of a model of student scores for students from different schools,
described in Goldstein (2007):
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(

)

(

),

where i represents students and j represents schools,
and

(1)

is a between-school variance,

is a between-student variance. This model includes a term

for a school

residual, which allows for each school to have a different intercept, which allows
accounting for a school effect on students’ scores. The model assumes that the random
effects across different levels are not correlated. In this model, it is assumed that the
rate of change of y with respect to x is constant across the different schools.
Multilevel models can also be applied to data where a response variable is binary, in
which case an appropriate model is a multilevel logistic regression. An example could
be a model with a binary outcome as a dependent variable, e.g.an indicator of whether
or not a student i in a school j passes a test. In this example, an independent variable
is a student level characteristic, and

is the random effect at the school level. The

model assumes that the random effects across different levels are not correlated. A 2level such model is defined by equation 2.
(

where

)

(

)

(2)

is the probability of passing a test by a student.

In this example, the random effect

allows the intercept to vary to account for the

effect of a school on the likelihood of passing a test by a student.
A multilevel model can also include a random effect in a coefficient, as well as in the
intercept. In this case, the coefficient is allowed to vary by a random component, which
allows the slope to be different for different groups. This allows for accounting for the
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differences in the effect of this variable on the dependent variable in different schools.
A hierarchical model with random effects in an intercept and in the coefficient is
defined by equation 3.
(

)

In this example, if

(

)

(

)

is a measure of a student’s IQ score, the random effect

(3)

allows

the slope to vary to account for the difference in the effect of IQ score in different
schools on the likelihood of passing a test by a student, and the random effect

allows

the intercept to vary to account for the effect of a school on the likelihood of passing a
test by a student. The model assumes that the random effects across different levels and
across different groups are not correlated.
Multilevel models can include variables at different levels. For example, the model
with a random effect in the intercept, described in equation 2, could be extended to
include measures at the school level, such as the student-teacher ratio. Such a model is
defined by equation 4.

(

)

(

)

(4)

A description of the model we use in this study is presented in section 4.6.5.
4.6.3 Operationalizing the individual Digital Divide – dependent variable
Similarly to the studies of the global Digital Divide, in order to build an explanatory
model on the individual level data, we need to select a dependent variable, which
operationalizes the level of the digital development of an individual. A description of
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the different measures of Digital Divide at the global level is presented in section 3.4.1.
At the individual level, the choice of variables is often PC ownership, Internet access or
Internet use within a certain period of time (Dijk, 2006; Sciadas, 2002; Willis &
Tranter, 2006). However, the measure of “digitalness” most likely has more than one
component. Most of the solutions used in the past literature described in section 3.4.1
apply to the global Digital Divide, except for the Husing, et al (2004) DIDIX index that
was used to measure the digital gap among “risk groups”, including women, people
over the age of 50, low education and low income groups of people within countries.
The authors used four indicators of Internet use to include in the index: percentage of
computer users, percentage of computer users at home, percentage of Internet users and
percentage of Internet users at home. Each of the measures was assigned an arbitrary
weight. The authors acknowledged the limitations that arise from the subjectivity of
weight selection and from the fact that the same people may belong to different risk
groups and the analysis does not account for the effects of different risks at the same
time and is univariate.
In order to make a decision about the dependent variable we will use in this study, we
generated some descriptive statistics to see how closely different measures of individual
digital use correlate with each other (Table 4.6).
Table 4.6 Correlation between measures of digital use
Variable
description
Used a
computer in
the last 12
months

Used a
computer in
the last 12
months
1

Used
Internet in
the last 12
months
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Have a
mobile
phone

Own a
desktop
computer

Own a
portable
computer

Used Internet
.85**
1
in the last 12
months
Have a mobile
.24**
.22**
phone
Own a desktop
.49**
.46**
computer
Own a
.28**
.31**
portable
computer
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level

1
.17**

1

.1**

.41**

1

While all correlation coefficients are significant, possibly due to a large sample size,
only the correlation between the use of a computer in the last 12 months and Internet
use in the last 12 months is high (.85). The rest of the correlation coefficients are below
.5.
Some additional facts about digital ownership and use based on the RLMS data for the
year 2010 are summarized below:


Out of people who have Internet connection at home, 25% have not used it in
the last 12 months. Among the non-users, 44.4% are males and 55.6% are
females.



Out of people who have either a desktop or a laptop at home, 24.5% have not
used it in the last 12 months.



Out of people who indicated they have not used a computer in the last 12
months, no one has used the Internet during the same period of time.



Out of people who indicated they have used a computer in the last 12 months,
16.7% have not used the Internet during the same period of time.



Out of people who indicated they own a laptop, only 4% have not used the
Internet during the last 12 months.
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Out of people who indicated they own a smart phone, 2.6% have not used the
Internet during the last 12 months.



Out of people who indicated they own a cell phone, 16.2% have not used the
Internet during the last 12 months.

We chose to build models for the measures of use rather than ownership of ICTs since
ownership does not guarantee use and individuals gain an advantage only when ICTs
are actually used. Correlation coefficients presented in table 4.7.2 show a low
correlation between the ownership of both desktop computers and laptops and their use.
Based on the high level of correlation between measures of Internet and PC use (.85),
we chose to select one of these variables, “used Internet in the last 12 months”, as a
target variable. Due to the increased importance of mobile phones, we chose to build a
separate model using mobile phone ownership as a dependent variable.
4.6.4 Independent variables
The choice of independent variables is guided by the previous literature summarized in
sections 4.2-4.4. We include several individual level indicators commonly found
significant in the individual Digital Divide studies. Income was found to be a
significant predictor of the Digital Divide in countries such as Canada, USA, Australia
as well as in European Union countries and also in previous studies in Russia (Sciadas,
2002; Willis and Tranter, 2006; Demunter, 2005; Delitsin, 2006). We include this
variable in the model and expect to find an increase of the odds of Internet use with
higher income. Gender differences are found to be insignificant in Canada, the
European Union and Australia (Sciadas, 2002; Willis and Tranter, 2006; Demunter,
2005). Results are mixed in the US. Some studies find a gender divide while others do
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not. Gender was found to be significant in previous Russian studies, but without
accounting for other predictors (Liholabin, 2006; Delitsin, 2006). We include a gender
indicator in our study and expect to find odds of Internet use to be higher for men than
for women. We also include an interaction between gender and an urban vs. rural
indicator. Some past studies found that gender effect is higher in rural areas (Demunter,
2006). Marital status is sometimes included in the individual Digital Divide studies and
is found to be a significant predictor of the use of Internet for work and education. We
chose to include this variable as a proxy for stability. Households with married couples
have more economic stability than single households. We expect to find a positive
effect of this indicator on the odds of use of the Internet and of mobile phone
ownership.
Race is found to be significant in predicting the Digital Divide in the USA in some
studies, while not significant when accounting for income in others (Fairlie, 2001;
Brodie et al, 2000). While there is no racial diversity in Russia, traditionally people
with Russian nationality had advantage over people of other nationalities, who are a
minority in Russia. Discrimination based on nationality has been widespread in the
Soviet Union and later in Russia. Therefore, we chose to include an indicator of
whether a person identifies with a Russian nationality or not. We expect to find Russian
nationality to be associated with higher odds of Internet use and mobile phone use.
Lack of knowledge of the English language is named as one of the obstacles in the use
of the Internet for Russian people, due to the fact that most of the Internet content is in
English (Beketov, 2009). We chose to include a variable indicating whether or not
knowledge of a foreign language has any effect on the odds of Internet and mobile
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phone use, when accounting for all other predictors. We expect to find a positive effect
of this variable on Internet use and no effect on mobile phone use.
One of the objectives of this study is to identify regional and population center level
differences. Therefore, we chose to include several variables at the population center
(site) level: availability of an Internet café, availability of steady mobile communication
and availability of high speed Internet connection. We expect to find a positive
relationship between all of these population center level predictors and the odds of
Internet use. We also include the cost of a trip to Moscow as a measure of remoteness.
In the study described in Section 4.5, we found that geographical distance from
Moscow did not have an effect on regional digital development. By including this
variable, we will test whether or not it is true at a site level. We expect to find no
significant effect of this variable on the odds of Internet use and mobile phone use. We
also include an indicator of electricity interruption, as a measure of the level of
infrastructural development, and expect to find a negative effect of frequent electricity
interruptions on the level of Internet and mobile phone use.
The complete list of variables included in both the Internet use and mobile phone
ownership model is presented in Table 4.7. We also included several interactions in
both models to determine if some independent variables, such as age and gender, have
different effects on the dependent variable at different levels of other independent
variables, e.g. if the gender effect is different at different age levels. We include
interactions commonly used in poverty models (Haughton & Haughton, 2011). We
expect that higher income can mitigate the negative effects of gender (being a female)
and negative effects of lacking education and living in a rural area. Both models
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included all of the independent variables listed in Table 4.7, but final models include
only variables that turned out to be significant.
Table 4.7: Indicators used in the multilevel models
Variable name

Question

Level

Descriptive
Statistics

Dependent Variables
Used Internet in the
Internet

Individual

Mobile

Individual

Yes = 40.5%; No
= 59.5%
Yes = 88.1%; No
= 11.9%

last 12 months?
Have a mobile phone

Independent Variables
ISGENDER (Male) Gender

Individual

ISBIRTHY (Age)

Year of birth

Individual

ISSPFLAN
(For_language)

Do you speak any
foreign language
other than the
languages of the
USSR’s former
republics?
Nationality you
consider yourself

Individual

Let me clarify, what
is your highest
educational level
which is confirmed
by certificate or
diploma?

Individual

ISMARIST (Single, What is your marital
Married, Divorced, status?
Widowed)

Individual

ISNATION
(Russian)
ISHIEDUL
(Incomp_Sec_Educ,
Comp_sec_educ,
Comp_prof_educ,
Higher_ed,
Post_grad)

Individual
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Male = 42.1%
Female=57.9%
Range between
18 and 104;
Mean = 44.98
Yes = 19%; No =
81%

Expected
effect on
Dependent
variable

Positive
Negative
Positive for
Internet, no
effect
for
Mobile
phones

Russian – 86.3%; Positive
Non-Russian =
13.7%
Incomplete
Positive
secondary
education
=
26.1%; Complete
secondary
education
=
27.2%;
Completed
professional
school = 22.7%;
Bachelor
,
Master’s or post
graduate degree
= 23.5%
Single = 20.9%,
Married
=
52.5%, Divorced
=
13.4%,
Widowed
=

tincm_rs
(Income_per_cap
(000)

12.9%
Range between 0 Positive
and 391; Mean =
5.19

Total Income of the
Household: Real
(000)/number of
household members
1=Urban,2=Small
Urban
Settelment,3=Rural

Household

Elec_inter

Frequent electricity
interruptions 1=Yes,
0 = No

Site

High_sp_itr

High speed Internet
available 1=Yes, 0 =
No
Internet Café
available
1=Yes, 0 = No

Site

Yes = 92.6%, No Positive
= 7.4%

Site

Steady Mobile
connection
1=Yes, 0 = No
Cost of trip to
Moscow (000)

Site

Yes = 76.4%, No Positive for
= 23.6%
Internet, no
effect
for
Mobile
phones
Yes = 95.1%, No Positive
= 4.9%

Site
Region

Site
Region

sett_typ (Urban,
Small_urban,
Rural)

Inter_cafe

Steady_mob_comm
Trip_to_mos_000
sites
Region
Interactions
Age*Gender
Income*Gender
Educational
variables*Income
Urban*Gender
Urban*Income

Site

Site

Urban = 67.8%; Positive
Small Urban = urban effect
6.4%; Rural =
25.8%
Yes = 22.1%, No Negative
= 77.9%

Mean = 3.2; No effect
Range between 0
and 20

Positive
Negative
Negative
Negative
Negative

4.6.5 Multilevel model
We build two 4-level hierarchical logistic models for the year 2010, with the most
recent year available in the RLMS data. The four levels include the individual level i
(lowest level), the household level h, the site level s and the regional level r (highest
level). The term “site” refers to a population center: a city, a village, etc. As described
in section 4.6.4, some of the variables included in the models are at the individual level,
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some at the household level and some at the site level. We chose to include random
effects for both site and regional levels, as we anticipate intercepts depend on both sites
and regions. We found significant differences among the regions in terms of their
digital, economic, technological and educational development in the study described in
Section 4.5., which suggests the difference in intercepts at the regional level. We also
anticipate that population centers located in the same region also differ significantly in
terms of their development, which suggests the difference in intercepts at the site level.
We also include random effects in coefficients to allow for differences in slopes across
different groups.
We build separate models for Internet use, where the dependent variable is a binary
indicator of whether or not a person used the Internet in the past year, and for mobile
phone ownership, where the dependent variable is a binary indicator of whether or not a
person owns a mobile phone. We tested multiple models for both Internet use and
mobile phone ownership and selected final models based on the lowest value of the
Bayesian Deviance Information Criterion (DIC). The DIC index is used to compare
models, where lower values of the DIC indicate a better fit. The DIC is a combination
of the Akaike information criterion and the Bayesian information criterion and is used
in hierarchical models estimated with the Monte Carlo Markov Chain (Tomohiro,
2007).
The original models included all of the independent variables and interactions presented
in Table 4.7, random effects in the intercept for both sites and regions. We chose not to
include random intercepts in slopes because the focus of the study is on the overall
regional differences. Therefore, our final models include random effects only in
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intercepts. Random effects in the intercept at the regional level were found insignificant
in the Internet model and were excluded from the final model. Therefore, the only
random effects included in final models are the random effects in the intercept at the
site level for the Internet model and random effects at both site and regional levels for
the mobile phone model.
We tested both models with constant intercepts, and the DIC value for these models
was higher than those for the models including random effects in the intercepts,
indicating that the models with significant random effects in the intercepts have a better
fit. The exclusion of insignificant variables also had no effect on the DIC values;
therefore, we only include significant variables in final models.
Our 4-level logistic multilevel regression models take the following forms defined by
equations 5 and 6. The Internet use model is described by equation 5:
(

(

)
(

)

)

(5)
where

is a site level random effect in the intercept,

The mobile phone ownership model is defined by equation 6:
(

(

)
(

)

)
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(

).

(6)
where

is a site level random effect in the intercept and

effect in the intercept;

(

) and

(

is a regional level random

).

A detailed description of the results of these models is presented in section 4.6.6.

4.6.6 Results
We tested multiple models for both Internet use and mobile phones and selected final
models based on the lowest value of the Bayesian Deviance Information Criterion
(DIC). The DIC index is used to compare models, where lower values of the DIC
indicate a better fit. The DIC is a combination of the Akaike information criterion and
Bayesian information criterion and is used in hierarchical models estimated with the
Monte Carlo Markov Chain (Tomohiro, 2007).
4.6.6.1 Internet Use Model Results
Results of the Internet use model are presented in Table 4.8. The original model
included all of the independent variables and interactions presented in Table 4.7 and
random effects for both sites and regions. The final model includes only significant
variables and site random effects, since regional random effects are not significant and
exclusion of the non-significant variables did not affect the value of the DIC, indicating
that the presence of insignificant variables does not improve the model fit. We also
tested a model without any random effects, and the DIC value for this model was
higher than that for the model with random site effects (12332 vs. 12813), indicating
that the model with random effects has a better fit.
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Results indicate that, holding all other variables constant, married people have
estimated odds of Internet use approximately 64% higher than those of single people,
and those who are divorced have estimated odds of Internet use approximately 21%
higher than single people. We expected that married people would have higher odds of
using the Internet due to higher overall economic stability than single people.
Interestingly, divorced people also have higher odds of Internet use than single people,
but the difference is lower.
Ability to understand a foreign language, being younger, having a Russian nationality,
having higher income, living in urban area and having an education all positively affect
the level of Internet use, as expected. Being Russian, compared to other nationalities,
increases the estimated odds of using the Internet by approximately 48%. The higher
the level of education is, the higher the likelihood of Internet use, where the magnitude
of coefficients increases gradually with each educational category, compared to the
level of Internet use by individuals with incomplete secondary education. The level of
education has the highest influence on Internet use among all of the predictors used in
the model. Holding all other predictors constant, having at least a bachelor degree or
having completed a professional education increases the odds of using the Internet by
9.7 and 2.8 times respectively, compared to those who have not completed secondary
education.
Unexpectedly, the effect of gender is only significant in interaction with the urban
effect. This means that, holding all other variables constant, a positive effect of an
urban area on the odds of using the Internet is higher for males than for females. This
finding is the opposite of the results found in the past literature and is counterintuitive.
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We expected to find greater gender differences in rural areas. This effect is true even
outside the model, where the rate of Internet use for both men and women in rural and
small urban areas is very low and only approximately 25% of both men and women
have used the Internet in the past 12 months. Whereas in urban areas, the rate of
Internet use is higher for males than for females; 45% of women and 53% of men have
used the Internet in the past 12 months. A possible explanation of this finding may be
differences in employment. While women were always a part of the workforce and had
high levels of education during the Soviet era and later in Russia, the types of jobs
available to women are in general those with lower compensation and traditionally less
technical positions. This difference in employment type could be one explanation of the
lower rate of Internet use by women in urban areas, whereas jobs involving the use of
Internet are equally unavailable for both men and women in rural areas.
Several population center level variables are significant in the model. The odds of using
the Internet almost double for those who live in an area with an Internet café available.
Living in an urban area increases the level of Internet use, compared to living in a rural
area, by 78%.
We used the cost of a trip to Moscow as a proxy for remoteness and, based on the
results of the study described in section 4.5, expected this variable not to have a
significant effect on the odds of Internet use. However, we find that the higher the cost
of a trip to Moscow, the lower the odds are of using the Internet. This could be due to
the fact that the cost of a trip to Moscow does not necessarily measure the distance.
Some population centers that are far from Moscow in terms of distance have direct
connection with Moscow by air and railroad, while some remote villages closer to
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Moscow geographically may require longer and more expensive travel routes. A high
remoteness is also likely to coincide with lower levels of infrastructure, as it is more
expensive to build in remote inaccessible locations. Therefore, this measure is likely to
be a proxy for infrastructure development.
Table 4.8 Internet Use Multilevel Model Results*
Fixed effects
Variable Name
Coefficient Standard
0.733
0.062
Foreign language
Error0.002
-0.109
Age
0.390
0.077
Russian
1
2.273
0.072
Higher Education
0.345
0.063
Completed Secondary
1.027
0.069
Completed1 Professional
2
Education
0.579
0.140
Urban 1
3
education
0.188
0.074
Divorced
3
0.492
0.055
Married
0.235
0.097
Male*Urban
4
0.056
0.083
Male
0.680
0.027
Log income per capita
-0.59
0.017
Cost of trip to Moscow (000)
0.619
0.106
Internet Café
-4.002
0.188
Intercept
Random effects
0.366
0.073
Site
1
Reference category – Incomplete Secondary School
2
Reference category – Rural
3
Reference category – Single
4
Reference category – Female, Not significant
*DIC=12332, n=16922, only site random effects were significant

t

Log (Odds)
11.82

2.08

value
54.5

0.90

5.06

1.48

31.57

9.71

5.48

1.41

14.88

2.79

4.14

1.78

2.54

1.21

8.95

1.64

2.42

1.26

0.67

1.06

25.18

1.97

34.70

0.55

5.83

1.86

4.6.6.2 Site effects on Internet Use
Interestingly, even after accounting for all above mentioned factors, regional effects
became insignificant, but site effects are still significant, which indicates that location
itself affects the odds of Internet use. Figure 4.8 shows the magnitude of this effect and
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the ranks of residuals for all the sites included in the dataset. This confirms our findings
described in Section 4.5.3 that there is not only a significant difference in digital
development among Russian regions but also within the regions. This finding indicates
that, at the individual level, the likelihood of use of the Internet depends on a
population center more than on the region to which this population center belongs.
Figure 4.8 Site residuals ranking

Site effects holding all predictors constant are listed in Appendix 4.3, sorted from the
highest negative to the highest positive value. The RLMS excludes site names in order
to protect the privacy of the respondents, so sites are identified by region names to
which they belong and site numbers.
Not surprisingly, Moscow, several sites in the Moscow Oblast and St. Petersburg city
are among the sites with the highest positive effect on the likelihood of Internet use,
even after accounting for all variables included in the regression model. Three Moscow
Oblast sites and three sites from Leningradskaya Oblast: Volosovskij Rajon are in the
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top 15 sites with the highest positive effect on the likelihood of Internet use. Other sites
with the highest positive effects are Vladivostok, Krasnodarskij Kraj: Kushchevskij
Rajon, Khanty-Mansiiskij AO: Surgut CR and Krasnojarskij Kraj: Nazarovo CR.
Interestingly, one site from Komi ASSR: Usinsk CR region has one of the highest
positive effects while a different one has one of the highest negative effects. This
confirms a high level of diversity in terms of Internet use within the region.
Multiple sites with the highest negative effects belong to the same regions: Volgograd
Oblast: Rudnjanskij Rajon, Tverskaya Oblast: Rzhev CR, Amurskaja Oblast:
Arkharinhskij Rajon and Altaiskij Kraj: Biisk CR. This indicates that these sites have
consistent negative effects on the odds of Internet use. Several of these sites have some
of the highest costs of a trip to Moscow, which is a measure of site remoteness.
However, even after accounting for this effect in the model, these sites still have a high
negative effect. This indicates that there are factors other than the ones we account for
in our model that affect the likelihood of Internet use in those regions. While we do not
have the data to confirm this, some of the potential reasons for the negative effect might
be a high cost of Internet access and lack of employment positions requiring the use of
the Internet. Most of these sites, except for a few, are very small population centers
with low levels of infrastructure. Only 3 of these sites have a population higher than
20,000. Some of these sites do not have television programming and have frequent
electricity interruptions. Therefore, sites with the highest negative effect on Internet use
are those with limited infrastructure and overall development, which is still significant
even after accounting for other factors.
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4.6.6.3 Mobile Phone Model Results
We find similarities and differences in the effects of individual level measures on the
odds of mobile phone ownership as compared to their effects on the odds of using the
Internet. Similarly to the Internet model and as expected, education has a high effect on
the dependent variable, and the effect increases with the increase in the educational
level. However, the magnitude of this effect is lower than that in the Internet use model,
where having at least a bachelor’s degree increases the odds of having a mobile phone
by approximately four times, compared to those who have an incomplete secondary
education. As expected, a higher age is associated with lower odds of owning a mobile
phone, and, also as expected, income has a positive effect on the odds of having a cell
phone. The higher the income per capita is, the higher the odds of having a mobile
phone.
The effect of marital status is significant in both models. Holding all other variables
constant, single people have lower odds of having a mobile phone compared to those in
all other marital status groups: married, widowed and divorced. We also found that
single people had the lowest odds of using the Internet. As explained in section 4.6.6.1,
we attribute this effect to the fact that marital status is a proxy for overall household
stability.
We find a different effect of gender on mobile phone ownership than that on Internet
use. Holding all other predictors constant, women have higher odds of having a mobile
phone compared to men by approximately 35%. This effect could be explained by a
possibly higher demand on mobile phone technologies by women who need it to
communicate with children and other family members, than that by men. We do not
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find a different effect of gender in rural vs. urban areas, found significant in the Internet
use model, for mobile phone ownership.
Interestingly, only one site level indicator turned out to be significant in the model,
steady mobile communication in the area. All other site level measures were excluded
from the final model as insignificant. Living in an urban area and proximity to
Moscow, which was significant in the Internet use model, has no effect on the odds of
having a mobile phone.
Table 4.9 Mobile Phone Multilevel Model Results
Fixed effects
Variable Name
Coefficient Standard Error t value Log
-0.112
0.003
37.33
0.89
Age
(Odds)
-0.430
0.068
6.32
0.65
Male
1
1.381
0.109
12.67
3.98
Higher Education
0.212
0.082
2.59
1.24
Completed Secondary Education
0.944
0.089
10.61
2.57
Completed Professional education
2
1.316
0.127
10.36
3.37
Divorced
1.714
0.110
15.58
5.55
Married
1.261
0.136
9.27
3.53
Widowed
0.691
0.060
11.52
2.00
Log income per capita
0.887
0.212
4.18
2.43
Steady mobile communication
0.028
0.550
Intercept
Random effects
0.341
0.092
Site
0.161
0.073
Region
1
Reference category – Incomplete Secondary School
2
Reference category – Single
DIC= 7082; N=15,691
4.6.6.4 Regional and site effects on Mobile phone ownership
Even after accounting for all above mentioned factors, regional and site effects are still
significant, which indicates that location itself affects the odds of owning a mobile
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phone. Figure 4.9 shows the magnitude of this effect and the ranks of residuals for all
the regions included in the dataset.
Figure 4.9 Regional residuals ranking

Combined regional and site effects holding all predictors constant are listed in
Appendix 4.4. Only one site from the list of 15 sites with the highest negative effects
on the level of the Internet use is also included in the same list for mobile phone
ownership - Perm Oblast: Solikamsk City & Rajon. The rest of the sites with the
highest negative effect on the odds of mobile phone ownership are different from those
with the highest negative effect on the odds of Internet use. Five out of seven sites in
the Altaiskij Krai: Kurisnkij Rajon are on the list of 15 sites with the highest negative
effect on mobile phone ownership. Cheliabinsk Oblast: Krasnoarmeiskij Rajon is also
represented by several sites. Similarly to the sites with the highest negative effect on the
Internet use, most of these sites are very small rural population centers with low levels
of infrastructure. Only 2 of these sites have a population higher than 12,000 people.
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Many do not have television programming and have frequent electricity interruptions
and no available Internet connection. Therefore, sites with the highest negative effect
on mobile phone ownership are those with limited infrastructure and low levels of
economic development.
Surprisingly, Moscow City, which had one of the highest positive effects on the level of
Internet use, has a slight negative effect on mobile phone ownership and ranked 58 in
the list of all sites. Also surprisingly, even though several sites from Moscow Oblast
and the St. Petersburg region belong to the list of sites with a high effect on mobile
phone use. The top two sites on the list of highest positive effect are from KabardinoBalkarija, Zolskij Rajon. Sites from this region did not rank high on the list of the sites
with high effect on Internet use. One site with one of the highest effects on Internet use
also has some of the highest effect on mobile phone ownership – Leningrad Oblast:
Volosovskij Rajon.
4.6.6.5 Comparison with the Kohonen map results
We are not able to compare directly the results of this study with the results of the study
described in section 4.5 due to the fact that data used in these studies are different.
Also, the random effects are effects when controlling for all predictors. While the
ROSSTAT data used in the Kohonen study include data for 79 Russian regions, the
RLMS data include only 38 regions, some of which are represented by a single
population center. Also, the periods of time are different. While the Kohonen study
includes data for the years 2005 and 2009, the data used in multilevel models are for the
year 2010. However, we can indirectly compare these results.
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Interestingly, most sites with the highest negative effects on the level of Internet use
belong to the regions located in cluster 3 on the Kohonen U-Matrix (Figure 4.3),
described in Chapter 4.5.2. These regions are characterized by medium levels of
educational, infrastructural and economic development. These are not the regions with
the lowest levels of development. This confirms the finding that there are vast
differences in levels of development within the regions. The only site with one of the
top 15 most negative effects on Internet use, Penzenskaya Oblast, is also found to
remain in cluster 5 in 2009, which is characterized by the lowest levels of development.
The rest of the sites with high negative effects on the likelihood of Internet use belong
to regions placed in cluster 3 in 2009, which indicates a high level of difference in
development within the regions.
Results for the top 15 sites with the highest positive effects on Internet use are
consistent with the results of the Kohonen map study. Most of the sites with the highest
positive effect on Internet use belong to regions included in clusters 1 and 2 on the
Kohonen U-matrix. These clusters are also characterized by the highest levels of
educational,

infrastructural

and

economic

development.

Several

sites

from

Leningradskaya Oblast are on the list of the 15 sites with the highest effect on the
Internet use. Overall, the Leningradskaya Oblast region belongs to cluster 3, which
supports the finding that there is a vast diversity in Internet use within regions.
Some of the regions with the highest negative effect on mobile phone ownership,
holding all other variables constant, are the same regions that have relatively high
negative effect on the level of Internet use. These regions belong to clusters combining
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regions with moderate levels of economic, infrastructural and educational development
as identified by the Kohonen U-matrix (Figure 4.3).
One site with one of the highest negative effects on mobile phone ownership,
Chelyabinskaya Oblast, belongs to the region with one of the highest levels of digital,
infrastructural, educational and economic development. It is included in cluster 2,
which represents regions with the highest levels of development. This site is a small
rural population center, so the results are not surprising. Most of the sites with the
highest positive effect on mobile phone ownership belong to regions with the highest
levels of digital, economic, educational and infrastructural development, with the
exception of St. Petersburg: Leningrad Oblast, which might be explained by the
proximity to St. Petersburg city.
Interestingly, we find the cost of a trip to Moscow to be a significant predictor of
Internet use. However, geographical remoteness from Moscow does not seem to be a
factor in regional development, according to the results of the regional study (see
Figure 4.6). The cost of a trip to Moscow is not a significant predictor of mobile phone
ownership. One possible explanation is that the highest cost and the highest remoteness
from Moscow are not necessarily related to the geographical distance. The cost of a trip
to Moscow might be lower from some cities that are geographically remote but serve as
hubs for major airlines. A possible explanation of the fact that a cost of a trip to
Moscow is a significant predictor of Internet use but not mobile phone ownership may
be the difference in the infrastructure required and the level of competition available in
both markets.
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4.6.7 Discussion
4.6.7.1 Summary and Comparison with Previous Research
We employ multilevel regression models to provide a comprehensive analysis of the
Digital Divide problem in Russia at the individual level. These models provide detailed
information about the effects of many different factors that describe both an individual
and a population center, account for the hierarchical nature of the data and include
regional and population center level effects. We build separate models for the level of
Internet use and mobile phone ownership. This is the first quantitative study of the
individual Digital Divide in Russia. This is also the first use of multilevel models in
Digital Divide research. By employing this methodology, we are able to gain a deeper
understanding of the effects of several predictors on the level of Internet use and mobile
phone ownership, as well as to discover regional and population center effects.
We discover some similarities and differences in both Internet use and mobile phone
ownership models. Being younger, being married or divorced, compared to being
single, higher household income per capita and higher education are significant
predictors of both higher Internet use and mobile phone ownership, holding all other
variables constant. Steady mobile communication in the area is also a significant
positive determinant of both higher Internet use and mobile phone ownership.
Surprisingly, gender does not affect the level of Internet use in rural and small urban
areas, but does affect it in urban areas, with men having higher odds of using the
Internet than women in urban areas. Gender has the opposite effect on mobile phone
ownership, with women having higher odds of having mobile phones than men. The
ability to speak a foreign language significantly increases the odds of using the Internet
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but has no effect on mobile phone ownership. Remoteness of a population center,
measured by the cost of a trip to Moscow, affects the level of Internet use but is not
significant in the mobile phone ownership model.
Even after accounting for predictors, described above, the effect of a population center
is still significant in both models, and both regional and population center effects are
significant in the mobile phone ownership model. This indicates that location itself
affects the levels of Internet use and mobile phone ownership. Several locations, such
as St. Petersburg City, St. Petersburg region and Moscow Oblast, have a positive effect
on both the level of Internet use and mobile phone ownership. We find a variation in
the effects of different sites that belong to the same region, indicating a wide diversity
in population centers located in close proximity to each other. This result shows some
consistency with the findings in the study of the Kohonen map exploration of Russian
regions described in section 4.6.2.
We find similarities in differences between our results and the results of past studies.
Similarly to studies in the US, EU, Australia and Canada, we find an income divide in
the rate of use of the Internet. The geographical divide we find in our study is also
significant in the US. The level of education is also found to be significant in studies in
the EU, Australia and Netherlands. Gender was found to be insignificant in most
studies, and the greatest gender differences were found in rural areas. We find the
opposite result in our study, where the gender divide is the greatest in urban areas with
men more likely to use the Internet than women. However, the effect of gender on the
use of mobile phones is reversed, where women are more likely than men to use mobile
phones.
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Our results support some of the findings in past studies in Russia. We confirm that age,
income, ability to speak a foreign language, identified as important in previous studies,
are significant predictors of Internet use. We also find a significant regional divide,
identified as important in previous studies. We also confirm the existence of a gender
divide but find that the effect is greatest in urban areas. While the gender effect in rural
areas is smaller, the rate of Internet use by both genders in rural areas is very low. We
have discovered other significant predictors of Internet and mobile phone use not used
in previous studies, such as Russian nationality, marital status and population center
characteristics, such as availability of an Internet café, steady mobile communications
and remoteness. We are able to account for these differences while holding other
predictors constant, extending past studies which used descriptive statistics. We are also
able to identify and quantify effects of different population centers on the rate of
Internet and mobile phone use.
4.6.7.2 Discussion of the Results and Policy Implications
We discover several interesting results in this study. The effect of gender in urban areas
is an unexpected and interesting finding. While past individual Digital Divide studies
find either no gender effect or a gender effect present in rural areas, we find that, in
Russia, a gender effect exists in urban areas, with women being significantly less likely
to use the Internet. While we do not have evidence of the reasons for this difference, we
assume that possible differences in types of employment are responsible for these
differences. This difference in employment type could be one explanation of the lower
rate of Internet use by women in urban areas, whereas jobs involving the use of Internet
are equally unavailable for men and women in rural areas.
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This finding is unexpected because Russian women traditionally were a part of the
workforce. While gender discrimination existed in the Soviet Union, it was different
from gender inequality in the US. According to the communist dogma, men and women
were considered equal. Women had a right to work and were paid equally as men for
the same types of jobs. Russian women are also highly educated at the same level as
Russian men. However, our finding suggests that despite high levels of education and
traditional high levels of employment, women still occupy positions that require less
technical skills, and demand for women’s use of the Internet is lower than that for men.
Traditionally, women were and still are primary caretakers of children and have always
had great social protection, including long maternity and sick leaves and guaranteed
employment even if a women takes months or years off of work to take care of her
children. While this made women’s lives easier in terms of balancing work and family,
it also hurt their careers. Employers tend to be reluctant to hire young women, and,
when they are hired, they quickly fall behind in terms of professional growth and
overall career. One other reason possibly influencing lower rates of women holding
technical positions is the fact that, traditionally, women are considered having lower
technical skills than men and unable to perform technical tasks with the same quality as
men. Therefore, the inequality of use of the Internet by men and women in urban areas
represents not only a problem of the Digital Divide, but also a problem of inequality
between men and women in the workforce in general, where a Digital Divide might be
a symptom of a larger problem.
Another interesting finding is that even after accounting for income, education, location
and some other factors, Russian ethnicity is still a significant predictor of Internet use.
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The data do not include information on the exact ethnicity of respondents, and the only
information included is whether or not a person identifies himself or herself as being
Russian. The fact that the odds of using the Internet for those who identify as Russian is
higher than for those who do not indicates that minorities in Russia are still
disadvantaged compared to people of Russian ethnicity. Discrimination based on
ethnicity has been widespread in the Soviet Union and later in Russia. Ethnicity was a
part of information included in a person’s passport, which was the most common form
of identification until the late 1990s and was often a factor in employment decisions
during the Soviet era. Our finding indicates that this discrimination may still exist and
affects the rates of technology use by minorities.
While gender and ethnic discrimination are issues larger than the Digital Divide and a
simple increase in the rate of Internet use by women and minorities will not solve them,
policies aimed at the increase in computer and Internet literacy among minorities may
increase their chances of employment at higher level positions and provide them with
all of the advantages that Internet use provides.
We discover some interesting results in the mobile phone ownership model. Overall,
fewer number of factors predict mobile ownership than predict Internet use. After
accounting for age, income, education and marital status, mobile phone ownership does
not depend on living in an urban area. Remoteness from Moscow that was significant in
the Internet use model is not significant in predicting mobile phone ownership. These
results indicate that similarly to the results of the global study described in section 3.8,
mobile phone penetration within Russia depends on fewer factors than Internet
penetration and is less dependent on infrastructural development. We also discover that
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some sites with the highest levels of landline telephones, such as Moscow, have a
negative effect on mobile phone ownership, while some remote sites with low
infrastructure have some of the highest effects. This demonstrates a substitution effect
also found in some developing countries, where mobile phones use is developing at
higher rates than that in some developed countries with a better infrastructure (Hosman
and Fire, 2012).
Overall, the rates of mobile phone ownership in Russia are high, where approximately
88% of the sample reported owning a mobile phone. While the ownership of smart
phones in Russia in 2010 was low, approximately 2% of the sample, it has increased
since and continues to grow, providing Internet access to more people. Similarly to the
results of the global study, mobile phones are an important tool in delivering Internet
connection in Russia. Having said that, approximately 14% of population centers
represented in the RLMS sample did not have steady mobile communications in the
area, and 48% of population centers did not have mobile Internet connections available.
Therefore, policies aimed at delivering infrastructure necessary for access to mobile
Internet would lessen the Digital Divide and provide Internet access to the population
living in remote locations.
We discovered high inequality in digital and economic development among Russian
regions (Section 4.5.3). In this study, we demonstrate that there is also a high inequality
among population centers within regions. Therefore, policymakers should consider
population centers to be a focus of development, and not necessarily regions. We
observed spatial spill-over effects influencing regional development. These effects also
exist at a site level, and investments into infrastructure and digital development should
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be made with these effects in mind. Investments made into some leading sites could
also influence the development of surrounding areas.
Overall, the study provides interesting insights into the Digital Divide at the individual
level in Russia. We discovered some unexpected results, e.g. inequality of Internet use
among genders in urban areas and ethnical differences, that describe the specifics of the
situation in Russia, attributed to cultural and traditional differences between Russia and
other countries. This study also opens several possibilities for future research discussed
in the next section.
4.6.8 Limitations and Future Research
This study has a number of limitations. The most significant limitation, similarly to that
reported in section 4.6.3.1, is data availability. The RLMS dataset includes a sample of
38 Russian regions that were selected out of total of 1,850 regions; therefore, we are
able to evaluate the differences in effects of regions and population center on the use of
Internet and mobile phone ownership only in those areas included in the RLMS data,
excluding most regions in the country.

These data are also subject to the same

limitations described in section 4.6.3.1 as any national survey data and to limitations
specific to data collected in Russia.
Another data limitation is the limited availability of data related to technology use by
individuals. For instance, we have very limited information on the extent of the use of
the Internet by individuals. We are unable to distinguish between those who use the
Internet regularly and those who use it only occasionally.
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We see several possibilities for future research. This study provides some insights into
the Digital Divide in Russia. Some of the results could be investigated further. For
instance, we find significant differences in the odds of Internet use between men and
women in urban areas. We attribute these differences to the difference in the type of
employment, with women occupying jobs with lower requirements for Internet skills
and use. We did not have any employment information in the model, and it is
interesting to explore this finding further.
Another possibility for future research is to investigate the ways the ICTs are used and
the quality of the ICTs used. This is especially interesting given the widespread of
smart phones in Russia in recent years. Another interesting possibility is to extend the
models employed in this study to longitudinal data and to explore the changes in the
types of ICTs used and the ways in which they are used over time.
One other interesting possibility is to build a multilevel model using household data in
the US. A direct comparison of the models for Russia and the USA could provide
interesting insights into the differences in digital development in these two countries.
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Chapter 5 – Conclusion and Future research
5.1 Conclusion
As a result of the above studies, we are able to contribute to the understanding of the
problem of the digital divide on the global, regional and individual levels. We
contribute to past literature by employing several novel methodologies not previously
used in digital divide studies. These allow us to discover interesting and sometimes
unexpected results and to extend past literature. We uncover several results related to
the global, regional and individual digital divide that provide information that could and
should prove useful to policymakers who design policies aimed at the alleviation of the
digital divide.
5.1.1. Methodologies
One of the objectives of this study was to employ and evaluate novel methodologies,
some of which have not been previously used in the digital divide studies. We employ
TreeNet, software based on the gradient descent algorithm (Friedman, 1999), which
allows us to obtain results that would not be possible to obtain by any other known
software. One particular output, which proved to be important, is the Partial Effect
graph. This allows the pinpointing of critical levels of predictors at which the level of
Internet use and mobile phone use drastically increase. While this does not establish
cause and effect relationships, we believe that it provides important policy information.
For example, this software allows us to find interactions in the effects of predictors.
We found that higher levels of education and infrastructure alleviate effects of risk.
This particular finding has important policy implications and was not discovered in past
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literature. Policymakers assessing the priorities of investments should consider the
effects of improved education and infrastructure in a situation where high level of risk
is present.

While interactions are identified by some other software, particularly

MARS, which was used by Deichmann et al (2006), partial effects graphs were not
available there. We were also able to determine the importance of predictors, which
propel countries to top or bottom levels of digital development. The closest prior
method that allows doing so is quintile regression (Koenker & Hallock, 2000), as used
by Dewan et al (2005). The advantage of TreeNet over quintile regression is that it is a
non-parametric technique and does not require data assumptions necessary for a
regression, such as independence and normality of residuals and homoscedasticity. It is
also not concerned with multi-collinearity issues, which may lead to inaccurate
estimation of the coefficients. Another advantage of TreeNet over a quintile regression
is that quintile regression assumes linear relationships between the dependent variable
and its predictors. Our results clearly show that these relationships are not linear.
Another advantage of TreeNet is the ranking of the importance of predictors in their
effect on the dependent variable. This output proved to be valuable by allowing us to
discover several interesting results, in particular that institutional quality is just as
important in predicting the level of Internet use in a country as the national income.
TreeNet is not a tool unique in its ability to calculate the level of importance of
predictors such as these. Comparison of standardized coefficients in a regular linear
regression also allows for an evaluation of the importance of predictors. However, as
discussed above, regression methodology has many limitations, e.g. potential multicollinearity issues and assumption of linear relationship between the predictors and a
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dependent variable, which can be avoided by the use of TreeNet. Therefore, while
regression analyses that have been used in past literature (Dewan et al 2005; Chinn and
Fairlie, 2007) provide useful results regarding the level of significance of each of the
predictors and general information about the effects of independent variables on the
dependent variable, TreeNet allows for obtaining much more detailed information
about these relationships. For instance, TreeNet allows for estimation of the levels of
infrastructure at which the use of Internet and mobile phones drastically increases,
whereas a regression model does not have this capability.
We employ Kohonen SOM in the study not only for national comparisons but also for
the regional digital divide within a particular country, namely Russia. This is the first
use of this methodology at a regional intra-country level in digital divide studies. Many
other clustering methodologies exist and each of them has its advantages and
disadvantages (Eshghi, Haughton, Legrand, Skaletsky, & Woolford, 2011a). However,
while we could have used another clustering methodology such as latent class analysis
(Hagenaars & McCutcheon, 2002) or a traditional k-means cluster analysis (Kaufman
& Rousseeuw, 2009) to generate clusters of Russian regions, the advantage of the
Kohonen SOM is its visualization quality, based on its monotonic property. This is
especially important when the objective is to trace changes from one period to another.
By employing Kohonen SOM, we are able not only to cluster regions but also to
visualize all of the observations at once, trace changes in their relative position on the
map and see their relative position to each other within clusters. Together with the
geographical maps generated by the JMP 10 software package, Kohonen SOM allowed
for a clear visualization of the evolution of the digital divide in Russia at a regional
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level. The geographical visualization proved to be very important in the interpretation
of the results and the derivation of conclusions. For example, we were able to identify
that many of the regions that made the most progress in their levels of economic,
digital, infrastructural and educational development between the years 2005-2009 are
located in the Far East part of the country and not in the European part near Moscow as
was expected. This finding suggests that proximity to more developed Asian countries,
such as Japan and Korea, is more important to those regions than proximity to Moscow.
We go further and employ multilevel models to provide a comprehensive analysis of
the digital divide problem in Russia at the individual as well as the regional level. This
is the first quantitative analysis of the individual digital divide in Russia that has gone
beyond descriptive statistics. Prior research found the differences in Internet use by
people of different age groups and a difference between the Internet use between men
and women, which was believed to be closing. Our models provide a significantly more
complete picture of the digital divide at the individual level in Russia. It is also the first
use of multilevel models, an extension of regression models, which allow for taking
into account the hierarchical structure of the data (Goldstein, 2002) in digital divide
studies. The use of multilevel models has several advantages compared to the use of
regular regression. First, considering the hierarchical nature of the data, multilevel
models provide a higher degree of accuracy by accounting for this hierarchical
structure. We obtain more accurate standard errors and significance levels. Second, this
methodology allows for the accounting of differences in the levels of digital
development in different regions and population centers, while accounting for
individual and population center characteristics. Multilevel models allowed us to
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discover which levels, regional or population center, have a significant effect on the
likelihood of Internet use and the likelihood of mobile phone ownership. We find that
after accounting for various individual and population center characteristics, a
population center level still has a significant effect on the likelihood of Internet use,
while both regional and population center levels have a significant effect on the
likelihood of mobile phone ownership. Past studies discussed the existence of regional
digital divide in Russia (Hohlov and Shaposhnik, 2010), but this is the first study able
to account for the significance and the level of these differences.
Overall, by employing these advanced techniques we were able to obtain interesting,
detailed and accurate results and to contribute to the knowledge base of the issue of the
digital divide. While we are not advocating the abandonment of basic statistical
methodologies, such as regression and descriptive statistics, we advocate for the use of
novel advanced techniques available to researchers. The field of analytics is very
dynamic, and the new techniques become available every day. We as researchers need
to stay on top of the newest and greatest techniques and methodologies and take
advantage of the ever-changing computing power available to us.
5.1.1. Policy Implications
Another objective of this study was to discover information that could be useful to
policymakers. We indeed discover several interesting insights that have policy
implications. First, we contribute to the understanding of the importance and
complexity of the predictors of the global digital divide. While this issue was addressed
in many past studies (Deichmann et al, 2006; Dewan et al, 2005; Chinn and Fairlie,
2007), the use of TreeNet allowed us to obtain a greater level of detail of these
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relationships. We identify critical levels of infrastructure at which a country is likely to
move to a higher quintile based on the level of Internet and mobile phone use, e.g. the
likelihood of being in the bottom quintile decreases sharply when the number of
telephone lines per 100 people reaches approximately 4. This finding is different from
the results of Deichmann et al (2006) who found that the number of telephone lines per
100 people does not have an effect on the rate of Internet use until it reaches high
values (approximately 65). We discover that very minimal levels of infrastructure are
needed in order to jumpstart the use of mobile phones, e.g. the minimal number of
telephone lines per 100 people affects the rate of mobile phones until it reaches
approximately 10 per 100 people, and very minimal levels of electricity consumption
sharply increase the level of mobile phone use. These are new findings that were not
addressed by past literature. This finding could inform decisions regarding investments
into countries’ infrastructure development. We demonstrate that required critical levels
are lower for the increase in the use of cell phones than for the increase in Internet use.
We discover interesting spill-over effects in the study of the evolution of the regional
digital divide in Russia. While spill-over effects are commonly discussed in economic
geography (Bosker & Garretsen, 2012; Brun et al., 2002), they were not previously
discussed in the context of the global or regional digital divide but rather in the context
of a general economic development. While Brun et al (2002) discuss spill-over effects
affecting economic development among Chinese provinces, they do not take into
account the spill-over effects from other countries. We find that digital and economic
development of Eastern Russian regions is affected by spill-over effects from more
developed Asian countries. This finding has policy implications. While Eastern Russian
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regions are attractive for foreign direct investments (FDIs), some other regions could
benefit from the FDIs as well, if they are made more attractive to investors. Policies
aimed at making other Russian regions more attractive for foreign investors, e.g. by
lessening

restrictions

for

foreign

companies

to

invest

into

the

Russian

telecommunication industry, could boost infrastructure development in those regions
and lessen the digital divide among the regions. It would also increase currently lacking
competition in the telecommunication industry, which would lead to lower prices and
increase in Internet access demand. Therefore, our findings suggest that policies aimed
at fostering spill-over effects need to take into account not only the positive effects of
more developed regions on less developed regions within the country but also the
effects of more developed countries surrounding Russia.
We discover that the likelihood of both Internet use and cell phone ownership is
affected by a population center in which a person lives. For example, living in Moscow
and St. Petersburg city increases the likelihood of Internet use, even after accounting
for all variables included in the regression model. This finding demonstrates that the
digital divide exists not only at a regional level but also at a population center level.
Therefore, investment decisions should focus on population centers and not necessarily
regions. These decisions should take into consideration the spill-over effects that could
benefit less developed population centers located geographically close to better
developed centers. For example, investment into a population center with a potential to
expand its job market to neighboring population centers could increase the level of
development in the whole region.

Investments into the infrastructure in order to

increase the connection between population centers with different levels of
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development could expedite and strengthen these beneficial effects. Spill-over effects
should also be taken into consideration when making global policy decisions. While our
analysis in Chapter 2 shows that African countries have made little progress between
the years 1999-2007, this stagnation is relative to other parts of the world. Identifying
countries or even regions within countries that have made some progress, as compared
to other African countries, could provide a basis for future investment decisions.
We discover an interesting gender effect in the odds of use of the Internet by men and
women in urban areas. While Demunter (2005) identified either no gender divide or
gender divides existing only in rural areas in European Union countries, we find that in
Russia a gender divide exists in urban areas, where the likelihood of Internet use is
higher for men than it is for women. We attribute this difference to several factors.
First, traditionally, Russian women tend to occupy less technical positions than men.
This situation is not unique to Russia – there is a well-known imbalance between the
number of men and women employed in the IT professions in the USA and other
countries. These differences in the workplace are attributed to media influence, gender
stereotypes and social contexts (Adam, Howcroft, & Richardson, 2004; Trauth &
Howcroft, 2006; Trauth, Quesenberry, & Huang, 2008). For instance, even though in
the US in 2004 women constituted half of the workforce, they represented only 32% of
the IT workforce (Trauth et al., 2008).
Trauth et al (2008) suggest several policy recommendations as a potential solution to
the gender misbalance problem. Among them are more favorable maternity and sick
leave policies, allowing women to balance family and work life more easily, and
working in collaboration with secondary educators in order to attract young women to
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IT professions and also to account for a cultural context when designing policies, e.g.
allowing for elder care as well as child care. In this respect, the Russian situation differs
from that in the US and the European Union. Russian women traditionally had very
generous maternity leave and childcare benefits, which increased in recent years in an
attempt by the Russian government to increase population growth. Russian women are
allowed to take an 18 month long paid maternity leave followed by the same amount of
unpaid leave. While this makes balancing family and work life easier for women, it also
affects their careers and makes them less attractive to employers. While some of the
policy recommendations made by Trauth et al (2008) – such as efforts to recruit more
women into the IT related positions by working together with secondary school
educators – apply to Russia, some policies should be developed and implemented to
reflect the context of the Russian situation. For instance, encouragement of women to
participate in online communities and the availability of IT-related education to women
who take time off of work to take care of their children could increase the overall use of
the Internet by Russian women. This interesting finding and some other results of the
study of the individual digital divide in Russia, as well as the study of the regional
divide in Russia, raise several interesting questions for future research – a topic to
which we now turn.

5.2 Limitations and Future Research
These studies have a number of limitations. While the use of advanced analytical
techniques allows us to obtain accurate quantitative results, data analytics leads to the
raising of important questions just as much as it provides any answers, especially if
little is known about the context – i.e., the ability to interpret the data is needed. While
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we obtain interesting results, more information may be needed in order for this
information to be used for policymaking. For instance, while we find the interesting
gender effect in the use of the Internet in Russia, where men in urban areas are more
likely to use the Internet than women, we need to research the issue further in order to
establish the reasons for this difference. However, having said that, the analysis such as
the kind conducted in this dissertation raises important questions that would not be
raised otherwise.
Another limitation, common to all four studies of this dissertation, is data availability.
We rely on secondary data sources and therefore are limited by the information
available to us. Global data, such as data collected by the World Bank, rely on
information provided by individual countries, which may be inaccurate. Household
living standards data, such as the RLMS and the ROSSTAT data used in the regional
and the individual studies, rely on diligence of interviewers and their accuracy in
recording the data. Another data limitation is the limited availability of data related to
technology use, e.g. we have very limited information on the extent of the use of the
Internet by individuals. At the global level, we do not have information about the
quality of the technologies, and at the individual level, we do not have information
about how regularly the technologies are used.
More recent household surveys include more detailed information about the frequency
and the quality of the technologies used and provide several interesting opportunities
for future research. We could build on the results of the study of the evolution of the
global digital divide described in Chapter 2 and further investigate regions that we have
identified as successful in their digital, economic, educational and infrastructural levels.
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This could be accomplished with in-depth case studies (refs) that would have the goal
of determining factors that have contributed to their success. Identifying these factors
could lead to developing policies that would allow other countries to repeat their
success. For example, we identify such countries as Malaysia, Slovakia and Lithuania
as having bridged the digital divide over the period of our study. Such factors as high
levels of education, increase in participation in global economy and, in the case of
Malaysia, introduction of ICT into the public school curriculum may have led to this
improvement. Working in tandem with experts in policy/regional studies in these
countries would seem to hold potential.
We find several interesting directions for future studies of the digital divide in Russia.
As more recent ROSSTAT data become available, we would like to explore the
changes that occur in the regional divide in Russia as competition among Internet
providers increases. One possibility is to extend the period used in the study of the
regional digital divide in Russia, to include the period beyond 2009. Another possibility
for future research is to employ multilevel models to analyze the effect of the increase
in smart phone adoption, which has increased in recent years, on the level of Internet
use and also on the way in which Internet is used. The increase in the popularity of
social networks in Russia in recent years is another potential area of study. Extant
research on social networks has tended to focus on network structure (Hogan, 2008;
Hua & Haughton, 2012), social capital ((Burke, Marlow, & Lento, 2010), privacy
(Dwyer, Hiltz, & Passerini, 2007) and social connectivity ((Wang & Wellman, 2010). It
would be interesting to see if the increase in social network usage in Russia mirrors
Western experience, or otherwise, and whether it might lead to an overall increase in
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the level of Internet usage, potentially leading to other ways in which the Internet is
used beyond social networks per se.
Another interesting possibility is to extend the multilevel analysis described in Section
4.6 to include longitudinal data in such analyses. An addition of several years of data
could deepen the understanding of trends of the digital divide in Russia. We would be
able to determine the evolution of digital use by different demographic groups. In
particular we would be able to provide more details on the differences in Internet use
between men and women in urban areas. We attribute these differences to the
difference in the type of employment, with women occupying jobs with lower
requirements for Internet skills and use. We did not have any employment information
in the model, and it would be interesting to explore this finding further.
We could also extend the analysis to former Soviet Union republics, which became
independent in the early 1990s, comparing the evolution of the digital development in
those countries to that in Russia. We could do so by employing Kohonen SOMs as we
did in the studies of the global digital divide described in Chapter 2 and the regional
digital divide in Russia described in Section 4.5. A comparison of the progress in
digital development made by these countries could lead to an analysis of policies
implemented in these countries to determine which policies worked better than others.
By conducting studies described in this dissertation, we contribute to the understanding
of the problem of the global digital divide, as well as the digital divide in Russia at the
regional and individual levels. In doing so, we respond to calls for research that has a
real impact on human welfare (e.g., DeSouza et al (2006)). We expand the number of
methodologies employed in digital divide research by employing novel advanced
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analytical techniques. We expect that as analytics techniques continue to improve, our
understanding of the digital divide at all levels will follow suit. Such improved
understanding can take us a certain distance, but – and in line with Minger’s (2001)
arguments for multi-method studies, will need to be augmented by in-depth qualitative
research within the countries/regions concerned, so that appropriate policies can be
considered in context.
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Appendixes
Appendix 2.1: The SOM algorithm – an overview
In this section, we give an overview of the SOM algorithm. First, the algorithm
determines the size of the map based on correlation among the variables: the ratio
between side lengths of the map equals to the ratio between the two highest eigenvalues
of the correlation matrix. The side lengths are then determined in such a way that their
product is as close to the desired number of map positions as possible.
The Kohonen U-Matrix in our study displays 6 columns by 17 rows, making it a total of
102 positions. The actual map is larger than 6 by 17 because intermediate hexagons are
inserted between each adjacent position. The color of these hexagons is used to
determine the clusters and will be explained later in this Appendix. After the size of the
map is determined, the algorithm assigns a random data vector to each of the positions.
The length of each vector corresponds to the number of variables, in our case each
vector is 15 – dimensional. Then the algorithm calculates the Euclidean distance
between each data point (in our case a country for a given year) and each random
vector assigned to each of the map positions. The Euclidean distance between two
vectors A and B, where A = (a1, a2, …, a15) and B = (b1, b2, …, b15) is calculated as
following:
(

)

√∑

(

)

The algorithm identifies the Best Matching Unit (BMU) – the map position for which
the Euclidean distance between the actual data vector and the initially assigned random
vector is the smallest. Once the BMU is identified, the random vector is modified to
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reflect the actual data vector. The process is then repeated until the actual data no
longer modify the vectors assigned to each position on the map. At that point the map
converges.
Some map positions end up having more than one country placed on them if their data
vectors are closest to the estimated vector assigned to that map position. Some map
positions will have no assigned data points. As mentioned above, intermediate
hexagons separate each of the map positions. The color of these hexagons corresponds
to the distance between estimated data vectors assigned to each map position. Dark red
shades represent high distances; light blue colors represent the low distances. The scale
on the right displays the values represented by each color of intermediate hexagons.
When determining cluster borders, we look for streaks of red or yellow intermediate
hexagons. As is the case with most clustering techniques, the number of clusters and
cluster borders are arbitrary. We interpret clusters by matching the U-Matrix position to
positions on a Component map (Figure 2). For example, the third row on the
Component map corresponds to the fifth row on the U-Matrix (as described above,
there is one intermediate hexagon in between the map positions). Therefore, we can
determine the estimated values for each variable for each country located on the fifth
row of the U-Matrix by looking at the third row for all of the variables on the
Component map. The scale located to the right of each of the variable on the
Component map corresponds to the estimated values of that variable (remember, all
variables are standardized and replaces with their z-scores). Light blue colors
correspond to the lower values, while dark red colors correspond to high values.
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As mentioned above, a more detailed discussion of the Kohonen network algorithm can
be found in Kaski and Kohonen (1995) and most recently Deichmann et al (2007) and
Hua et al (2009).

Appendix 2.2: List of countries in the study and their respective clusters
(1999 and 2007)
Country Name
Australia
Austria
Bermuda
Canada
Switzerland
Denmark
Finland
United Kingdom
Iceland
Japan
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Norway
New Zealand
Sweden
United States
Hong Kong, China
Singapore
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Germany
Spain
Estonia
France
Hungary
Israel
Italy
Korea, Rep.
Malta
Ireland
United Arab Emirates
Belgium
Bahrain
Brunei Darussalam

Country
Code
AUS
AUT
BMU
CAN
CHE
DNK
FIN
GBR
ISL
JPN
LUX
NLD
NOR
NZL
SWE
USA
HKG
SGP
CYP
CZE
DEU
ESP
EST
FRA
HUN
ISR
ITA
KOR
MLT
IRL
ARE
BEL
BHR
BRN

Cluster
1999
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

186

Cluster
2007
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2

Kuwait
Macao, China
Qatar
Greece
Lithuania
Slovak Republic
Slovenia
Malaysia
Antigua and Barbuda
Bahamas
Belarus
Barbados
Dominica
Croatia
Latvia
Macedonia, FYR
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Russian Federation
Saudi Arabia
Seychelles
Trinidad and Tobago
Ukraine
Uruguay
Albania
Argentina
Armenia
Azerbaijan
Bangladesh
Bulgaria
Belize
Bolivia
Brazil
Botswana
Chile
China
Colombia
Cape Verde
Costa Rica
Cuba
Dominican Republic
Algeria
Ecuador

KWT
MAC
QAT
GRC
LTU
SVK
SVN
MYS
ATG
BHS
BLR
BRB
DMA
HRV
LVA
MKD
POL
PRT
ROM
RUS
SAU
SYC
TTO
UKR
URY
ALB
ARG
ARM
AZE
BGD
BGR
BLZ
BOL
BRA
BWA
CHL
CHN
COL
CPV
CRI
CUB
DOM
DZA
ECU

3
3
3
3
4
4
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
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2
2
2
3
1
1
1
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Egypt, Arab Rep.
Fiji
Gabon
Georgia
Gambia, The
Grenada
Guatemala
Guyana
Honduras
Haiti
Indonesia
Iran, Islamic Rep.
Jamaica
Jordan
Kazakhstan
Kyrgyz Republic
Kiribati
St. Kitts and Nevis
Lebanon
Libya
St. Lucia
Sri Lanka
Moldova
Maldives
Mexico
Mongolia
Mauritius
Namibia
Oman
Panama
Peru
Philippines
Paraguay
El Salvador
Suriname
Thailand
Tonga
Tunisia
Turkey
Uzbekistan
St. Vincent and the
Grenadines
Venezuela, RB
Vietnam
Samoa

EGY
FJI
GAB
GEO
GMB
GRD
GTM
GUY
HND
HTI
IDN
IRN
JAM
JOR
KAZ
KGZ
KIR
KNA
LBN
LBY
LCA
LKA
MDA
MDV
MEX
MNG
MUS
NAM
OMN
PAN
PER
PHL
PRY
SLV
SUR
THA
TON
TUN
TUR
UZB
VCT
VEN
VNM
WSM

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
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4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

South Africa
Honduras
Angola
Equatorial Guinea
Lesotho
Papua New Guinea
Swaziland
Cote d'Ivoire
Liberia
India
Morocco
Nicaragua
Sao Tome and Principe
Syrian Arab Republic
Tajikistan
Turkmenistan
Zambia
Congo, Rep.
Comoros
Sierra Leone
Zimbabwe
Ghana
Burundi
Benin
Burkina Faso
Bhutan
Central African Republic
Cameroon
Djibouti
Eritrea
Ethiopia
Micronesia, Fed. Sts.
Guinea
Guinea-Bissau
Kenya
Cambodia
Lao PDR
Madagascar
Mali
Myanmar
Mozambique
Mauritania
Malawi
Niger

ZAF
HND
AGO
GNQ
LSO
PNG
SWZ
CIV
LBR
IND
MAR
NIC
STP
SYR
TJK
TKM
ZMB
COG
COM
SLE
ZWE
GHA
BDI
BEN
BFA
BTN
CAF
CMR
DJI
ERI
ETH
FSM
GIN
GNB
KEN
KHM
LAO
MDG
MLI
MMR
MOZ
MRT
MWI
NER

4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

189

4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Nigeria
Nepal
Pakistan
Rwanda
Sudan
Senegal
Solomon Islands
Chad
Togo
Tanzania
Uganda
Vanuatu
Yemen, Rep.
Congo, Dem. Rep.

NGA
NPL
PAK
RWA
SDN
SEN
SLB
TCD
TGO
TZA
UGA
VUT
YEM
ZAR

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Appendix 3.1: List of countries for the top and bottom quintiles based on
the rate of Internet use
Quintile
Top

Bottom

Countries
Austria, Antigua and Barbuda, Australia, Barbados, Belgium, Bermuda,
Canada, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Hong Kong,
Iceland, Ireland, Japan, Korea, Latvia, Luxemburg, Norway, Netherlands,
New Zealand, Qatar, Sweden, Switzerland, Slovak Republic, St. Kitts and
Nevis, Singapore, St. Vincent and the Grenadines, Slovenia, United
Kingdom, United States, UAE,
Bangladesh, Benin, Botswana, Burkina Faso, Cambodia, Congo (Rep),
Congo (Dem. Rep), Cameroon, Cote d’Ivoire, Chad, Central African
Republic, Comoros, Djibouti, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Gabon, Guinea-Bissau,
Guinea, India, Liberia, Lao PDR, Lesotho, Mozambique, Mauritania,
Myanmar, Mali, Malawi, Madagascar, Namibia, Niger, Papua New
Guinea, Solomon Islands, Turkmenistan, Togo

Appendix 3.2: Variable importance in predicting countries’ Internet
quintile membership
Variable Name
Quintile 1
(bottom)
GNI per capita
Proportion of Urban
population
Secondary school

Variable Importance
Quintile Quintile Quintile
2
3
4

Quintile 5
(top)

45.17%

95.45%

87.03%

68.18%

54.09%

25.69%

60.32%

46.94%

37.68%

13.05%

41.45%

56.68%

100%

52.06%

14.24%
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enrollment
Current Overall Risk
Primary school
enrollment
Electricity
consumption per capita
GINI Index
Price of a 3 min phone
call
Proportion of
population ages 15-64
Proportion of
population ages 65 and
above
Merchandise trade as
% of GDP
Number of telephone
lines per 100 people

25.19%

100%

96.87%

100%

100%

44.21%

75.97%

40.69%

46.53%

11.64%

41.08%

68.56%

81.52%

63.55%

59.38%

22.84%

57.87%

79.56%

44.40%

16.52%

24.26%

61.26%

74.25%

34.62%

10.79%

28.07%

64.03%

59.81%

85.12%

12.43%

31.90%

89.47%

78.36%

58.44%

21.98%

22.72%

55.31%

56.67%

38.19%

10.91%

100%

79.01%

74.39%

63.79%

51.58%

Appendix 3.3: Interactions of predictors of a country membership in a
bottom quintile based on the level of Internet us
Electricity consumption per capita and Risk:

Primary school enrollment and Risk
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Appendix 3.4: List of countries for the top and bottom quintiles based on
the rate of mobile phone use
Quintile
Top

Bottom

Countries
Albania, Antigua and Barbuda, Argentina, Austria, Bermuda, Bulgaria,
Croatia, Czech Republic, Finland, Hong Kong, Israel, Italy, Kuwait,
Libya, Lithuania, Luxemburg, Macao SAR, Maldives, Oman, Panama,
Portugal, Qatar, Russia, Saudi Arabia, Seychelles, Singapore, St. Kitts
and Nevis, Suriname, Trinidad and Tobago, UAE, United Kingdom,
Uruguay, Vietnam
Zambia, Yemen, Uganda, Tonga, Togo, Tanzania, Sudan, Solomon
Islands, Rwanda, Papua New Guinea, Niger, Nepal, Myanmar,
Mozambique,
Mali, Malawi, Madagascar, Liberia, Lesotho, Haiti, Guinea-Bissau,
Guinea, Ethiopia, Eritrea, Djibouti, Cuba, Congo (Dem. Rep), Comoros,
Chad, Central African Republic, Cameroon, Burkina Faso, Bangladesh,
Angola

Appendix 3.5: Variable importance in predicting countries’ mobile phone
subscriptions quintile membership
Variable Name
Quintile 1
(bottom)
GNI per capita
Proportion of Urban
population
Secondary
school
enrollment
Current Overall Risk
Primary
school
enrollment
Electricity
consumption
per
capita
GINI Index
Price of a 3 min
phone call
Proportion of
population ages 1564
Proportion
of
population ages 65

Variable Importance
Quintile 2 Quintile 3 Quintile
4

Quintile 5
(top)

99.69%

100%

69.04%

66%

100%

42.66%

71.24%

73.17%

61.53%

47.22%

59.61%

47.26%

51.31%

100%

61.11%

51.25%

67.44%

42.64%

89.73%

61.89%

17.24%

43.86%

74.83%

58.43%

60.26%

100%

67.10%

95.42%

66.74%

69.22%

16.00%

79.02%

68.32%

93.19%

56.26%

13.14%

53.85%

53.84%

55.62%

29.77%

33.88%

51.85%

65.32%

49.95%

42.23%

31.86%

76.18%

81.18%

67.20%

43.81%
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and above
Merchandise trade as
% of GDP
Number of telephone
lines per 100 people

18.26%

60.72%

100%

77.32%

39.58%

70.88%

74.26%

62.69%

60.34%

65.74%

Appendix 3.6: Average values of the predictors for countries in different
quintiles
Internet users
quintiles
Top
Bottom
Telephone lines per 100 people
GINI Index
GNI per capita
Electric power consumption
kWh per capita
Merchandise trade of GDP
Populationages15-64
Population ages65 and above
Urban population
School enrollment primary
School enrollment secondary
Current Overall Risk
Percent of households with
computer
Price of a 3 min local call

Mobile phones
subscriptions quintiles
Top
Bottom

43.46
32.80
35827.51
10046.44

1.88
43.74
2555
324.81

30.85
38.82
27320.24
6104.6

2.31
42.97
1683.74
180.05

89.74
68.6
14.07
74.79
94.87
86.91
1.78
78.32

65.69
57.04
3.4
37.68
75.29
33.36
3.56
3.93

87.17
69.17
10.75
71.44
92.47
80.30
2.28
58.26

58.97
55.98
3.55
34.21
75.40
31.63
3.71
3.54

.14

.18

.11

.18

Appendix 4.1: List of Russian regions and their respective clusters (2005
and 2009)
Region Name
Altaiskii Krai
Krasnodarskii Krai
Krasnoyarskii Krai
PrimorskiiKrai
Stavropolskii Krai
Habarovskii Krai
Amurskaya Oblast
Arhangelskaya Oblast
Astrahanskaya Oblast

Code

Cluster
2005

Cluster
2009

AK
KK
KrK
PK
SK
HK
AO
ArO
AsO

5
5
5
5
5
4
5
5
5

3
3
1
1
3
1
3
1
2
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Belgorodskaya Oblast
Bryanskaya Oblast
Vladimirskaya Oblast
Volgogradskaya Oblast
Vologodskaya Oblast
Voronezhskaya Oblast
Nizhegorodskaya Oblast
Ivanovskaya Oblast
Irkutskaya Oblast
Respublika Ingushetiya
Kaliningradskaya Oblast
Tverskaya Oblast
Kaluzhskaya Oblast
Kamchatskaya Oblast
Kemerovskaya Oblast
Kirovskaya Oblast
Kostromskaya Oblast
Samarskaya Oblast
Kurganskaya Oblast
Kurskaya Oblast
St. Petersburg City
Leningradskaya Oblast
Lipetskaya Oblast
Magadanskaya Oblast
Moscow City
Moscow Oblast
Murmanskaya Oblast
Novgorodskaya Oblast
Novosibirskaya Oblast
Omskaya Oblast
Orenburgskaya Oblast
Orlovskaya Oblast
Penzenskaya Oblast
Permskaya Oblast
Pskovskaya Oblast
Rostovskaya Oblast
Ryazanskaya Oblast
Saratovskaya Oblast
Sahalinskaya Oblast

BO
BrO
VO
VoO
VolO
VorO
NO
IO
IrO
RI
KO
TO
KOb
KaO
KeO
KiO
KoO
SO
KuO
KurO
StP
LO
LiO
MaO
Mos
MosO
MuO
NoO
NovO
OO
OrO
OrlO
PO
PeO
PsO
RO
RyO
SaO
SahO

195

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
5
5
5
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
2
5
5
5
2
4
2
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
5
1
6
1
3
2
1
1
3
3
3
5
3
1
3
3
2
1
1
1
3
3
3
3
3
5
3
3
3
5
3
1

Sverdlovskaya Oblast
Smolenskaya Oblast
Tambovskaya Oblast
Tomskaya Oblast
Tulskaya Oblast
Tumenskaya Oblast
Ulyanovskaya Oblast
Chelyabinskaya Oblast
Chitinskaya Oblast
Yaroslavskaya Oblast
Respublika Adigeya
Respublika Bashkorstan
Respublika Buryatiya
Respublika Dagestan
Kabardino-Balkarskaya Respublika
Respublika Altai
Respublika Kareliya
Respublika Komi
Respublika Marii El
Respublika Mordoviya
Karachaeva-Cherkesskaya Respublika
Respublika Tatarstan
Respublika Tiva
Udmurskaya Respublika
Chuvashskaya Respublika
Respublika Saha (Yakutiya)
Evreiskaya Autonomnaya Oblast

SvO
SmO
TaO
ToO
TuO
TyO
UO
CHO
ChiO
YO
RA
RB
RBu
RD
KBR
RAl
RKa
RKo
RME
RM
KCHR
RT
RTi
UR
CHR
RS
EAO

5
5
5
5
5
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
5
6
5
5
4
5

3
5
3
2
3
1
3
1
3
3
3
3
3
6
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
1
3
1
1

Appendix 4.2: Summary statistics for all clusters (average values)

Populatio Populatio
High
Cluste n ages 15- n ages 65 P Highe Scho
r#
54
and older C r ed
ol

Mobil
Land
e
line
Incom phone
Intern phon Urba e per s per
et
e
n
capita capita

1
N = 18

.78

.08

.50

.28

.90

.35

.76

.86

16456

.95

2
N=7

.80

.09

.36

.27

.90

.22

.83

.85

13161

.71
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3
N = 46

.75

.12

.32

.22

.86

.20

.65

.69

10455

.82

4
N=5

.84

.06

.27

.24

.88

.12

.79

.69

12371

.30

5
N = 68

.77

.13

.14

.18

.81

.06

.60

.65

6929

.28

6
N=6

.75

.08

.06

.18

.83

.02

.31

.35

4330

.29

Appendix 4.3: Site effects on Internet use
*From highest negative effect to the highest positive effect
Region name
Lipetskaya Oblast: Lipetsk CR
Tverskaya Oblast: Rzhev CR
Volgograd Oblast: Rudnjanskij Rajon
Tverskaya Oblast: Rzhev CR
Penzenskaya Oblast: Zemetchinskij Rajon
Amurskaja Oblast: Arkharinhskij Rajon
Kabardino-Balkarija, Zolskij Rajon
Komi ASSR: Usinsk CR
Volgograd Oblast: Rudnjanskij Rajon
Amurskaja Oblast: Arkharinhskij Rajon
Tambov Oblast: Uvarovo CR
Altaiskij Kraj: Biisk CR
Perm Oblast: Solikamsk City & Rajon
Stavropolskij Kraj: Georgievskij CR
Altaiskij Krai: Kurisnkij Rajon
Altaiskij Krai: Kurisnkij Rajon
Stavropolskij Kraj: Georgievskij CR
Penzenskaya Oblast: Zemetchinskij Rajon
Stavropolskij Kraj: Georgievskij CR
Penzenskaya Oblast: Zemetchinskij Rajon
Altaiskij Krai: Kurisnkij Rajon
Krasnodarskij Kraj: Kushchevskij Rajon
Kaluzhskaja Oblast: Kuibyshev Rajon
Saratov Oblast: Volskij Gorsovet & Rajon
Udmurt ASSR: Glasov CR
197

Site
#

Site
residual

Rank

72
68
41
67
121
96
77
89
42
99
33
85
12
53
64
65
54
119
52
120
60
130
173
102
11

-1.403
-0.988
-0.984
-0.899
-0.823
-0.800
-0.773
-0.764
-0.738
-0.713
-0.703
-0.698
-0.658
-0.581
-0.581
-0.576
-0.543
-0.540
-0.518
-0.469
-0.451
-0.448
-0.432
-0.430
-0.399

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Gorkovskaja Oblast: Nizhnij Novgorod
Saratov Oblast: Volskij Gorsovet & Rajon
Cheliabinsk Oblast: Krasnoarmeiskij Rajon
Kaluzhskaja Oblast: Kuibyshev Rajon
St. Petersburg: Leningrad Oblast: Volosovskij Rajon
St. Petersburg: Leningrad Oblast: Volosovskij Rajon
Altaiskij Krai: Kurisnkij Rajon
Kabardino-Balkarija, Zolskij Rajon
Kabardino-Balkarija, Zolskij Rajon
Volgograd Oblast: Rudnjanskij Rajon
Rostov Oblast: Batajsk
Amurskaja Oblast: Arkharinhskij Rajon
Kaluzhskaja Oblast: Kuibyshev Rajon
Cheliabinsk Oblast: Krasnoarmeiskij Rajon
Tatarskaja ASSR: Kazan
Tulskaja Oblast: Tula
Moscow Oblast
Komi ASSR: Usinsk CR
Cheliabinsk Oblast: Krasnoarmeiskij Rajon
Volgograd Oblast: Rudnjanskij Rajon
Penzenskaya Oblast: Zemetchinskij Rajon
Krasnodar CR
Volgograd Oblast: Rudnjanskij Rajon
Amurskaja Oblast: Arkharinhskij Rajon
Altaiskij Krai: Kurisnkij Rajon
Cheliabinsk Oblast: Krasnoarmeiskij Rajon
Krasnojarskij Kraj: Nazarovo CR
Tambov Oblast: Uvarovo CR
Penzenskaya Oblast: Zemetchinskij Rajon
Penzenskaya Oblast: Zemetchinskij Rajon
Kabardino-Balkarija, Zolskij Rajon
Tambov Oblast: Uvarovo CR
St. Petersburg: Leningrad Oblast: Volosovskij Rajon
Chuvashskaya ASSR: Shumerlja CR
Kabardino-Balkarija, Zolskij Rajon
Moscow Oblast
Kaluzhskaja Oblast: Kuibyshev Rajon
Chuvashskaya ASSR: Shumerlja CR
Chuvashskaya ASSR: Shumerlja CR
Smolensk CR
Moscow Oblast
198

116
104
110
16
2
3
62
78
80
44
137
98
17
113
45
136
179
90
114
39
122
9
40
94
59
109
74
34
125
123
81
36
5
51
82
159
18
48
49
135
149

-0.398
-0.397
-0.386
-0.377
-0.356
-0.342
-0.342
-0.338
-0.336
-0.332
-0.312
-0.307
-0.296
-0.293
-0.291
-0.267
-0.255
-0.249
-0.242
-0.230
-0.219
-0.215
-0.202
-0.201
-0.197
-0.189
-0.177
-0.176
-0.174
-0.166
-0.161
-0.148
-0.144
-0.142
-0.136
-0.131
-0.121
-0.119
-0.118
-0.113
-0.092

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

Kaluzhskaja Oblast: Kuibyshev Rajon
Udmurt ASSR: Glasov CR
Moscow Oblast
Krasnojarskij Kraj: Nazarovo CR
Penzenskaya Oblast: Zemetchinskij Rajon
Penzenskaya Oblast: Zemetchinskij Rajon
Stavropolskij Kraj: Georgievskij CR
Saratov CR
Cheliabinsk Oblast: Krasnoarmeiskij Rajon
Penzenskaya Oblast: Zemetchinskij Rajon
Kaluzhskaja Oblast: Kuibyshev Rajon
Tambov Oblast: Uvarovo CR
Tambov Oblast: Uvarovo CR
Kaluzhskaja Oblast: Kuibyshev Rajon
Kalinin Oblast: Rzhev CR
Kaluzhskaja Oblast: Kuibyshev Rajon
Altaiskij Kraj: Biisk CR
Altaiskij Krai: Kurisnkij Rajon
Orenburg Oblast: Orsk
Moscow Oblast
Chuvashskaya ASSR: Shumerlja CR
Moscow Oblast
Moscow Oblast
Penzenskaya Oblast: Zemetchinskij Rajon
Kaluzhskaja Oblast: Kuibyshev Rajon
Moscow Oblast
Cheliabinsk Oblast: Krasnoarmeiskij Rajon
Amurskaja Oblast: Arkharinhskij Rajon
Kabardino-Balkarija, Zolskij Rajon
Moscow Oblast
Moscow Oblast
Kaluzhskaja Oblast: Kuibyshev Rajon
Moscow Oblast
Altaiskij Krai: Kurisnkij Rajon
Krasnodarskij Kraj: Kushchevskij Rajon
Amurskaja Oblast: Arkharinhskij Rajon
Amurskaja Oblast: Arkharinhskij Rajon
Khanty-Mansiiskij AO: Surgut CR
Kaluzhskaja Oblast: Kuibyshev Rajon
Kabardino-Balkarija, Zolskij Rajon
Moscow Oblast
199

29
10
155
75
128
118
57
70
111
127
21
38
35
15
69
24
84
63
47
160
50
154
148
117
20
157
168
97
83
142
150
14
144
58
129
93
95
163
171
79
145

-0.091
-0.084
-0.068
-0.062
-0.052
-0.051
-0.044
-0.038
-0.032
-0.031
-0.022
-0.008
-0.008
-0.005
0.005
0.017
0.034
0.040
0.052
0.065
0.066
0.068
0.078
0.081
0.082
0.090
0.093
0.102
0.120
0.176
0.190
0.200
0.207
0.223
0.224
0.238
0.246
0.257
0.267
0.272
0.273

67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107

Moscow Oblast
Cheliabinsk Oblast: Krasnoarmeiskij Rajon
Cheliabinsk Oblast: Krasnoarmeiskij Rajon
Khanty-Mansiiskij AO: Surgut CR
Tomsk City & Rajon
Cheliabinsk
Moscow Oblast
Stavropolskij Kraj: Georgievskij CR
Moscow Oblast
Saratov Oblast: Volskij Gorsovet & Rajon
Krasnojarskij Kraj: Krasnojarsk
Krasnodarskij Kraj: Kushchevskij Rajon
Cheliabinsk Oblast: Krasnoarmeiskij Rajon
Krasnodarskij Kraj: Kushchevskij Rajon
Moscow Oblast
St. Petersburg: Leningrad Oblast: Volosovskij Rajon
Perm Oblast: Solikamsk City & Rajon
Saratov Oblast: Volskij Gorsovet & Rajon
St. Petersburg: Leningrad Oblast: Volosovskij Rajon
Moscow Oblast
Cheliabinsk Oblast: Krasnoarmeiskij Rajon
Komi ASSR: Syktyvkar
Altaiskij Krai: Kurisnkij Rajon
Stavropolskij Kraj: Georgievskij CR
Saratov Oblast: Volskij Gorsovet & Rajon
Kurgan
Krasnodarskij Kraj: Kushchevskij Rajon
Volgograd Oblast: Rudnjanskij Rajon
Krasnojarskij Kraj: Nazarovo CR
Kaluzhskaja Oblast: Kuibyshev Rajon
Moscow City
Vladivostok
Krasnodarskij Kraj: Kushchevskij Rajon
Moscow Oblast
Khanty-Mansiiskij AO: Surgut CR
Moscow Oblast
Komi ASSR: Usinsk CR
St. Petersburg: Leningrad Oblast: Volosovskij Rajon
Krasnojarskij Kraj: Nazarovo CR
St. Petersburg
St. Petersburg: Leningrad Oblast: Volosovskij Rajon
200

146
107
112
161
71
106
156
56
147
103
66
134
115
132
151
7
13
100
1
158
108
105
61
55
101
46
131
43
73
19
138
92
133
153
162
152
91
8
76
141
6

0.275
0.280
0.287
0.297
0.305
0.311
0.316
0.321
0.333
0.334
0.338
0.342
0.343
0.357
0.364
0.365
0.368
0.369
0.370
0.374
0.382
0.392
0.407
0.453
0.488
0.497
0.500
0.517
0.520
0.555
0.557
0.642
0.660
0.675
0.686
0.726
0.774
0.813
0.821
0.878
1.014

108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148

Moscow Oblast
St. Petersburg: Leningrad Oblast: Volosovskij Rajon
Moscow Oblast

178
4
143

1.169
1.169
1.177

149
150
151

Appendix 4.4: Combined regional and site effects on Mobile phone
ownership
*From highest negative effect to the highest positive effect
Region Name

Site
#

Altaiskij Krai: Kurisnkij Rajon
Kaluzhskaja Oblast: Kuibyshev Rajon
Cheliabinsk Oblast: Krasnoarmeiskij Rajon
Altaiskij Krai: Kurisnkij Rajon
Altaiskij Krai: Kurisnkij Rajon
Cheliabinsk Oblast: Krasnoarmeiskij Rajon
Perm Oblast: Solikamsk City & Rajon
Cheliabinsk Oblast: Krasnoarmeiskij Rajon
Amurskaja Oblast: Arkharinhskij Rajon
Krasnojarskij Kraj: Nazarovo CR
Cheliabinsk Oblast: Krasnoarmeiskij Rajon
Altaiskij Krai: Kurisnkij Rajon
Altaiskij Krai: Kurisnkij Rajon
Kaluzhskaja Oblast: Kuibyshev Rajon
Amurskaja Oblast: Arkharinhskij Rajon
Orenburg Oblast: Orsk
Cheliabinsk Oblast: Krasnoarmeiskij Rajon
Altaiskij Krai: Kurisnkij Rajon
Smolensk CR
Kaluzhskaja Oblast: Kuibyshev Rajon
Udmurt ASSR: Glasov CR
Amurskaja Oblast: Arkharinhskij Rajon
Moscow Oblast
Penzenskaya Oblast: Zemetchinskij Rajon
Amurskaja Oblast: Arkharinhskij Rajon
Kaluzhskaja Oblast: Kuibyshev Rajon
Moscow Oblast
Perm Oblast: Solikamsk City & Rajon
Cheliabinsk Oblast: Krasnoarmeiskij Rajon
Altaiskij Krai: Kurisnkij Rajon
Amurskaja Oblast: Arkharinhskij Rajon
201

60
173
114
65
62
110
12
113
99
74
112
61
64
171
98
47
168
63
135
18
11
97
151
117
96
19
179
13
107
58
93

Total
Residual
-1.78
-1.46
-1.26
-1.22
-1.19
-1.19
-1.19
-1.15
-1.14
-1.00
-0.98
-0.98
-0.96
-0.89
-0.84
-0.82
-0.80
-0.78
-0.72
-0.67
-0.66
-0.66
-0.63
-0.61
-0.61
-0.57
-0.57
-0.55
-0.55
-0.53
-0.53

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Kaluzhskaja Oblast: Kuibyshev Rajon
Tomsk City & Rajon
Penzenskaya Oblast: Zemetchinskij Rajon
Volgograd Oblast: Rudnjanskij Rajon
Kaluzhskaja Oblast: Kuibyshev Rajon
Moscow Oblast
Kaluzhskaja Oblast: Kuibyshev Rajon
Penzenskaya Oblast: Zemetchinskij Rajon
Kalinin Oblast: Rzhev CR
Penzenskaya Oblast: Zemetchinskij Rajon
Krasnodarskij Kraj: Kushchevskij Rajon
Stavropolskij Kraj: Georgievskij CR
Kabardino-Balkarija, Zolskij Rajon
Cheliabinsk Oblast: Krasnoarmeiskij Rajon
Kaluzhskaja Oblast: Kuibyshev Rajon
Altaiskij Krai: Kurisnkij Rajon
Kaluzhskaja Oblast: Kuibyshev Rajon
Kaluzhskaja Oblast: Kuibyshev Rajon
Altaiskij Kraj: Biisk CR
Cheliabinsk Oblast: Krasnoarmeiskij Rajon
Stavropolskij Kraj: Georgievskij CR
Udmurt ASSR: Glasov CR
Khanty-Mansiiskij AO: Surgut CR
Cheliabinsk Oblast: Krasnoarmeiskij Rajon
Penzenskaya Oblast: Zemetchinskij Rajon
Amurskaja Oblast: Arkharinhskij Rajon
Moscow City
Moscow Oblast
Penzenskaya Oblast: Zemetchinskij Rajon
Tulskaja Oblast: Tula
Chuvashskaya ASSR: Shumerlja CR
Penzenskaya Oblast: Zemetchinskij Rajon
Penzenskaya Oblast: Zemetchinskij Rajon
Krasnojarskij Kraj: Nazarovo CR
Kalinin Oblast: Rzhev CR
Stavropolskij Kraj: Georgievskij CR
Kaluzhskaja Oblast: Kuibyshev Rajon
Moscow Oblast
Krasnodarskij Kraj: Kushchevskij Rajon
Tambov Oblast: Uvarovo CR
Chuvashskaya ASSR: Shumerlja CR
202

29
71
118
40
15
155
14
120
68
119
130
52
77
109
20
59
21
17
84
108
55
10
161
111
128
94
138
146
121
136
49
123
122
73
69
54
16
149
131
33
51

-0.50
-0.49
-0.49
-0.47
-0.45
-0.44
-0.43
-0.41
-0.34
-0.34
-0.34
-0.31
-0.31
-0.24
-0.24
-0.23
-0.23
-0.21
-0.19
-0.16
-0.16
-0.16
-0.12
-0.12
-0.12
-0.11
-0.11
-0.10
-0.10
-0.08
-0.08
-0.06
-0.05
-0.04
-0.03
-0.03
-0.02
-0.01
0.00
0.01
0.02

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72

Kaluzhskaja Oblast: Kuibyshev Rajon
Stavropolskij Kraj: Georgievskij CR
Krasnojarskij Kraj: Nazarovo CR
Volgograd Oblast: Rudnjanskij Rajon
Komi ASSR: Usinsk CR
Cheliabinsk Oblast: Krasnoarmeiskij Rajon
Saratov Oblast: Volskij Gorsovet & Rajon
Krasnodarskij Kraj: Kushchevskij Rajon
Komi ASSR: Syktyvkar
Saratov Oblast: Volskij Gorsovet & Rajon
Saratov CR
Cheliabinsk
Vladivostok
Tambov Oblast: Uvarovo CR
Volgograd Oblast: Rudnjanskij Rajon
Khanty-Mansiiskij AO: Surgut CR
Stavropolskij Kraj: Georgievskij CR
Saratov Oblast: Volskij Gorsovet & Rajon
Amurskaja Oblast: Arkharinhskij Rajon
Moscow Oblast
Moscow Oblast
Lipetskaya Oblast: Lipetsk CR
Tambov Oblast: Uvarovo CR
Tatarskaja ASSR: Kazan
Krasnodarskij Kraj: Kushchevskij Rajon
Moscow Oblast
Tambov Oblast: Uvarovo CR
Moscow Oblast
Chuvashskaya ASSR: Shumerlja CR
Moscow Oblast
Krasnodarskij Kraj: Kushchevskij Rajon
St. Petersburg: Leningrad Oblast: Volosovskij Rajon
Khanty-Mansiiskij AO: Surgut CR
Saratov Oblast: Volskij Gorsovet & Rajon
St. Petersburg: Leningrad Oblast: Volosovskij Rajon
Altaiskij Kraj: Biisk CR
Kurgan
Tambov Oblast: Uvarovo CR
Moscow Oblast
Krasnojarskij Kraj: Krasnojarsk
Krasnojarskij Kraj: Nazarovo CR
203

24
53
75
42
90
115
100
129
105
102
70
106
92
34
41
162
56
103
95
159
178
72
36
45
134
142
35
160
48
147
132
7
163
104
1
85
46
38
156
66
76

0.02
0.02
0.04
0.04
0.05
0.06
0.08
0.09
0.09
0.10
0.10
0.12
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.14
0.15
0.16
0.16
0.18
0.20
0.21
0.23
0.23
0.24
0.25
0.26
0.28
0.31
0.32
0.34
0.34
0.35
0.36
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37
0.39
0.39
0.41

73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113

Penzenskaya Oblast: Zemetchinskij Rajon
Moscow Oblast
Moscow Oblast
St. Petersburg: Leningrad Oblast: Volosovskij Rajon
Kalinin Oblast: Rzhev CR
St. Petersburg: Leningrad Oblast: Volosovskij Rajon
Moscow Oblast
Kabardino-Balkarija, Zolskij Rajon
Komi ASSR: Usinsk CR
Kabardino-Balkarija, Zolskij Rajon
Volgograd Oblast: Rudnjanskij Rajon
St. Petersburg
Moscow Oblast
Volgograd Oblast: Rudnjanskij Rajon
Komi ASSR: Usinsk CR
Penzenskaya Oblast: Zemetchinskij Rajon
Moscow Oblast
Chuvashskaya ASSR: Shumerlja CR
St. Petersburg: Leningrad Oblast: Volosovskij Rajon
Gorkovskaja Oblast: Nizhnij Novgorod
Moscow Oblast
Saratov Oblast: Volskij Gorsovet & Rajon
St. Petersburg: Leningrad Oblast: Volosovskij Rajon
Moscow Oblast
Kabardino-Balkarija, Zolskij Rajon
St. Petersburg: Leningrad Oblast: Volosovskij Rajon
Tambov Oblast: Uvarovo CR
Kabardino-Balkarija, Zolskij Rajon
Moscow Oblast
St. Petersburg: Leningrad Oblast: Volosovskij Rajon
Stavropolskij Kraj: Georgievskij CR
Moscow Oblast
Krasnodar CR
Rostov Oblast: Batajsk
Moscow Oblast
Krasnodarskij Kraj: Kushchevskij Rajon
Kabardino-Balkarija, Zolskij Rajon
Kabardino-Balkarija, Zolskij Rajon

204

127
153
152
5
67
6
154
80
91
82
39
141
148
43
89
125
150
50
2
116
144
101
8
157
81
4
39
83
158
3
57
145
9
137
143
133
78
79

0.42
0.42
0.43
0.44
0.44
0.44
0.46
0.47
0.49
0.49
0.52
0.53
0.54
0.54
0.55
0.56
0.57
0.59
0.59
0.63
0.63
0.65
0.66
0.70
0.71
0.71
0.72
0.74
0.76
0.79
0.79
0.81
0.82
0.83
0.88
0.94
1.18
1.20

114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
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